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PRAIRIE WARBLER NOTES 

1958 

BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA 

Volume I 

Through May 31 

Val Nolan Jr. 



i 

&k .§]. 

Fage 15, 16 April 21 h69 on T69 and v. 
19 22 " 

22 23 N69 on T69. 

31 24 Not found. 

33 25 H69 on T69; fight. 

38 26 H69 on T69, v. 
49 28 M69 chases male from T69. 

53 29 Not found. 

54, 56 30 h69 not active. 

62 }lay 1 Silence in p.m. 

69 2 M69 active in p.m. 

76 3 M69 on T69. 

82 4 69F returns to old mate. 

89 7 Pair seen. 

92 8 Heard. 

96 9 69's probably use XII. 

98 10 Not found. 

102 12 M69 on E XII. 

113 16 , 

114 17 
, 

117 18 
, 

122 20 Silence. 

134 26 Perhaps song on XII. 

141 29 " 

162 June 6 M69 sings on mid-XII. 

165 8 Silence. 



ii 

Pair 1Q. 

Page 19 April 22 J.v170 arrives on 1'70. 

24 23 Not found. 

30 24 M70 on T. 

37 25 II 

38 26 It 

42 27 It 

49 28 
, 

53 29 Feeding behavior of MO. 

56 30 M70 on T70. 

61, 64 Nay 1 1170 on T70, silent at dusk. 

65 2 .mo sings loudly. 

75 3 " 

81 4 N70 probably meets and 
loses a female. 

84 5 H70 sings despite cold. 

88 7 M70 with a female. 

96 9 M70 unmated. 

98 10 M70 unnated. ~\' ing flirting. 

102 12 70F(l} arrives; courtship. 

105 13 No building. 

107 14 70F(1) builds first nest. 

108 15 Building. 

122 20 No eggs. 

124 21 Egg 1. 

126 22 Nest fails; no evidences 

127, 128 23 M70 seen. Female builds 
day-old fragment. 



iii 

Page 129 May 24 

131 25 

140 28 

146, [154] 31 

150 June 1 

152 

154 

158 4 

160 5 

162 6. 

164 8 

169 9 

174 10 

177 11 

179 12 

180 13 

183 14 

188 16 

191 18 

195 20 

196 21 

198 22 

200 23 

202 24 

205 25 

208 26 

70F(l) starts second nest. 

Building nest with kleenex. 

Egg 1. 

Incubation begins.[4 eggs.] 

Incubation. 

, 

70's feed transplanted young. 

70F(l) feeds. 

, 

70's feed. 

Nest has failed. 70F(1) not seen. 

Weak songs. 70F(l) seen. 

M70 with young female. 

M70 moves a lot. No female (?). 

, 

M70 acts unmated~ 

It 

" 

70F(2) present, courted. 

Nothing seen of 70F(2). 

70F(2) explores. Food info. 

Building 2-day old first nest. 

M70 tends transplanted nest
ling in cage, is caught. 

No activity at nest. 

70F(2) on at 0540; egg 1 ? 



iv 

Pair .1!} -1 

Page 217 June 28 70F(2) not on neste 

219 29 70F(2) o~probably begins to 
incubate. 

223 July 1 Nest has failed. 70F(2) 
explores. 

226 2 70F(2) present, not building. 
M70 on T70 and 74. 

228 3 70's not found; long search. 

230 4 Not found. 

232 5 H 



Page 49 

53 

54, 56 

62 

69 

76 

82 

89 

92 

96 

98 

102 

110 

113 

114 

122 

134 

141 

145 

159 

162 

164 

285 

mt 71 

April 28 

29 

30 

May 1 

2 

3 

4 

7 

8 

9 

10 

12 

15 

16 

17 

20 

26 

29 

30 

June 5 

6 

8 

August 6 

M71 arrives on T71. 

M71 present. 

M71 active. 

71F returns to old territory. 

Courtship. 

M71 follows 71F. 

71's present. Second male seen. 

Not found. 

71's seen. M71 chases a male. 

Courtship. No building. 

Beginning of first nest found. 

Nest is complete, p.m. 

Egg 1 .. 

Egg 2. 

71F on at 0730. 

Incubating 1 cowbird, 4 P\~ eggs. 

Incubation. 

Cowbird egg hatches. 

Only 1 PW egg unhatched at 1600. 

1 cowbird, 2 PW nestlings. 

1 cowbird, 2 PW nestlings. 
Catch 71F,. 

Cowbird has fledged, PW's not. 
Catch M71 .. 

No banded PW's seen. 



vi 

Page 16 April 21 

19 22 

22 23 

54 30 

62 May 1 

69 2 

92 8 

96 9 

98 10 

102 12 

110 15 

113 16 

114 17 

117 18 

122 20 

124 21 

128 23 

129 24 

134 26 

176 June 11 

186 16 

Song on T72 or 73. 

" 
, 

M72 on T. 

M72 mated, fights M73. 

First nest shell found. 

Nest progresses. 

Egg 1. 

Nest fails; 1 egg left. 

Day-old second nest found. 

Building. 

.. 
Nest complete, empty. 

Egg 1. 

3 eggs. Catch 72F, take 
home all nighte 

72F lays egg 4 in cage; re
lease her at nestw 

Nest deserted. 

Catch M72 after displacing 
young 73. 

Find 72F's third (?) nest, 
tilted and deserted. 
M72 sings,. 



vii 

Fair 73. 

Page 69 Hay 2 

92 8 

96 9 

98 10 

102 12 

110 15 

113 16 

114 17 

117 18 

122 20 

124 21 

128 23 

129 24 

134 26 

151 June 1 

176 11 

187 16 

285 August 6 

}~7 3 on 'r; probably arrived 
earlier. 

H73 mated, fights M72. 

Pair seen. 

Courtship. 

Building first nest. 

Nest complete, empty. 

No eggs. 

Egg 1. 

Egg 3. 

Egg 4; incubation begins. 
Catch 73F. 

Incubation. 

, 

, 

1 egg hatched, 3 dead. 

Young leaves nest. Catch 73F. 

H73 seen. 

No banded PW's seen. 



Page 65 

76 

81 

84 

88 

97 

102 

105 

108 

113 

116 

124 

126 

127, 

129 

137 

179 

280 

305 

viii 

~74 

l1"a.y 2 

3 

4 

5 

7 

9 

12 

13 

15 

16 

17 

20 

21 

22 

128 23 

24 

27 

June 12 

July 30 

August 27 

M74 take~ up territory. 

N74 on T. 

Not found8 

H74 unmated. 

74F(A) arrives. 

74F(A) nest-shapes. 

Day-old first nest. 

74F(A)'s nest progresses. Find 
74F(B) building. Catch her 
and l-174. 

74F(A)'s nest nearly complete. 
Catch N74 there. 

74F(B) progresses very slowly. 

Cov;bird egg in nest (A) • 

Cowbird egg in nest ) • N•ast 
(B) abandonedbecause of 
vine gro'II>Jth. 

Egg 1 and cowbird egg in (1\). 

~!est (A) fails 1dthout evidence; 
74F{A) begins building, p.m. 

74F(A) caught. 

Nest (h) never finished. 

l-174 feeds nestlings of 74F(B) 
on T75. 

h74 present, molting. 

H74 present; molt complete. 

Note: See also Pair 75; 74F(B) was the female of that pair. 



ix 

Page 12'7 }•.ny 23 

'27 

158 Jur,e 4 

l6P. 9 

17·~ 10 

12 

194 

Pair 1.§. 

114 "cy 1'7 

8 23 

129 24 

134 26 

141 29 

144 30 

1 31 

1'77 June 11 

178, 183 12, 14 

186 16 

194 19 

i(7 5, a. ne\': ma.l e, is ·with 7 4F (B) 
as she builds 2-da.y-old ~
.2.!19. nest. 

3 eggs at 1200. 

3 young at 1000. 

£.174 now on 1'75, f,?eding 
fm·;;ale (i3)'s ings. 

!Jest fails without .:;vt1:::nce. 

Song heard for first time. 

J:'i76 perhaps heard. 

See 76's, find nearly com
plete ..f.!lli. ne~t. 

2 eggs. 

76F on at 1530. 

4 eggs. Catch 76F. E76 is 
gone. 

Eggs unha.tch·::d at 08.30. 

3 eggs hatched by 0600, 1 dead~ 
Take 1 young. 

Catch 76F. 2 young .. 

Nest fails without evidence. 

See pp. 113, 114, 117, 122 for a male singing on XII=i.!, !Y~o.y lG-20. 

See pp. 114, 117, 122, 123, 164 for a mah' on c.1ld I'lO, 



xi 

F.:1 ir Dl4 - 2 

l·.ig-2! 115 i~ay 17 Incuh:d: ion. 

" 

120 19 " 

121 20 " 

123 21 N es·c fails; 2 eggs lsft. 

125 22 No develo!=Ifients. 

128 23 Song. 

30 l'ID14 seen. 

175 June 10 II 

199 23 Loud song. 

201 24 , 

213 27 ¥~14 watches Dl6F(2). 

218 29 Song. 

226 July 2 Not found. 

230 4 Song. 

2:32 5 II 

235 6 
., 

239 8 
., 

241 9 
, 

243 10 MD14 may be molting. 

247 12 l-'ID14 IU01 ting. 

248 13 Song. 

254 15 MD14 fights Yilll5. 

255 16 MD14 wanders to TD19. 

257 17 Song. 

264 20 Nest found; 3- or 4-day young. 



X 

~ill 

Fclge 10 tip:ril 20 

13 21 

16 21 

21 22 

24 23 

26, 28, 31 24 

35, 37 25 

39 26 

43 28 

51 29 

55 30 

61 f·;.ay 1 

68 2 

73 3 

81 4 

85 5 

89 7 

94 a 

96 9 

101 12 

104 13 

106 14 

111 15 

112 16 

Unbanded male on TD14. 

HDH a:nd anoth~:;r a:rr i ve 
after OBOO. 

l..Dl4 on 1'. 

" 

" 

" 

Not found. 

Frequent song. 

HD14 on T. 

II 

Dl4F arrives; courtship~ 
}IDXII encroaches. 

Pair together. 

Dl4F maintains indivi.dual 
distance. hDl4 nest~shapes, 
fights f.ill27, 16. 

First nest begun. 

Nest progresses. 

Little progress. D14? near. 

No exarnina t ion~ 

No egg. 

Egg 1~ 

Egq 2 .. 

Egg 3. 

Egg 4. 



xi 

Pair Dl4 - 2 --
Fw.ga 115 Lay 17 Incubc'i t ion. 

18 .. 
19 " 

121 20 " 

123 21 Nes·l: fails; 2 eggs 

125 22 No developnents. 

128 23 Song. 

144 30 HD14 seen. 

175 June 10 II 

199 23 Loud songe 

201 24 , 

213 27 :MD14 watches D16F(2). 

218 29 Song. 

226 July 2 Not found. 

230 4 Song. 

232 5 ., 

235 6 II 

239 8 .. 
241 9 II 

243 10 MD14 may be molting. 

247 12 ND14 Il.l01ting. 

248 13 Song. 

254 15 MD14 fights Yilll5. 

255 16 MD14 wanders to TD19. 

257 17 Song. 

264 20 Nest found; 3- or 4-day young. 



xii 

Page 265 July 22 

266 23 

267 24 

269 25 

272 26 

282 August 2 

283 

283 4 

286 7 

287 8 

292 14 

298 19 

300 21 

303 26 

308 September 1 

312 7 

313 8 

316 13 

320 19 

323 21 

325 26 

326 28 

327 October 2 

327 

329 9 

Feeding. 

Feeding. Dl4F not molting. 

Temporarily displace young. 
Band. Distraction display. 

D14F tends. 

Dl4F tends Dl4R. 

MD14 (molting) tends Dl4Y. 

1'ID14 seen. 

Dl4F (little molt) tends 2. 

MD14 tends Dl4Y;Dl4Y described• . . _, 

Dl4F (little molt) on TD15. 

MD14 {tailless) on T. 

Dl4F tends Dl4~ another, on TD29. 

MD14 (mid-molt) on T. 

" 
I"('VJ. f-

MD14 ~st-molt) on T. 
/1-./J·f 
1 II 

D14R on TD28a35; aggressive, 
fights warblers. 

MD14 on T,. 

II 

Find second or third nest. 

MD14 on T. 

Find second or third nest. 

Dl4F (post-molt) on TD14. 



xiii 

~ DIS 

Page 27, 28, 30 April 24 MD15 arrives. Fighting. 

36, 31 25 MD15 sings. 

39 26 Not found. 

43 28 DlSF(l) present. MD15-16 
encounter. 

51 29 Pair together. 

55 30 I# 

59, 60, 63 l<lay 1 MD15 fights P~l6, strange male; 
courts Dl5F{1). Old D3F here. --

68 2 Courtship. 

75 3 Pair together. Strange male 
driven off. 

80 4 Nest fragment begun .. 

85 5 Fragment abandoned. 

89 7 Song. Dl5F(l) not seen. 

94 8 Probably no building. 

96 9 n 

100 11 MD15 nest-shapes; Dl5F(l) 
carries material. 

101, 102 12 First nest begun .. Weak song. 

104 13 Building. 

105 14 No visit. 

111 15 Nest empty, probably complete. 

112 16 No egg. 

115 17 No egg. Pair together. 

118 18 No egg. 

119 19 Egg 1. 

121 20 Egg 2 .. 



xiv 

Pair D15 - 1 

Page 123 Nay 21 Female on at 1615. 

126 2.2 Egg 4. Incubation. D15F(l) 
caught, injured. 

128 23 Nest deserted; 4 eggs. 

130 24 Irregular song. 

133 25 , 

135 26 , 

139 28 Probably see D15P(l). 

141 29 Situation not clear. 

144 30 Pair probably together. 

149 June 1 Dl5F(1) builds advanced frag-
ment. 

151 2 Fragment abandoned; silence. 

153 3 Dl5's together, excited. 

157 4 II 

159, 160 5 Silence. Measure first eggs. 

161 6 D15F(l) explores. 

167 8 Long silence. 

175 10 MD15 not :teen~ 

185 15 Loud song. 

187 16 MD15 acts unmated. 

198 22 " 

199 23 
, 

201 24 , 

205 25 " 

207 26 D15F(2) seen. 

213 27 D15F(2) nest-shapes. 



Page 215 

218 

221 

223 

226 

228 

230 

232, 233 

235 

238 

239, 240 

241 

244 

245 

247 

248 

251 

254 

255 

257 

264 

265 

266 

267 

269 

June 28 

29 

30 

July 1 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

XV 

Dl5F(2) begins first nest. De
tails on building. 

Building; details. 

No building seen. 

No egg. 

Egg 1. 

Egg 2. On at 1945. 

2 eggs. 

On at 0515. 

2 cold eggs. 

II 

2 cold eggs. Pair together, 
:tJilllS excited. 

3 warm eggs. Dl5F(2) not seen. 

4 eggs. 

5 eggs. Incubation. 

, 

Incubation .. 

Incubation. ~illl5 goes to 
TD16, fights HD14. 

Catch Dl5F(2). 4 eggs. 

Incubatione 

4 eggs; incubation. 

II 

1 of 4 eggs hatched by 1200. 

2 eggs, 2 young. 

~illl5 reacts little to Dl4Rs on 
TDlS., 



xvi 

Pair Dl5 -i 

Page 272 July 26 Nest fails without evidence. 

289 August 10 Old D3P (molting) on TD27. 

292 14 1:ID15 (tailless) on T. 

298 19 D3F (mid-molt) on TD27. 

303 26 HDlS (mid-molt) on T. 

316 September 13 D3F ( JX)St -molt) on TD15. 

322 21 FID15 (trace of molt?) on T. 

325 26 l1Dl5 on T. 

327 October 2 tilllS sings on T. 



Page 26, 28, 30 

36 

39 

43, 44 

51 

55 

59 

69 

74 

81 

85 

90 

94 

97 

100 

101 

104 

106 

111 

112 

llS 

118 

119 

122 

123 

xvii 

Elli. Dl6 

April 24 

25 

26 

28 

29 

30 

May 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

7 

8 

9 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

MD16 takes up territory, :fights, 
courts year's first female. 

MD16 sings. 

A few songs. 

HD16-15 encour1ter. 

MD16 on 'I'. 

Dl6F(l) arrives. 1'1Dl6 fights 
£1ID15. 

Courtship,. 

MD16-14 fight. 

Nest fragment•begun. 

Fragment abandoned. 

No davelopnents. 

Dl6F(l) builds day-old frag
ment, probably second. 

Building progresses. 

Fragment abandoned. Courtship. 

Song. 

Find day-old first nest8 

Nest empty, probably complete. 

No egg. 

Egg 1. 

Eggs 2 and 3. 

Egg 4; incubation begins. 

Incubation. Catch Dl6F(l). 

Incubation. 



xviii 

l.ill.lli - 1 
Page 126 22 Incubation. 

128 23 1!11 

130 24 II 

133 25 II 

135 26 II 

139 28 II 

141 29 Nest fails without evidence. 

144 30 Dl6F(l) has left territory. 

146 31 Constant song. 

149 June 1 D16F(1) on TD29. 

151 2 Constant song. 

153 3 MD16 unmated. D16F(l) on TD29. 

157 4 MD16 unmated. 

159 5 " 

162 6 
, 

167 8 II 

175 10 " 

177 11 
, 

183 14 , 

185 15 , 

187 16 , 

191 18 n 

193 19 n 

195 20 , 

198 22 ,. 

199 23 Silence 



JCiX 

l::.2l!. D 16 - 1 

Page 201 June 24 Song, perhaps fluttering. 

205 25 ~ID16 acts unmated. 

.207 26 D16F{2) here • HD16 notices 
caged, displaced youngm 

209 27 Dl6F ( 2) builds day·old-@ iti~f:. 
nest; details on buildinge 

215 28 Building; details. 

218 29 Nest complete. 

222 30 Egg 1. 

223 July 1 Egg 2. 

226 2 On at 1045. 

228 3 Incubation; 3 eggs. 

230 4 Incubation. 

232, 233 5 Incubation. Anticipatory 
food-bringingc 

235, 237 6 Incubation. MD16, pessibly be-
cause he hears D36G, makes 
anticipatory food-bringing 
trip. 

238 7 Incubation. 

240 8 Transplant day-old Field Spar-
row, catch MD16. 

241 9 Catch Dl6F(2}. Brooding. 

243 10 Feeding Field Sparrow. 

245 11 II 

247 12 " 

248 13 II 

251 14 II 

254 15 Nest fails. Much excitement. 

255 16 Not found. 



:r..x 

Pair Dl6 - .i 

Page 258 July 17 Not found. 

264 20 II 

267 24 II 

303 August 26 ~illl6 (nearly finished with 
molt) on TD15. 

325 September 26 ND16 on TD15. 



xxi 

~Dl7 

Page 36 April 25 ND17 on T, attacks Palm. 

38 26 Loud song. 

41 21 Dl7F with 1'ID17. 

44, 47 28 Pair together. Second female 
here. Encounter with l"JJ18. 

51 29 Pair together. 

54, 55 30 Courtship. 

57, 59 May 1 Song. 

68 2 
, 

71 3 , 

79 4 Building dayeold first nest. 

84 5 Cold; no building. 

90 7 Dl7F on at 1505. 

92 8 Nest unlined. 

96 9 Dl7F on at 0945. 

98 10 No egg. 

101 12 Egg 1. 

104 13 Egg 2w D17F on at 1145, off 
at 1215. 

106 14 Egg 3; egg 1 gone. 

108, 110 15 Laying watched: cowbird and 
Dl7F to nest. Later only 
eggs 2 and 3 present. 

112 16 New egg (5?). 

114 17 Incubation. MD17-18 fight. 

117 18 Incubation. 

119 19 II 

121 20 Nest fails without evidence. 



xxii 

Page 123 Hay 21 

125 22 

129 24 

131 25 

135 26 

136 27 

140 28 

141 29 

143 30 

147 31 

159 June 5 

175 10 

185 15 

186 16 

196 21 

199 23 

201 24 

206 26 

223, 224 July l 

226 2 

232, 233 5 

235 6 

239 8 

241 9 

243 10 

Building day-old second nest. 
Catch Jvill17 • 

Building. 

Song. 

Pair together •. 

Dl7P on at 1700. 

Dawn singing, many males. 

Dl7P on. 

D17F caught .. 

Incubation. 

Dusk singing. 

Nest has failed,. 

MD17 seen. 

Dusk s ing ing. 

Dawn singing. 

Song. 

" 
II 

Dawn singing,. 

MD17 seen. Dusk singingm 

Song. 

Song. Dusk singing. 

Dawn singing. 

MD17 seen. 

Song. 

Third {failed) nest found. VW17 
with strange female. 



Page 245 

246 

2.48, 249 

253 

257 

259 

264 

265 

265 

273 

276 

277 

279 

288 

297 

306 

313 

315 

319 

:xxiii 

Pair Dl7 - 1 

July 11 

12 

13 

15 

16 

18 

20 

21 

22 

26 

28 

29 

30 

August 9 

18 

30 

September 8 

11 

17 

Not found. 

Fourth (failed) nest found. 
l>ID17 figh·ts 1®18, Field 
Sparrowe 

Dusk: singing. 

Song. 

Dawn singing. 

Song. 

II 

Fair together, alarmed. 

Dusk singing. 

Fifth (?) nest found; large 
young. Dl7F's tarsus hurt. 

Band young, catch adults, 
change Dl7F's band. 

Find only Dl7F. 

MD17 perhaps heard. 

~ID17 (mid-molt) sings on T. 

MD17 (still molting) on T. 

MD17 (a few quills) on T. 

II 

MD17 (post-molt) on TD18, 14. 



xxiv 

~D18 

Page 36 April 25 MD18 probably on T. 

41 27 MD18 on T. 

44, 47 28 MD18 encounters 1/Ll7. 

55 30 Song. 

57, 59 May 1 , 

66, 68 2 1'illl8 follows a female. 

71, 73 .3 Courtship • 

17, 79 4 l'lD18 sings. 

88 7 MD18 encounters a male. 

92, 93 8 Dl8P found, building first nest. 

96 9 Dl8F on at 0930. 

98 10 Dl8F on at 1020. 

101, 102 12 Nest looks complete; building. 

104 13 No egg. 

106 14 Egg 1. 

110 15 Egg 2. 

113 16 Egg 3. 

115 17 Nest,fails, holds 2 eggs. ~ID18 
shapes, Dl8F in fork with him~ 

117 18 Dl8F begins fragment at 1130. 
2 eggs taken in a.m. 

119, 120 19 Fragment abandonede 

121 20 Building day-old second nest. 

123 21 Nest nearly complete. 

125 22 Nest complete. 

128 23 No egg., 

129 24 Egg ls 



XXV 

Pair Dl8 -l 
Page 132 l•1ay 25 Egg 2. 

135 26 Egg 3~ 

136, 138 27 Egg 4. Incubation begins 
probably this a.me 

139 28 Incubation. 

142 29 Dl8F caught. 

143, 144 30 Incubation. Pair O!l 1'D14 
in a"rn. 

146 31 Incubation. 

149 June 1 It 

154 3 It 

157 4 
, 

159 5 " 

161 6 " 

165, 166 8 At 1030, 2 eg:,JS hatched, egg 4 
present, 1 gonH« heasu:re":" 
rnents. 

169 9 Nest fails ~;i thout ev ide nee. 

174 10 Unusual courtship. 

177 11 Song. 

179 12 ~~ide ranging. 

181 13 II 

183 14 Explo:r ing e 

184 15 Little song_ 

187 16 Pair together .. 

189 17 " 

191 18 1:'1Dl8 acts uru:nated., 

194 19 Building day-old third nest. 



xxvi 

f'age 196 June 21 

199 23 

201 24 

205 25 

207 26 

213 27 

214 28 

219 29 

221 30 

223 July 1 

225 2 

228 

230 4 

5 

235, 237 6 

238 7 

239 8 

9 

243 

245 11 

246 12 

248 13 

251 14 

253 15 

255 16 

Song. 

DlBF on. 

Anticipa.tory food-bringing. 

Incubation. 

II 

Nest fails. ~illl8 roosts. 

Dl8F begins fourth nest. 

Shell complete. 

'Nest looks complete. 

No develop:nents. can be se:<m. 

Song. 

Incubation. 

No rea.ction to caged D36G. 

Incubation .. 

Anticipatory food-bringing. 

Incuba-tion. l':I)l2 meets hD21 
on TDlY. 

Incubation8 

" 

II 

II 

Eggs at 09CC. 



July 

1& 

255 22 

L-66 23 

267 24 

271 25 

272 26 

279 30 

284 August 5 

286 7 

295 16 

:303 26 

305 29 

2 eg;;s hatch by OSOO. 1 i:s 
rt 

f;3'2d.ing·. ~~t·t.tclt 

young D.22. 

2 nestlings, l ~gJ. 

Band 2 young., 

Feeding. No night brooding. 
Dl8F in ITDlt for 1 week. 

Nestlings. 

2 nestlings fledge. 

Dl8F tends. Tarsus injured. 

~ID18 (slight molt) sings on· 
TD20, perhaps seen on TD20~ 

bD18 sings Heakly., 

1-'IDlS (slight mo h:) tends 'DlP.Y 
on TD20. 

~Dl8 (tailless) on T. 

Young Dl8 probably seen at 
Grifhy. 



xxviii 

.Elli: ill 
Fa.ge 34 .:.pril 25 1'1Dl9 probably on 1. 

39 26 Ill 

41 27 lvlD19 on T. 

44, 45,. 47 28 Long fight with ne-vrly ar-
r i v<?d l'lD21. 

54, 55 30 hDl9 on TA 

57 Nay 1 II 

66, 67 2 Loud song but little attention 
to a female. D22F p.3..sses. 

71 3 J.viD19 courts Dl9F, fights D2l's .. 

79 4 Dl9F's pre-nesting behavior. 

88 7 Song, possible encounter with 
MD18. 

92, 93 8 Building day-old first nest. 

96, 97 9 Building. Catch Dl9F, 2 other 
females. 

98 10 Building. 

101 12 Nest complete, empty. 

~04 13 No egg. 

106 l4 " 

110 15 Eg9 1. 

113 16 Egg ') .... 
115 17 Egg 3; egq 2 gona .. Dl9F on. 

117 18 Incubation at 0900. 

119 19 Incubation. 

121 20 '·' 

123 21 3 eg<.Js. 

125 22 , 



}';:ge 129 r.;.ay 23 

132 25 

135 26 

137, 138 27 

139 28 

141, 142 29 

143 30 

146 31 

149 June 1 

154 3 

157 4 

159 5 

161 6 

163 7 

165 8 

175 10 

184 15 

187 16 

189 17 

191, 192 18 

193 19 

195 20 

196 21 

198 22 

199 23 

Incubation. 

Incubation. 

" 

Eggs 1 and 2 hatch behveen 
0700 and 1130; egg 4 pres
ent at 1900. 

Egg 4 hatched by 0630. 

Brooding. 

II 

Band 3 young. 

Nestlings. 

Young fledge. 

MD19 tends Dl9Y. 

JvlD19 sings .. 

II 

D19F(2) appears. 

Pair together. 1iJatch roosting. 

Building day-old first nest. 

Building stopped. 

Yilll9 watches D21F. 

Loud regular song. 



W!. Dl9 -1 
Page 201 June 24 Loud regular song. 

205 25 N 

207 26 II 

213 27 ,. 

214 28 II 

220 30 , 

223 July 1 .. 
225, 226 2 Loud song. Dl9F(l), Dl9Y, 

Dl9B near MD26. MD30 
tends young Dl9's. 

228 3 A few songs. 

230 4 Song. 

232 5 Frequent song. 

236 6 No song heard. 

238 7 II 

239 8 MD19 not seen again. 



Page 29, 30 

34 

45 

52 

54 

58 

66 

72 

78 

84, 85 

87, 88, 90 

93 

95 

99 

101 

104 

106 

110 

113 

115 

117 

119 

121 

x:xxi 

Pair D20 

April 24 

25 

28 

29 

30 

·May 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

7 

9 

10 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

MD20 arrives. 

In fight with ¥~19, ~ill20 

tucks bill into scapulars. 

MD20 on T. 

.. 
MD20 has female (temporary?), 

fights MDXI. 

MD20 courts a female. 

Yill20 without female, fights 
D2l's. 

MD20 unmated. 

, 

Dawn calls •• MD20 courts female, 
sings after losing her, in 
p.m. fights ~ill21. 

MD20 unmated. 

MD20 courts D20F (?). 

Song. 

Day-old first nest found. 

Building. 

No information. 

Nest complete (on 5/14?). 

No egg. 

Egg 1. 

Egg 2. 

Egg 3. 

Egg 4. Incubation begins. D20F 
chases goldfinch. 



xxxii 

Page 123 .tvlay 21 

125 22 

129 24 

135 26 

136, 138 27 

165 June 8 

169 9 

183 14 

185 15 

187 16 

189 17 

192 18 

193 19 

195 20 

196 21 

198 

199 23 

201 24 

205 25 

207 26 

213 27 

214 28 

219 29 

220 30 

Incubation. D20F caught. 

Incubation. 

Nest has failed (5/23?) with 
2 eggs intact, 1 dented. 

D20F carries to undiscovered 
nest. 

Building? 

l"ill2 0 s ings • 

HD20 may carry sac. 

Song. 

II 

second 
FindAnest with 4 nestlings, 6 

days old. Catch adults. 

Band 4 young., 

4 nestlings. 

Nest fails without evidence. 

MD20 watches D21F. 

Building day~old third nest. 

Song. 

D20F near nest at 0700, on 
at 1600. 

Egg 1 laid, tossed out by wind. 

D20F on. 

1 egg. 

2 eggs. 

II 

Nest abandoned. D20F builds 
fragment. 



Page 223 

225, 226 

228 

230 

232, 233 

236 

238 

239 

242 

243 

245 

246 

248 

252 

253 

255 

257 

259 

264 

265 

265 

267 

271 

294 

297 

xxxiii 

Pair D20 - ~ 

July 1 

2 

4 

5 

6 

1 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

20 

21 

22 

24 

25 

August 16 

18 

Fragment abandoned~ Building 
day-old fourth nest. 

Building. 

Nest complete, empty. 

Egg 1. 

On at 0830, 1900. 

On at 0600. 

Incubation. 

, 

H 

H 

" 
, 

" 

4 eggs. Distraction display 
by D20F. 

4 eggs. 

Nest fails without evidence. 
D20F gone. Huch song. 

Huch song. 

A few songs. 

Song. 

n 

1•1D20 (slight molt) sings weakly •. ~ 

n II 

MD20 (tail half grown) sings on T. 

YlD20 (molt nearly complete) on T. 



xx.xiv 

J1!i!. D21 

Page 45, 47 April 28 

52 29 

55 30 

57 May 1 

66, 67, 68 2 

71, 72 3 

79 4 

84 5 

87, 90 7 

93 8 

95 9 

99 10 

101, 103 12 

104 13 

106 14 

110 15 

113 16 

114 17 

117 18 

121 20 

125 22 

128 23 

129 24 

MD21 arrives about 0830, slow
ly encroaches on ND19. 

MD21 continues fight with l-ID19. 

l.>lD21 on ·r. 

MD21 fights male goldfinch. 

MD21, with young female, fights 
:tv!DXI. 

MD21, with female, encounters 
Dl9's, l>ID20. 

MD21, without female, shifts 
territory eastward. 

MD21 courts a female. 

Courtship in a.m. but uronated 
in p.m. Territory shifts. 

¥.!D21 unmated, ranges vridely. 

D21F appears; courtship. 

Exploring .. 

Day-old .~t,~gment 1 found. 

D21F caught. 

Situation not clear. 

Fragment 1 aba11doned. 

Building day-old fragroent.2. 

Building. JYID21 meats h.D23. 

Fragment 2 abandoned. 

Day-old first nest found. 

Nest complete. 

No egg. 

,. 



XXXV 

Fage 131 hay 25 

135 26 

136 27 

139 28 

142 29 

143 30 

146 31 

149 June 1 

154 

158 4 

159 5 

161 6 

165 8 

169 9 

175 10 

177 11 

179 12 

181 13 

183 14 

184 15 

187 16 

189 17 

191 18 

Egg 1. hD21 near D17F and her 
nest, then near TD22. Also 
courts strange female; in~ 

teresting response. 

Egg 2. 

Egq 3; on at 0715. 

Egg 4; incubation begins. 

Measure eggs, switch with 
D25F's. 

Incubation. ·'"' -r;;.~ 

All but egg 4 hatched by 1500; 
egg 4 present at 2000. 

At 1000 all eggs are hatched. 

3 nestlings. 

n 

Brooding. 

Nestlings. 

Nest has failed; no evidence. 

Pair together. 

D21F carries, probably does 
not build. 

Song heard. 

Building; too shy to be 
followed. 

Song. Nest not found. 

Song. 

D21F seen. 

Song. 

HD21 seen. 

Yill21 courts Dl9F(2). 



xxxvi 

E.lli .Qg - l 

Page 196 June 21 D21F builds 2-day second nest. 

198 22 Nest looks complete. 

199 23 No egg. 

201 24 Egg 1. On at 0645, 0710. 

205 25 Nest fails, is disarranged. 

208 26 Silence. 

213 27 Loud song. 

214 28 , 

219 29 Find complete empty third nest. 

220 30 Pair together. Added lining 
in nest. 

223 July 1 Nest shows more work. 

225 2 Egg 1. 

228 3 Egg 2. 

230 4 Egg 3. 

232 5 Egg 4; incubation begins. 

235 6 Incubation. 

238 7 
, 

239 8 N 

241, 242 9 MD21 (molting) meets ND18 on 
TD19. 

243 10 Incubation. 

245 11 
, 

246 12 , 

248 13 N 

252 14 Nest fails without evidence. 
D21F not seen again. 

253 15 MD21 seems excited. 



x.xxvii 

hit D21 - i 
Page 255 July 16 HD21 sings steadily. 

257 17 ., 

259 18 , 

264 20 Song. 

265 22 Not found. 

267 24 , 

271 25 MD21 sings. 

284 August 5 ~ID21 (tailless) on TD19, 
attacks l-iD18. 

302 25 MD21 (molt nearly complete) 
on TD19. 

310 September 6 l'J.D21 (traces of molt) on TD19. 



Page 22 

29 

35 

39 

45, 49 

52 

55 

57 

67, 68 

72 1 '1~ 
I , 

77 

85 

88 

93 

95 

99 

100 

101 

104 

106 

110 

113 

115 

xxxviii 

~D22 

April 23 

24 

25 

26 

28 

29 

30 

!'lay 1 

2 

4 

5 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

l>'ID22 on TD22. 

II 

riD22 may have injured eye. 

t1D22 (eye ok) on T. 

Loud song. I:·ill21. interested 
in ¥~21's activity. 

I>ID22 on T. 

N 

l"ill22 with a female. Pro
spective D22f seen in E 
and W fields. 

l-'ID22 has a female, sings after 
losing her. D22F trades 
between TD28 and XII. 

D22F joins J:viD22. She sings. 

Cold; HD22 sings .. 

D22F seen. 

Pair together. 

D22F nest-shapes. 

Building day-old fragment. 

fragment abandoned. 

D22F seen. 

Song, 

First nest found, complete. 

Cowbird egg present. 

N 

Cowbird egg gone; no P\~ egg .. 



Page 117 

119 

121 

132 

137 

139 

141 

143 

149 

154 

169 

201 

208 

214 

228 

230 

232 

235 

238 

239 

242 

243 

245 

246 

248 

252 

xxxix 

hi!. D22 - 1 

l'ia.y 18 

19 

20 

25 

27 

28 

29 

30 

June 1 

3 

9 

;.. ·~, 

24 

26 

28 

July 3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

PW egg present. 

Nest fails; broken egg on limb. 

No information. 

:tv'.Jl22 sings near TD21. 

Second nest found. 

D22F caught. 4 eggs. 

Incubation. 

" 

Nest fails without evidence. 

MD22 sings. 

Song, wide ranging. 

Silence. 

D22F seen. 

Third or fourth nest found; 
D22F on 4 eggs. 

Incubation. 

" 

" 

" 

" 

4 eggs hatched by 0800. 

4 nestlings. 

n 

, 

.. 
It 



xl 

Pa.qe 253 July 15 

255 16 

257 17 

259, 261, 263 18 

264 20 

265 21 

265 22 

267 24 

275 27 

276 28 

281 30 

283 August 3 

284 5 

288 9 

291 13 

293 15 

294 16 

296 17 

299 20 

306 30 

Nestlings. 

.. 
Remove 3 young, catch adults. 

Dispersal; tending. 

D22F found. 

Not found. 

,. 

~ID22 (scarcely molting) seen. 

" n 

Both adults seen. 

D22F on TD25. 

D22F on TD22. 

Both adults (molting little) 
on TD22. 

¥ill22 tends D22G on TD19. 

D22F (little molt} tends on 
TD14. 

MD22 tends D22G on TD22. 

D22F (heavy molt) tends 2 young 
on TD14. 

D22G seems untended just S 
of TD22e 

D22G alone on TD18. 



xli 

Page 20 April 22 

22 23 

29 24 

35 25 

39 26 

41 21 

45 28 

29 

58 i1ay 1 

61 2 

72 3 

18 4 

85 5 

93 8 

95 9 

99 10 

100 11 

101 12 

104 13 

106 14 

110 15 

113 16 

115 17 

120 19 

121 20 

123 21 

HD23 perhaps on T. 

MD23 probably on T. 

A female appears; courtship. 

Not founde 

11..:.023 on T. 

MD23 courts D23F {?). 

Situation not clear. 

~ill23 probably seen. 

}'!.J)23 on T. 

Day-old nest found, year's 
first. 

Nest advanced. 

Nest tilted on side. 

No building@ llill23 fights male. 

Day-old nest found. 

D23F caught while building. 

Nest abandoned. 

\-.'ell-developed first nest found~ 

No information. 

Nest complete, empty. 

No eggs 

Egg 1. 

3 eggs. 

Egg 4; incubation begins. 

.Incubation. 



xlii 

Page 125 i.1ay 22 

128 23 

129 24 

132 25 

135 26 

137 27 

139 28 

141 29 

143 30 

160 June 5 

236 July 6 

239 8 

257 17 

308 September 1 

311 7 

Replace eggs with 4 Field 
::;parr ow eggs. 

Incubation of Field :Sparrow 
egqs. 

" 

" 
II 

, II 

3 of 4 Field Sparrow eggs 
hatched. 

}lest fails without evidence. 

Measure old set of eggs. 

Silence. 

" 

D23F on 'rD25. Tarsus may 
be injured. 

D23F (nearly through molt) on 
TD35 

D23F (molt finished) on TD35~ 
Tarsus may be injured. 



Fage 35 

39 

42 

45 

52 

55 

67 

72 

78 

85 

93 

96 

99 

101 

104 

106 

110 

113 

115 

118 

119 

121 

123 

125 

128 

129 

xliii 

bti!:, D24 

April 25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

Lay 2 

3 

4 

5 

8 

9 

10 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Not found. 

i'JD240) on T. 

F.D24 (l) chases tit mouse. 

l·.D24 ( 1) cou:rts a. f<:!r.1alG. 

Song. 

half-volwne song. 

Song. 

J.v.lD24(1), mc:tted, fiCJhts .i'1J)25. 

D24's seen. 

Building 2-day first nest. 

Nest hcd::f. complete. 

ilio egg. 

Egg 1. 

Egg 2. 

Egg 3. 

Egg 4; incubation begins. 

Incubation of 4 eggs_ 

Nest fails without evidence. 

Building second nest. 

Building. Catch hD24{1). 

Nest complete. l·JJ24(1) seen. 

Egg 1. 

Egg 2. 

3gg 3. 

t:gg 4; incui::!ation begins. 



xliv 

Page 132 25 

135 26 

139 28 

150 June 1 

154 

161 6 

166 8 

170 9 

189 17 

221 30 

232 July 5 

235 6 

238 7 

239 8 

242 9 

243 10 

245 "1 1 
l..l. 

246 12 

248 13 

252 14 

15 

255 16 

D24F caught. 4 er;;s. 

Incubation. 

Incubation. I·.:.D24U) has re
placed male (1). 

Nest fails without evidencE!. 
HD24( 2) -vri th J:2 a.s she 
begins third nest. 

Nest compleb:::, 9mpty. 

2 eggs. 

3 eggs; on a.t 14DJ. 

Nest has failed; no evidence. ~ jl 1 

!-'.:.024 ( 2) sings. 

find D24F on ne§i.; 4 eg:rs. 

Incubation. 

4 eggs. 

Incubation. 

1 P\'I egg put in Field Spa.r
row nest. 

Incubation. 

2 of 3 eggs hutchod by 1:100. 

hl.:24 caught. \>atch hatch
ing of an egg at home~ 

Youngest nestling \:·?.i'd:. 

l·io visit. 

1 of 3 young transplanted to 
Field ~)parrmv nest. 

1,11 nestlings alive. 

{-./ JJ 



xlv 

Fage 257 July 17 

260 18 

264 20 

265 21 

Young banded and r:;tu:rned 
to nest. ~':irnal10st i" 
dying. 

Youngest (?) nestlinq dies. 
l':estling fostered by r ield 
Spa.rro>'-'3 is alive; remov':: 
it because field is being 
cut. 

Young present in nest. 

The 1 nestling fledges. 

No further sightings of D24's. Territory not visited often. 



xlvi 

Pair L25 

h:tge 41 April 27 JYID25 probably on T. 

55 30 l'Xl25 drives away migrant(?). 

58 Lay l hD.25 on ·p .... 
67 C) 

~. LS25 probably seen. 

72 3 hD25 is matf;d. 

78 4 ED25 fights ED24(1). 

93 8 hD25-30 encounter. 

95 9 hD25 may fight iV:lJ2J. 

99 10 Day-old ~ nest founde 

lUl 12 Nest progresses, 

104 13 Building. 

106 14 Nest complete, empty .. 

110 15 No egg. 

113 16 " 

115 17 Eggs 1 and 2. 

117 18 Egg 3. 

119, 120 19 Egg 4; incubation begins. 

121 20 Incubation. 

123 21 " 

125 22 D25f caught on nest. 

128 23 Incubation. 

129 24 " 

132 25 " 

135 26 
, 

139 28 " 

142 29 Substitute 4 fresh eggs of D21F. 



xlvii 

1-a.ge 149 June 1 

154 3 

157 4 

159 5 

161 6 

166 8 

169 9 

177 11 

179 12 

181 13 

183 14 

185 15 

187 16 

189, (194) 17 

194 19 

199 23. 

205 25. 

207 26. 

213 27. 

214 

221 30 

223 July 1 

236 6 

239 8 

243 10 

Incubation. 

II 

, 

II 

11 

Nest deserted, eggs alive. 

Day-old second nest found. 

Egg 1, very pale. 

No change. 

, 

Egg 2, normal. 

Egg 3. 

Egg 4. 

(Egg 5); incubation begins. 

Erratic attentive behavior. 
Heasure eggs. 

Incubation of 5 eggs. 

, 

" 

1 egg is dead. 

Nest fails duringday; no evidence. 

D25F may be courted by MD26. 

D25F not found. ~ill25 must be 
gone. 

Silence. 

, 

D25F with £iill26. 



Page 253 

260 

264 

265 

266 

267 

271 

272 

275 

276 

278 

280 

281 

282 

xlviii 

E.lli D25 - 1 

July 15 

18 

20 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

August 1 

2 

D25F (molting} courted by f>ill26. 

D25F 1 s nest found on TD26; 
frill26 with her. 

D25F on, l'ID2 6 nearby. 

, 

, 

~ill26 with D25F; she carries 
food. 

, 

D25F on, MD26 nearby. 

D25F on. 

" 

D25F near nest. 

MD26 sings near nest. D25F 
not seen. 

Nest has failed. D25F never 
seen again. 



xlix 

Page 67 May 2 

72 3 

96 9 

104 13 

106 14 

110 15 

113 16 

115 17 

118 18 

120 19 

121 20 

123 21 

125 22 

128 23 

221 June 30 

223 July 1 

225 2 

228 3 

230 4 

232 5 

235 6 

238 7 

239 8 

242 9 

MD2 6 probably on T. 

J.>ID26 has female. 

l1D26 fights ~ID24. 

Complete empty first nest 
found. 

No egg. 

, 

Egg 1. 

Egg 2. 

Egg 3. 

(Egg 4); incubation begins. 

D26F caught. 

Nest deserted. 

No search. 

Find old fragment. MD26 
probably courts D25F. 

Find D26F at nest with 4 new 
young, on TD25 .. 

D26's caught. Earlier nest 
of D26F (?) found. ~ID26 
tolerates Dl9F and Vill30. 

Nest fails without evidence. 

~ID26 covers TD25-26. 

H 

D33's together. 

Song. 

MD26 seen. 

¥ID26 (molting) seen. 



Page 243 

245 

247 

248 

255 

260, 261 

264 

265 

265 

266 

267 

271 

272 

274 

276 

278 

280 

281 

282 

283 

28.3 

284 

288 

1 

Pair D26 - 2 ---
July 10 

11 

12 

13 

16 

18 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

1®26 with D25F. 

Song on TD25. 

.. 

.. 
, 

MD26 accompanies D25F to ~ 
then is seen with D26F. 

D26F's nest, 3 eggs, found on 
TD25. 

Incubation of 3 eggs; }ID26 is 
nearby. 

Incubation; MD26 nearby. 

Incubation of 3 eggs. 

.. 
Eggs unhatched at 1145. 

2 young, 1 egg at 1130. 

3 young. Temporary egg sub
stitution. Transplant 1 
nestling to Indigos. 

All nestlings ok. 

Brooding. 

30 

August 1 

D26's near nest. 

\I'll."'-';;_·~ young banded. 

2 

4 

5 

9 

~ Feeding. Indigo nest fails 
without evidence. 

D26F feeding. 

, 

2 young fledge. D26F tends. 

D26F (molting) is near nest. 



Page 294 

306 

320 

li 

~ D26 -l 

August 16 

30 

September 19 

D26F (molting) seen near 
nest. 

D26F tends D26R, which is in 
nearly full plumage. 

D26R, probably a male, on 
TD28. 1-1elee with other 
warblers. 



lii 

Page 69 Hay 2 

3 

80 4 

85 5 

90 7 

94 8 

95 9 

101 10 

104 13 

106 14 

111 15 

113 16 

115 17 

118 18 

120 19 

122 20 

123 21 

125 22 

127, 128 23 

130 24 

139 28 

141 29 

144 30 

146 31 

149 June 1 

~ID27 arrives on T. 

ilill27 on T. 

MD27 courts a female. 

Song. 

ND27 on TD14, 29. 

Song; probably no female. 

D27F here; courtship. 

Song. 

First nest being built. 

Building .. 

Nest complete. 

No egq. 

Nest shows more work. No egg. 

Egg 1. 

PW egg gone; cowbird egg present. 

Nest abandoned with co~roird egg. 

l'IJD27 excited. 

Building undiscoverered nest. 

Second nest (high) found. 

Nest holds 3 eggs, at least 1 
a cowbird's. 

Nest has failed; 1 cowbird 
and 2 PW eggs. 

Third nest begun. 

" 



liii 

Pair D27 - 2 ---
Page 151 June 2 

154 3 

157 4 

159 5 

161 6 

168 8 

169 9 

175 10 

177 11 

181 13 

183 14 

184 15 

191 18 

193 19 

198 22 

199 23 

201 24 

205 25 

206 26 

209 27 

226 July 2 

230 4 

239 8 

~ill29 courts D27f, fights 
:v1D27 • 

D27F not on at 1500. !Jest 
too high to see into. 

D27F on at 1000, not at other 
times. 

On at 1030. 

D27F on only once. 

Incubation (?) • 

11027 accompanies D27F to nest. 
Catch her. 

Incubation. 

D27F on. 

Song. 

Incubation. 

Feeding nestlings. 

II 

, 

" 

Remove nest, which holds 1 
cowbird, 2 PW s. Catch 
ND27; he goes into shock. 

~ID27 in normal health. D27F 
tends. 

Song. 

., 

l·~D27 seen. 



liv 

£:ill D27 -l 

Page 241 July 9 Song. 

252 14 D27's tend on TD31. 

254 15 HD27 excited on TD16 "'here 
Dl6 nest failed. 

264 20 J.Vill27 (molting) tends on TD16. 

279 30 D27B alone on ·:rD17. 

304 August 26 tiD27 nearly through molt. 

311 September 7 MD27 (post-molt) bathes. 

313 8 ND27 on TD16. 

322 21 II 

325 26 Iv.lD27 on TD14-15. 



Page 59 

69 

74 

79 

89 

94 

96 

100 

101 

104 

107 

112 

115 

120 

124 

125 

127 

130 

132 

134 

136, 137 

139 

141 

144 

lv 

h1!. D28 

May 1 

2 

7 

8 

9 

11 

12 

13 

14 

16 

17 

19 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

MD28 arrives on 'I'. 

MD28 on T. 

~ID28 courts D22~ alternating 
with hDXII. 

Fill28 courts a female. 

A female is present. 

Courtship. 

Song. 

Fragment being built. IvJD28 
well off 'rD2 8. 

Fragment abandoned. 

New nest begun. 

Building. Blue Jay comes up 
and alarms her. 

Nest has been abandoned. Find 
2-day first nest far to N. 

Probably building. 

Nest complete. 

No visit. 

" 

D28F(l) on nest. 

2 eggs. 

Nest fails; disarranged. 

MD28 courts D28F(l). ·-nl. 

D28F(l) dead in nete ~ID28 
and 32 caught, and MD29 
looks into nest. 

Loud song. 

Unmated. 

" 



1vi 

~~-.! 

Page 146 Nay 31 MD28 unmated. 

149 June 1 II 

151 2 II 

153 3 II 

157 4 R 

159 5 If 

161 6 No singing. 

164 8 ., 

172 9 Much song, some fluttering. 

174 10 D28F(2) here. Pre-building 
behavior. 

177 11 Building begun. 

178 12 Building. Catch D28F(2). 

180 13 Nest abandoned after capture. 

183 14 Faint songs. D28F(2) not 
seen. 

184 15 Loud song. 

187 16 Pair together. 

190 17 Loud song. 

191 18 , 

193 19 
, 

199 23 Silence. 

203 24 MD28 (perhaps molting) seen. 

205 25 D28F(2} seen. 

207 26 Loud song. 

218 29 :tvlany songs. 



Page 226 

230 

239 

248 

251 

267 

272 

289 

300 

308 

312 

318 

328 

329 

lvii 

E,ili D28 - 1 

July 2 

4 

8 

13 

14 

24 

26 

August 10 

21 

September 1 

7 

14 

October 5 

10 

Not found. 

H 

, 

IvlD28 sings. 

MD28 (molting heavily) seen. 

MD28 tends nearly grown young. 

D28F(2), 1 tarsus injured, 
tends bird in full juvenal 
plumage. 

MD28 tends 2 nearly full tm
matures. D30F brings off 
young on TD28; 1 caught. 

MD28 on T. 

Find successful n~st of D30F 
or D28F(2). 

MD28 (mid-molt) on T. 

II 

MD28 {post-molt) on TD15. 

IviD28 on TD28. Last PW of 
year. 



1viii 

E.lli D29 

Page 63 Hay 1 ¥ill29 or 31 on TD29. 

75 3 i.11ill29 on T. 

96 9 Song. 

105 13 No information. 

106 14 II 

112 16 D29F seen. 

116 17 Day-old first nest found. 

118 18 Song. 

119 19 Nest incomplete. 

122 20 Nest complete. 

123 21 D29F on at 1600. 

125 22 1 egg present. 

127 23 2 eggs. 

1.30 24 3 eggs, D29F incubating. 
Catch D29F. 

132 25 Nest is abandoned. 

1.34 26 2-day second nest found. 

137 27 J:viD29 follows building on TD28. 

139 28 D29F builds. 

141 29 No egg. 

144 30 \ Egg 1; D29F on at 0830. 

146 31 Egg 2, probably; on at 1400. 

149 June 1 2 eggs. 

151 2 Nest fails without evidence. 

159 5 Song heard. 

161 6 D29's are gone. 



lix 

!:.!ti!. D30 

Page 57 l'l.ay 1 ND30 on T. 

67 2 , 

72 3 No developnents. 

79 4 J:.ID30 on T. 

93 8 DSOF first seen; may be at-
tacked by HD25. 

95 9 D30F "builds" without material. 

99 10 First nest found, 2 days old. 

101 12 Building. 

105 13 No information. 

110 15 Egg 1. 

113 16 Egg 2. 

115 17 Egg 3. 

117 18 Incubation begins. 

119 19 D30F caught. 

123 21 Incubation. 

129 24 n 

132 25 n 

135 26 
, 

139 28 n 

142 29 3 young and egg 4 at 1910. 

143 30 Egg 4 hatched by 0630. 

149 June 1 4 nestlings. 

154 3 II 

157 4 Band 4 young. 

159 5 Nestlings. 

161 6 :V.lD3 0 caught. 



lx 

Page 163 June 7 

165 8 

181 

183 14 

239 July 8 

243 10 

245 11 

248 13 

253 15 

260 18 

286 August 7 

289 10 

300 21 

311 September 7 

4 nestlings unbrooded at 2100. 

4 young fledge. Distraction 
display. 

Fledglings heard. 

Song. 

MD30 not found. 

Hany songs. 

MD30 probably sings. 

~ID30 ranges widely. 

MD30 sings. 

MD30 seen. 

D30Y on TD15, singing. 

D30F brings off young on TD28. 

D30F (molting) tends on TD28. 

D30F probably seen on TD28. 



Page 63 

75 

81 

94 

96 

130 

132 

134 

139 

144 

149 

151 

154 

157 

159 

161 

164 

191 

193 

196 

206 

219 

230 

239 

252 

lxi 

!lli D31 

Nay 1 

3 

4 

8 

9 

24 

25 

26 

28 

30 

June 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

8 

18 

19 

21 

26 

29 

July 4 

8 

14 

hD29 or 31 present. 

Song. 

~D31 (?) courts a female. 

Song S of fence. 

Song. 

Nest of 4 eggs found. D31F 
caught. 

Incubation. 

Incubation. 2 eggs are dead. 

Incubation. 

1 egg is hatched. 

2 nestlings, 2 dead eggs. 

n , 

1 young removed to transplant. 

l'iill31 caught. Nestling ok. 

Nestling. 

~ID31 takes over TD29, fights 
hD16 there. Nestling ok .. 

Nest fails. 1 infertile egg 
below it. 

hD31 by empty nest far to 3m 

ED31 ranges "1idely. 

MD31 probably heard. 

huch song. 

Silence. 

Song .. 

IviD31 on TD29. 

flill31 tolerates D27 's. 



lxii 

Pair D31 - 2 ---
July 20 

t'..ugust 2 

September 8 

.318 14 

322 21 

.324 25 

325 26 

327 October 3 

LD3l 

MD3l {molting) on TD14-15-16. 

ED3l (fest-molt) on TD16. 

HD31 on TD29. 

till3l on '1'Dl6. 

hD31 on TD29; has lost tail. 

}ill31 (tail missing) on TD15. 

HD31 vlith 3/4" tail is on 
TD16. 



Page 137 

140 

142 

144 

151 

159 

161 

168, (171) 

171 

173 

178 

180 

182 

184 

187 

189 

298 

304 

309 

lxiii 

1'-lay 27 

28 

29 

30 

June 2 

5 

6 

8 

9 

10 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

Augilst 19 

26 

September 5 

HD32 caught on 'l'D28, banded. 

Territory of pair found and 
nest of 4 eg;;s discovered. 

D32F caught. 

Incubation. Earlier nest found. 

D35's may encroach. 

Incubation. 

" 

4 young, hatched 6/7. 

4 young. 

II 

Nest fails without evidence. 
Find fragment near TD34. 

MD32 seen. 

Pair together. Another frag
ment found. 

Not found. 

D32's gone. 

MD32 (post-molt) on TD14. 

~ID32 chased by ~ID27. 

~ID32 on TD15; once chases 
small bird. 



Page 140 

142 

142 

151 

154 

159 

161 

168 

171 

173 

177 

179 

180 

182 

184, (187) 

187 

189 

191 

193 

195 

196 

197 

200 

202 

lxiv 

Hay 28 

29 

30 

June 2 

5 

6 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

Find nest with 4 eggs. 

Incubation.· 

D33F caught, then pursued by 
l'YID33. 

Incubation. 

Incubation of 4 eggs. 

Substitute 3 Indigo eggs for 
4 PW eggs. 

Incubation. 

" 

II 

II 

, 

n 

II 

2 Indigo eggs hatch; 1 dead. 

2 nestlings .. 

" 
, 

If 

Catch D33F. 2 nestlings. 

Nest fails without evidence. 

D33F not found. Irregular song. 

Song. Mild interest in caged 
PW brought ontc T, a nest
ling. 



lxv 

Page 204 June 25 

207 26 

209 27 

214 28 

218 29 

222 30 

223 July 1 

226 2 

232 5 

236 6 

239 8 

249 13 

251 14 

254 15 

256 16 

258 17 

261 18 

}ID33 belligerent, sings. 

Little song. 

Loud song. 

Pew songs. 

Belligerence, song. 

Loud song. 

" 
, 

No PW's. 

Belligerence, song. 

Song. 

~ID33 (probably, and here
after assumed to be) 
sings in mid·field. 

MD33 has new mate. 

Nearly complete nest found. 

Egg 1. 

Egg 2. 

Female on nest all day, un
til field is cut over and 
nest destroyed .. 



1xvi 

Page 143 :tvlay 30 

146 

149 June 1 

151 2 

154 

157 4 

161 6 

171 9 

176 11 

178 12 

180 13 

182 14 

184 15 

187 16 

190 17 

191 18 

193 19 

195 20 

196 21 

197 22 

199 23 

203 24 

204 25 

Find nest with 4 eggs. 
Catch D34F and injure her. 

Nest abandoned. 

Pair together. 

Song. 

D34F may sit on abandoned 
nest. 

D34F still avoids having to 
fly. 

" 

" II 

Blue racer wrapped around 
nest. 

D34F can fly but avoids it. 
MD34 chases Vill32. 

Song. 

MD34 excited. 

D34's seen. D34F avoids 
flight. 

MD34 takes over TD32. 

}ID34 acts unmated. 

II 

II 

" 
II 

Song suddenly diminished. 

MD34 with new female. 

D34F(2} begins fragment. 

Fragment nearly complete. 



lxvii 

Pair D34 - l 

Page 207 June 26 No visit. 

209 27 Fragment abandoned, 1v'ID34 
nearby. 

214 28 No developnents. No Pvi' s. 

218 29 No PVJ's. 

222 30 II 

223 July 1 R 

226 2 Ill 

228 3 J.v'.tD34 gone, never surely seen 
again. 



lxviii 

:Page 144 Hay 30 

149 June l 

151 2 

153 

157 4 

159 5 

161 6 

167 8 

170 9 

173 10 

177 11 

178 12 

180 13 

182 14 

184 15 

187 16 

189 17 

191 18 

193 19 

195 20 

196 21 

197 22 

199 23 

D35F builds nearly complete 
nest. Pair rr~y be new. 

No activity at nest. 

Find a probable earlier nest. 

No activity at nest. 

Climb and find 3 eggs. 

Nest fails with 2 eggs. ~ill35 
nest-shapes. 

Nest begun at mid-day. D35P 
caught. 

Nest abandoned. 

Complete new nest by road. 

No egg. 

Egg 1. 

Egg 2. 

Egg 3. ~~asured. 

Egg 4; incubation begins. 

Incubation. 

, 

, 

IncubatioR. Chipnunk: in nest 
tree. 

Incubation. 

Nest fails without evidence. 

Long series of songs. D35F is 
gone. 

Weak song. 



Page 203 

205 

207 

lxix 

~ D35 -1 

June 24 

25 

26 

Irregular song. 

Song. 

Little song. l'ill35 seen. 



lxx 

June 2 

153 3 

157 

160 5 

161 6 

168 8 

171 9 

173 10 

177 11 

178 12 

180 13 

182 14 

184 15 

188 16 

189 17 

191 18 

193 19 

195 20 

196 21 

197 22 

199 23 

202, 203 24 

204 25 

D36F{A) ready to build. hi.J36 
nest-

Building. 

Nest complete. 

No egg. 

2 eggs. 

Egg 3 and cc-mbird egg. 1 
of first 2 eggs gone. 

Egg 4. Female deserts when 
I try to catch and fail. 

Not found. 

Building begun. 

Building. 

Nest found, unlined. 

Nest complete. 

Egg 1. 

Egg 2. 

Egg 3. 

Egg 4; incubation begins. 

Nest fails; 1 egg left. 

~ill36 sings normally, ranges. 

D36F(A) begins building frag
ment. 

D36F(A) probably gone; (B) 
found, probably. 

D36F(B)'s nest found; 3 eggs. 

D36F(B) caug'ht. 



lxxi 

Pair D36 - 2 ---
Page 207 June 26 

209 27 

214 28 

218 29 

222 30 

224 July l 

226 2 

228 

230 4 

232 5 

236 6 

272 26 

All eggs hatched by 1000. 

2 nestlings. 

D36's caught. 

Feeding. 

" 

Nestlings banded. 

Feeding. 

II 

II 

2 young fledge. D36G taken 
home for study. riD36 is 
molting. 

MD36(tracea of molt) seen 
near successful nest, but 
field has been largely 
cut over. 



lxxii 

Page 153 June 3 

157 4 

161 6 

168 8 

171 9 

173 10 

Nest with 4 eggs found. D37F 
caught. 

Incubation. 

All eggs have hatched, 1 of 
them today. 

4 nestlings. 

Nest fails without evidence. 
This female never seen 
again, and male may already 
have disappeared, shifted, 
etc. 



lxxiii 

Page 15.3 June 3 

157 4 

161 6 

168 8 

171 9 

173 10 

177 11 

189 17 

195 19 

195 20 

196 21 

202 24 

226 July 2 

232 5 

239 8 

249 13 

251 14 

256 

Find pair. D.38F builds 2-day 
nest. Nearby is deserted 
nest with 5 eggs, which I 
measure. 

Building. 

No egg. 

1 cowbird, 2 FW eggs. 

Egg 3. 

Egg 4; no cowbird removal. 
D38P caught. 

Nest deserted and new one begun. 

2 eggs in nest. 

D38F not at nest. 

Nest has failed; 1 egg left. 

Not found. 

Loud song. 

MD38 probably heard. 

Find high nest, D38P at it. 
Perhaps building. 

No activity at nest. 

II 

Much song. D38F not found. 

Much song. Nest clearly not 
in use. No more records 
of D38's. 



Page 139 

162 

173 

176 

183 

196 

197 

201, 202, 203 

228 

248 

289 

301 

320 

lxxiv 

Pair D39 

May 28 

June 6 

10 

11 

14 

21 

22 

24 

July 3 

13 

August 10 

22 

September 9 

1-'1039 found on T. 

ND39-35 fight. 

Find recent Pl;J nest on TD39, 
1 cowbird egg in it. Also 
find D39F on nest with 4 
eggs, catch her. 

Incubation. 

D39F on. 

Feeding nestlings. 

Catch ~ID39. Strange female 
watches on TD39. 

Young jump out.. Use 1 in 
experiments with males on 
other territories. 

D39F tends on TD32. 

}1039 tends on TD28-35. 

¥~39 (tailless) on TD39. 

~ID39 (mid-molt) disregards 
D39F (molt nearly com
plete) in tree with htm. 

~ID39 (post-molt),on and S of 
TD39, encounters D26R. 



Page 21 

24 

30 

37 

38 

49 

61 

66 

82 

92 

101 

105 

107 

108 

116 

117 

119 

122 

127 

314 

lxxv 

Pair G4 

April 22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

28 

May 1 

2 

4 

8 

12 

13 

14 

15 

17 

18 

19 

20 

23 

September 9 

A male sings here. 

M.G4 present. 

Not found. 

HG4 on T. 

Not found. 

:tvlG4 on T. 

MG4 unmated. 

, 

M34 has mate. 

Day-old fragment found. 

Fragment may have progressed. 

G4F builds new nest, abandons 
fragment. 

Catch G4's. 

Cowbird egg 1.n nest. 

, 

, 

Nest deserted with cowbird 
egg in it. 

HG4 seen. Nest examined. 

MG4 (molt nearly complete) 
on T. 



lxxvi 

Pair G5 --
Page 61 Nay 1 First sure record of MGS on T. 

66 2 HG5 unmated. 

82 4 l'lG5 with GSF. 

92 8 Song heard. 

101 12 MG5 behaves excitedly. 

105 13 Song. 

107 14 .. 
116 17 Pair together. 

117 18 II 

119 19 Not found. 

122 20 II 

124 21 , 

127 23 " 

137, 138 27 Nest found with 4 eggs. GSF 
caught. 

140, (155) 28 Eggs hatch. 2 young disap-
pear. [Nest failed and 
TG5 was not covered suf-
ficiently for further data~] 



lxxvii 

Page 49 April 28 

51 29 

54 30 

57, 58 Nay 1 

66, 67 2 

73 3 

77, 79 4 

84 5 

87 7 

Male DXII 

66 :tiJ.a.y 1 

68 2 

73, 74 3 

81 4 

85 5 

:ttillXII is called }illX2 in daily notes. 

}illXI present and may have been 
prior to this. 

~IDXI probably on T. 

HDXI on T. 

l'illXI on T, fights lvill20. 

MDXI sings on T, fights ~ID21, 
encounters D22F which has 
just arrived. 

~IDXI courts, later sings. 

l1DXI courts a female. 

No sure evidence HDXI is 
present. 

MDXI has disappeared. 

MDXII arrives on T after 
1100. 

1:-'.IDXII courts D22F which has 
just arrived. 

1-IDXII sings, courts D22F. 

}IDXII is uruna ted. 

£1IDXII has disappeared. 



April 12, 1958 

1 
4/12/58 

VN 

Sunny, about 50° in early morning, warming to 70° 

or so at mid-day. Present on the Dunn tract from 0700 

to 0745 and from 1530 to 1730, on the I. U. farm from 

0800 to 0830. 

No PW's. Singing are Field Sparrow, towhee, car-

dinal, Bewick's Wren, thrasher, Chipping Sparrow, meadow-

lark (on Dunn) • 

Very few signs of spring on PW habitat. A jay had 

nest material on March 31 in our osage orange, perhaps 

toying with it. 



April 13, 1958 

2 
4/13/58 

VN 

Clear at dawn, clouding but warming considerably at 

mid-day; range about 35° to 70°. Present from 0500 to 

0630 and from 1530 to 1600 on the I. U. farm, from 0700 

to 0800 on the Dunn tract. 

No PW's and few signs of migration of any sort. 

Three or four singing Louisiana Waterthrushes heard 

today. Cardinal's ordinary call note is not unlike PW's 

anger call when not uttered in a very rapid series. 

At 1100, Carolina Wrens copulate in a haw, about 

15 feet up and in the center of the tree 4 or 5 feet be-

low its extreme top. First I hear the usual call of the 

species, then 3 or 4 loud songs by the male. He flies 

from the hedge between our yard and Thomas' to the haw. 

The female is crouched down in the usual position, as best 

I can see from 20 yards away; her tail is raised, her 

wings probably drooped. I hear a few quick squeaky notes 

(again,like those of other species during copulatio~. The 

male sings once or twice while mounted; his wings probably 

beat, presumably to help maintain balance. He flies 10-

15 feet away, sings 2 or 3 times. In 10 .seconds he re-

turns to the female, which hasn't moved; they copulate 

again, and again he sings 1 or 2 times while they do. 

Both then move on out of sight. Each coition lasted 3 



3 or 4 seconds I'd guess. 

3 
4/13/58 

VN 

This pair has a nest in a box over Geiger's door; 

at least, the pair nesting there gathered material from 

a territory including the place of copulation, 180 feet 

from the nest. I saw building on 4/6 in rain. No eggs 

yet. Ligg 1 on 4/14, egg 3 on 4/16~ 

A Pine Warbler sang once and moved through the yard 

today. 



April 14, 1958 

4 
4/14/58 

VN 

Sunny and warm, clear dawn. Present on I. U. farm 

from 0600 to 0730 and from 1630 to 1730, on the Dunn 

tract from 0800 to 0900. 

No PW's and no noticeable migration of any sort 

except for 2 Myrtles in our woods, year's first clear 

migrants of the species. 



April 15, 1958 

5 
4/15/58 

VN 

Sunny, warm, clear; temperatures are getting into 

the mid-70's in the day time. Present at I.U. farm from 

0500 to 0630 and from 1730 to 1830, on Dunn tract from 

0700 to 0800. 

No PW's and no migration. Note that such spec~es 

as White-throated Sparrow haven't arrived at all, and the 

kinglets and Myrtles are scarcely seen. 

I note that Dunn has noticeably fewer Cowbirds than 

I. u. farm. More later. 

The vegetation is suddenly developing; e.g., cherry 

leaves are apparent, and close examination shows redbud 

:buds. 



April 16,. 1958 

6 
4/16/58 

VN 

Clear and sunny, to about 80° at mid-day. Present 

at I. U. from 0500 to 0630 and from 1635 to 1735, at 

Dunn from 0700 to 0800. 

No PW's; no migration. Saw 2 different Cardinals 

nest-building. Robins have been building 2 or 3 days 

at least, Blue Jays 10 days or so. 

I beat the pines on V and got no Chermids at all 

from them. 

Ve~etation is going fast: Leaves visible on cherry, 

tulip. Some maples (sugar) and white elm are beginning 

to show green branches at a distance. Catkins on aspen. 

Antennaria up 1}2--2 inches. May apples will be full-size 

in a day or so; some are now. Dogwood leaves are¥.! inch 

long but not unfolded; flowers are ¥.! inch across, still 

green and cup-shaped. 

I may have heard a Grasshopper Sparrow. 



April 17, 1958 

7 
4/17/58 

VN 

Sunny, clear, up to 80° or so. Present at I. U. 

from 0500 to 0630 and from 1645 to 1745, on Dunn from 

0700 to 0800. 

No PW's, no migration. Getting greener. 

A few Chermids on the I. U. pines (white and 

Virginia). 



April 18, 1958 

8 
4/18/58 

VN 

Sunny, clear, in the 80's at the hottest. Present 

from 0440 to 0545 at I. U., from 0600 to 0700 and from 

1430 to 1630 at Dunn. Jerry Svetanoff and I took pic-

tures on the second Dunn trip. 

No PW's and no wave of migration. Several Grass-

hopper Sparrows heard; 3 Whitecrowns seen at Dunn, but 

a small flock wintered there. 

At I. U. a Field Sparrow persistently pulled at 

grass but never carried it. An adult Cooper's Hawk 

flew into V. The trees are turning green; in town most 

species are leafing out. 



April 19, 1958 

9 
4/19/58 

VN 

Sunny, clear dawn; temperature over 80° at the 

hottest; clouding in the late afternoon. Present at 

I. U. from 0430 to 0600 and from 1630 to 1730, at Dunn 

from 0630 to 0730. 

No PW's and no wave. At I. u., the year's first 

Palm. A Worm-eating probably sings in a ravine; I'd 

guess I heard it about 3 days ago too. Frey's class 

saw a Warbling Vireo. 

Great progress in the vegetation. The mature woods 

looks light green now. 

Some 20 Field Sparrows and 3 or 4 Chippings are 

migrants. 



April 20, 1958 

10 
4/20/58 

VN 

A cloudy dawn and a largely cloudy morning, about 

60° at 0430 and 75° at 1030; at 1230 it clouds and cools 

off, and there is a thunder storm wi~h steady rain there-

after till dark. Present at I. U. from 0430 to 0615 and 

from 1000 to 1130, at Dunn from 0700 to 1000 and from 

1700 to 1800, at Griffey from 1130 to 1200; Ryckman with 

me in the morning. 

An unhanded male PW came in on Dunn, but there are 

no signs of any others or of any general migration. We 

cover the I. U. farm very thoroughly, all areas. 

PW notes from Dunn follow: Having covered E and N 

fields, we hear a skid at 0755, about 30 yards N of the 

big chinquapin oak at the NE edge of W' field, on TD3 or 

beyond. The male is very well-marked. To 0758 3 skids, 

a 4th song that may be insipid. He moves rapidly, stays 

between 1 and 10 feet, mostly at 3-5 feet; feeds all the 

time. (He could have sung at any time earlier in this 

field without our hearing.) 

0805 - 14 loud skids so far. He's moved S along E 

side of the hill to the TD2 cherry. Feeds all the time, 

once concentrates on wild plums in bloom. A gnatcatcher 

flies beneath him and the PW makes a mild pass, coming 

within 2 feet of it. Flycatches once. Moves on S fast; 



6 feet and under. 

11 
4/20/58 

VN 

~ - Goes to a 4-foot elm, for 1* minutes, perches 

at 2 feet without moving except for looking around. He 

sings a half-volume skid (27th song), gets loud again. 

By the S path. 

0820 - So far 37 songs, all loud skids but 1 half-

volume and 1 possible insipid. Songs have been irregular, 

with little series of about 3 a minute. 

0820 - From SE corner of W field he flies high across 

the ravine to the E field. He'd covered 275 yards (in a 

straight line, more in fact) since discovery. 

~ - Ryckn1an finds him W of the fence about where 

the young D7's went after fledging. Silent. For 7 

minutes he followed as PW moved N to the N edge of field, 

IVID7 's thicket. Sang 5 weak spiritless skids, 3 times 

caught flies. Never higher than 7 feet. Lost him in 

MD7's thicket. 

0848 - We see him in same thicket. Hear 3 weak 

"check" calls, the first today. Disregards 2 chickadees, 

stays at 2 feet and under, moves S into E field, out of 

sight low. No songs. Lost at 0850. 

0900 - He sings an insipid from the woods W of TD4; 

3 more weak insipids, 1 chatter. 

090~ - He moves W across the ravine, sings chatters. 

Ryckman follows; 10 weruc chatters to 0908. The PW flies 
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back across E again just as I get to the bottom of the 

ravine. We lose for good at 0911. 

Ryckman returns to me and says he saw the male 

perch for 35 seconds at 30 feet without feeding. 

We cover fields till 1000, see and hear no more. 

The range within which a newly arriving resident wanders 

is probably restricted; some evidence is the crossing 

and re-crossing the ravine - suggests narrow limits. 

Ryckman impressed by weakness of all later songs. 

Trees are too much leafed out (or in bud) to pre-

sent any serious food problems. 

1700 - I return to Dunn in a steady rain, cover the 

area, see nothing. 

Box turtle today. At I. U. we saw a male Cardinal 

singing in flight. His body was at a nearly vertical 

angle, wings beat rapidly, and he sang the "pretty 

pr·etty" part of song perhaps 7 or 8 times. 

Summary: 1 unhanded male present on W Dunn field. 

A moderate S wind all day which might have affected 

song. 
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A cloudy dawn with everything wet; temperature 
0 

about 55 at 0430; about noon it clears and rest of day 

is sunny with many clouds passing quickly. Present at 

Dunn from 0430 to 0815 and from 1600 to 1700, at I. u. 

from 0900 to 1130 and from 1330 to 1500. 

ay Snow's I hear year's first White-throat. Whip-

poor-will singing in our woods. 

E field: Covered without hearing a PW except for 

2 or 3 chatters at 0510 across ravine in W field. 

Q2!Z - Male PW, unhanded and singing and looking 

like yesterday's, begins loud chatters where he sang 

yesterday, on TD3. gongs irregular, 15 to 0528. Feeds 

regularly, steadi.ly, not fast, for a while moves through 

hawthorn (now half leafed out but still bare on 4/18); 

stays under 8 feet, average and mode about 5 feet.· For 

10 seconds to a 30-foot sycamore top, then down. Once 

goes through full-scale bathing motions (everything is 

wet), then what seem to be very low intensity movements 

with wings flirting slightly for 2-3 seconds. 

0606 - I lose. To summarize behavior till now: 

55 loud unvarying chatters. Constant feeding (no perch-

ing to sing), 80% under 2 feet as he moves through weeds, 

berries, on ground. On ground 10-20% of time. See him 
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eat spider from web, a brown caterpillar. A good deal 

of hovering; the body at this angle: ~ Flycatching, 

some upward and pronounced. Once to 20 feet in the big 

chinquapin oak; no singing, down in 10 seconds. Com-

pletely disregards 2 titmice, several Field Sparrows, a 

thrasher that once sings the PW note. In period I am 

following he goes from the TD2 cherry to very far N end 

of field, comes half-way back s, goes half of that dis-

tance back N, then back S to near cherry. 

At 0605, behavior changes markedly: He calls 6 or 

7 times, flies low about 60 yards, the only long move 

today. He sings a weak chatter, goes up to 40', sings 

once, crosses ravine to E and is lost at 0606. 

Until his disappearance this male seemed to be 

staying within a range of about 3 to 4 acres. 

0620 - Same male chatters to S and I see him 30 

feet up in one of trees in the pasture-woods, about 50 

yards S of fence, 300 yards from TD2 cherry. Another 

~W-sized bird there moves its tail like a Redstart (is 

not a PW). The male dives on it but then for 2 minutes 

they feed in same leafless tree. PW sings some 10 son~s; 

8 or 9 are weak or fragmentary insipids. 

0626 - He flies back to W field near fork of N-S -
path. He calls, may have done so in pasture. Moves 

slowly N and NE, quits calling when he gets to his usual 
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range. Here he sings regular chatters and 1 insipid. 

To 0636 (from 0620), 3S songs. 

0645 - I leave him feeding normally at S feet or 

so. He called 2 11checks 11 quickly a minute ago. 

E & N fields: A male sang in SW corner at 0630, 

2 type-S's. Now I go Nand at 0703 hear 7-S type-S's 

at far N end of N field. He quits as I come up. (A 

red fox goes by). I'd guess it was same male heard at 

0630 and 0703; if so he moved ~mile. At 0723 there 

are 4 type-S's in 1* minutes at MD7's N-S fence row; 

he'S moved 150 yards s. At 0749 there are 9 type-S's 

in ~minutes in N-S fence row near DlOF's nest. He is 

unhanded, well-marked. He flies in 1 hop S to E-W fence, 

then on 70 more yards S. After 3 type-S's, 3 very pro-

tracted wiry skids, I lose him at 0755. 

OS15 - I leave. 

0900 - At I.U. farm, I go to T62, then to V. Lark 

Sparrow. 

Vat 0958 - In 1, 3 skids. Cooper's Hawk adult flies 

up and all birds twitter and quit singing, but I doubt if 

that is why the PW here quit. 

1006 - Skids 4 times, quits. Haven't seen. 

1015 - I hear skids on T66, go over and see a male -
in the big maple but lose him as he disappears after 5 or 
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6 skids. Simultaneously I heard 3 or 4 type-S's across 

on T68. After 20 minutes I return to V without having 

learned more. Silence on V. 

1130 - I leave. 

1330 - I return. It's sunny most of time, cool when 

sun is in. 

A 4-foot racer on XII. Male Redstart at home singing, 

Kingbird this morning, singing House Wren on XII. 

Vat 1340 - A male sings listless type-S's 10 minutes 

after I arrive. It is M66. (Hereafter M69.) He perches 

most of time in the 2 minutes I see him, sings 8 son~s 

in all, moves quietly between 12 feet and 1 foot. He is 

brightly marked. About 1345 I lose him and never see or 

hear him again to 1415 on V. 

~ - I go to T66, see and hear nothing. Doubtless 

it was 1<166 here this morning. 

1500 - I leave I.U. 

1600-Arrive at Dunn. 

E and N fields are slowly covered without seeing any 

sign of a PW. 

In W field there are 3 well-marked males, one of 

them MD2 (hereafter MD14.) I find him first, singing 

loud skids, irregularly and no more than 2 a minute. He 
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is feeding high in his cherry, comes S low. Suddenly 

a male starts to sing loud chatter-skids some 30 yards 

away near N-S path. MD14 pays no attention at all, 

though the spot was within his territory last year. 

MD14 sings some 8 times and either quits or I lose his 

sound when I look for other male. It is calling "check" 

some 4 times per 5 seconds and I follow it for 5 minutes 

as it goes W onto TDl or TD5. It sings a few more loud 

chatter-&rids, a little too slow to be skids. 

A third male sings a few loud chatters on TD9 to 

N, where ridge begins to level off. This could be the 

4/20 arrival. 

MD14 calls "checkrr and feeds at 3 feet when I leave. 

Note that he probably arrived after 0800, as did other 

male. 

1700 - I leave. 

Summary: There are 2 males at I.U., probably 4 at 

Dunn. One at each is banded. 

To try to interpret what I've seen so far, consider: 

Some arrival on stuqy areas occurs during day, (perhaps 

by males which migrated in to general vicinity during 

night). The 2 banded males have been on or near (surely 

~ in both cases) their old territories. The 4/20 

arrival looked and probably was old; why didn't he go to 

a former territory instead of taking up land from which 
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he may be evicted? (Perhaps he did do this and is now 

wandering around before becoming territorial.) 

All indications are that Dunn males roam around no 

more than I.U. males, though there are fewer barriers 

to hold them. The movements of type-8 singer at Dunn 

this morning are consistent with a theory that PW's hit 

the general area at night and then move to old territories. 
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Clouding over at dawn and getting much darker and 

cooler at 0730, beginning to rain steadily at 0830; tem

o 
perature 55 at dawn, rising and then dropping to stay 

0 
about 50 • Present with Ryckman at I.U. from 0440 to 

0740 and at Dunn from 0820 to 0920, at Dunn alone from 

1400 to 1520 and at IU from 1545 to 1700. 

V at 0450 - Silence. At 0509 a male begins loud 

skids in NE corner, staying 10 minutes and singing 13 

times. He always feeds at about 2 feet, never leaves 

pines; these have become dense, and we manage only enough 

of a glimpse to see a silver band or two. He goes to 1, 

sings, seems to disappear toward T66 singing. I go there 

and at 0530 find M69 singing skids there about every 15 

seconds. Most of time he feeds in berry tops. I'm 

confident that male that has sung on V the last two days 

has been :r<I69 (once seen there, of course). 

T68 - Type-S's audible from T66 (69). 

V - We cover V for 20 minutes or so and return to 

it from 0710 to 0730, hearing nothing. 

IV - Silence. 

T62 - At 0615,M62 (hereafter M70) is singing here, 

where nothing was heard yesterday during some 15 minutes 

at 0900. His songs are loud skids, 13 in first 5¥.! minutes 
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after 0619~, when I begin to time and count. In this 

time he is perched at about 15 feet for about 4 minutes. 

He then forages low rapidly but not in any unusual way; 

this lasts 10 minutes. He then goes to 20 feet at tip 

of an elm just barely leafing out, sings loud skids and 

slowly feeds over branch end and buds. In a 20-minute 

count, 42 loud skids, no other songs or calls. He acts 

fully territorial, doen't sing quite so much as he will. 

I see no rapid feeding behavior. He is well-marked. 

Dunn - It is getting dark and cloudy as we arrive 

and in a few minutes light rain starts. 

A male sings type-S's at N end of E field, after 

calling ncheck" 2 or 3 times. He is at 8 feet. He goes 

SW to mid-field, seems to go on to N-S fence row on the 

w, then to go s. He sang 5-6 times. 

At far N end a male sings regular type-S's, after 

10 or so falls silent at edge of mature woods. We see 

him calling an occasional '1check" there, foraging at 

5 feet. 

No other males in E and N fields. Both these were 

well marked. 

0920 - We leave in a heavy rain. 

1400 - I return. It has quit raining, but continues 

to threaten for 30 minutes. It then gets sunny with 
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rapidly passing clouds. It cools ;;,nd there is a fairly 

strong N;V wind. 

At Dunn a male sings 4 or 5 type-S's in W fence row 

of E field, near where young D7 1 s went. 

}ffil4 calls 1 or 2 checks and forages at 4 feet on 

center of his old territory. I hear and see nothing else 

in a fairly thorough search. 

At Griffey I hear 1 skid, ca.Q't find him. 

At I.U. I see and hear nothing. 

On T68 I find old PW nest with remains of a young 

bird, probably a PW about 6 days old, in it. This is 

one of few times I've found young left in a nest. 

Wood Thrush and Summer Tanager heard for first time 

today. 

1700 - I leave. 

To summarize, weather made good coverage impossible. 

M62 came in and there is probably a male at Griffey. 
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Cold and clear at dawn, with frost in places; 

40°. It soon begins to cloud over and at 0800 rains, 

continuing to do so off and on all morning. It then 

quits, gets warm (60 or 65°), stays cloudy. Present 

at I. U. from 0445 to 0615 and from 0900 to 1000, at 

Dunn from 0630 to 0800 and from 1015 to 1130, at 

Griffey from 1000 to 1015. 

V from 0455 to 0540 - No ~V's. 

T69 - M69 during 10 minutes sings 23 loud skids. 

For 5 of the minutes he feeds in tops of berries, for 

2 in big maple. For 3 he perches at 25 feet in maple, 

singing 4-5 songs a minute while perched. 

T68 - An unhanded male sings type ~8/.s. Stays high. 

He looks well marked. (Probably M72 or M73.) 

Dunn at 0630 - A male at N end of E field moves 

around, calls but doesn't sing. Well marked. 

At far N end a male sings type-S's. He is un-

banded, well-marked. I'd guess he is territorial 

and has been here for several days. (Probably £.123.) 

An unhanded well-marked male (surely MD22) found 

at the N end of TD13 singing loud type-S's gives me 

useful data. I follow him for about 45 minutes. He 

first goes SE to DlOF's last nest site, sings typeS's 
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(always). Then to big TDll sycamore, where for 5 minutes 

he sings irregularly with some singles, some series at 

4-per-minute rate. Then across to thicket at E-W fence; 

song for 3 minutes. Then N to about Dl3F's successful 

nest; song for 5 minutes. Then N to 250 yards or more 

N of E-W fence, about 400 yards from TDll sycamore; 

song for 3 minutes. To Dl3F's last nest; song for 3 

minutes. To extreme SW corner of N field, then on S 

to the TD4 tree row. He is silent at 0745 after 35 

minutes. 

This male covered TD4 (N part), 7, 10, 11, 12, 

13, and part of territory N of Dl3. His songs average 

3 a minute. He acts territorial, perches, sin.:bs, and 

feeds as in summer. He has moved over at least 10 

acres and probably would cover whole PW habitat E of 

ravine. He may have turned S when he went N in N field 

because he heard the far male singing his usual type-S's 

there. 

At 0750 this male begins type-8 1 s on TD4 and I quit 

following. 

0800 - I leave. Rain just began. 

I heard a number of Wood Thrushes, the year's first 

Red-eyed Vireo and Scarlet Tanager. A towhee nest on 

TD7 holds two towhee, 1 Cowbird egg; this is the year's 

first nest. 



0900 - I return. It's st"'ll r · · ... a~n1n,"?;. 

T70 - No sign of M70. 

IV N - Silence. 

Griffey at 1000 - l·1aybe 1 skid. 
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TD14 - ?-ID14 is singing loud type-8 's, unusual for 

him, both on his old territory and a little N of it on 

TD3. He is never repulsed, and I see no signs of another 

PW anywhere in W field, so I guess 4/20 male has moved 

on. MD14's adherence to last year's territory and his 

apparent lack of wandering is very interesting. Contrast 

this with behavior of male in the E field this morning. 

1130 - I leave. 

Summary: The weather makes it hard to find P'1'1'' s. 

I'd guess I-169 and 70 are only I.U. farm birds, and that 

MD14 and male at N end of N field (}iD23,J are only sure 

Dunn birds; there is probably a male at Griffey. 

60F wasn't so tied to her 1956 territory that she 

waited there for a male. 'rhe only clear-cut replace-

ment of a female I can recall was by 62F, a young bird • 

.Maybe I.U. farm birds nest as high as they do because 

PW's seek some relative level of altitude. I had begun 

to think during last few days either that young males 

return as early as old ones and are indistinguishable, 

or that old males don't always return to territories of 

past years. I know latter is to some extent true, but 
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I wondered if it was frequent. Now, with the first 

arrival male having disappeared it seems possible to 

explain the data: on supposi tior:i ... that old males come 

first (usually) and return to their former territories. 

The key to observed behavior is fact that there is so 

much early shifting around over habitat, evidently 

even by old males (see M64). 
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Thin sunshine and a strong gusty W wind after a rather 

violent thunderstor~m at 0230 or so; 65° at 0700. At about 

1100 it cools, remaining sunny, and rest of the day is 

cool with a N wind. Present from 0700 to 0930 and from 

1515 to 1630 at Dunn, from 1030 to 1130 and 1645 to 1745 

at I. U., from 1445 to 1515 at Griffey. 

There was a big movement last night, bringing hun-

dreds of i~ite-throats and Swamp Sparrows and some House 

Wrens, Summer Tanagers, Yellowthroats (first), Catbirds 

(first), Green Herons (first), White-eyed Vireos, and a 

Brewster's Warbler. 

TD14 - MD14 sings on his territory in territorial 

fashion, 1 skid per 12 seconds • 
. C New J 

TD16~- A well-marked male sings chatter skids to 

the W on old TDl and near the big cherry tree. I find 

year's first female 40 yards from him. She calls "chook," 

bobs her tail a lot, moves toward song; male is moving 

away but she is clearly following. He probably doesn't 

see her. He sings in cherry and she perches and calls 

15-20 yards away. After 30 seconds he dives down and 

there is a twisting pursuit with a normal song at its 

end. This could be their first meeting; he may just have 

come in. The female now calls 20 loud 11chooks 11 per 30 

seconds, clearly follows male at 15 yards' distance. Both 
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in field cover; he sings normal loud songs. Once she 

flies toward him and he flutters away 10-15 yards with 

large slow beats. Then she flies to or beyond him and 

he pursues her low and fast, singing in flight. Pursuit 

begins with his flying slowly up to her with big slow 

beats; suddenly rapid dash develops. I think I've 

missed this before; female seems to initiate dash by 

flying fast. 

This female is bright. I never see her again, 

after I move on to N at 0725, when male gets into a loud 

fight (10 seconds) with high calls. He chases a male 

to N, sings 1 faint step-buzz. The female is calling 

loud "checks" within 10 yards of fight, and she (calling) 

and the male (normal singing) go back S • 
• 

TD15 - N male is last year's MD3, probably just 

arrived. He seems to stay around sycamore on W side at 

N end, singing loud chatter-skids all the time and feed-

ing constantly at 4-8 feet. Note that he gave up fight 

quickly. 

e742 - In last 5 minutes, 14 songs while feeding. 

He gets plenty of caterpillars; vegetation is very well 

along (elm, maple, tulip, haw; swall leaves even on locust 

and very small ones on sycamore; redbud just blooming, 

dogwood large but greenish). 
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0755 - MD15 is E to within 40 yards of the chin-

quapin. He's sung 3 per minute, all loud chatter-skids. 

Once for 2 minutes he sits quietly at ~~ feet in center 

of a haw; he may doze a very little but his song goes 

on. 'rhen 2 minutes of preening and stretching. He uses 

his foot on the wing-tail side stretch. Just after a 

side stretch he gives an upward stretch with wings 

slightly down, at end bowing his body forward; he then 

flies. No scratching. 

He is now on his old territory, singing loudly 

every 12-15 seconds. Constant foraging; no high perch-

ing. Note that there is no other male here (4/20 arrival 

is clearly gone). I leave him (returning in 15 minutes 

to find him still here). 

TD16 - MD16 goes S singing loudly, pausing at big 

elm 50' up, going into pines S of tract and falling silen~ 

except for 5-10 "check" calls. He then moves back to 

where I first found him, singing loudly 4 times a minute. 

He seems to be about on TDl. 

I may hear 1 song from a different male in pines. 

TD15 at 0820 - MD15 sings exactly as before, on cen-

ter and W part of N end. Songs loud, frequent. 

MD14 is silent, has been for 20 ~inutes or more. A 

fast-moving skid singer in SW corner, E field, may be he. 

In E field a skid singer moves all over S end. After 
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in 10 

minutes returnSfor 2 Minutes, then go to SW corner. I 

never see him. (Probably I•:Dl8.) 

0845 - I see a PW fly W across the field into the 

W tree row at the TD7 corner. I hiss and 2 males imme-

diately come to within 10 feet of me and hop around me 

lvith great curiosity for 10 minutes. One bright, one 

with lots of red but not such heavy black. 1'hey stay 

within 2-5 feet of each other without any animosity 

or display. After 5 minutes one sings. 

In same thicket are 2 White-eyed Vireos together. 

There are a few songs. After 5 minutes I hear them 

(or one) give PW-like squeaking that may be a fight. 

A Brewster's Warbler is here; it has a gold wing patch, 

bright gold forehead, yellowish wash on chin and belly, 

white throat. 

TD23 - At N end of N field a well-marked male sings 

constant loud type-S's. 

TD22 - Just N of TD13 and in mid-field a different 

male sings type-S's. 

TD20 - A male with little red sings skids and 1 

type-8 at N end of E field. His skid is very prolonged, 

as was !>iDlO's, and he is in MDlO's old territory. He 

forages low. 

0930 - I leave Dunn. ·~reen Fero-.,. 
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IV - A moderately marked male sings 2 type-E's, 5 

,,dnutes apart, near r1"nes. H th t IV "'- · ~ e en goes o · rl, J1Ves 

a few faint 11checks, 11 disappears • 

. T70 - £.170 sings every 20 seconds, loud skids. He 

goes from a haw where he has foraged at 2-6' into woods. 

I hear 1 Black-throated Green song. 

1130 - I leave. 

1445 - I go to Griffey. About noon wind shifted 

into N. 0 It's now 60 , sunny, windy. 

A well-marked male sings skids in SE part. I may 

hear a chatter sing~r to N. One is MGr4. 

Dunn at 1515 -

TD20 :ttm20 is on ground in NW corner, silent. 

Other males here. 

1545 - In W field I hear little at first. Evidence 

is that territorial behavior is way down in afternoon. 

TD15 and 16 - MD15 and a 2nd male are fighting 35 

yards SE of W sycamore. After 15 minutes a 3rd male 

arrives and watches, staying in berries and other field 

cover and calling "check11 but doing nothing else• All 

males are well-marked. Beginning of encounter is mild, 

with short slightly bobbing flights and with both singing 
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insipids (ND15's like a Field Sparrow). There are no 

lines; they just stay within 20 x 30 yards, mostly 15 

x 15. They are low, in berries and haws, from 1 to 7 

feet. Then l:v1Dl5 seems to grow more excited. Till now 

both have called normal "checks," not often. MD15 be-

gins the higher pitched sharp "check" which is source 

of the whine or squeak (when run together and made even 

higher by excitement). Also some of harsher calls. He 

gives these notes both when flying at and from other 

male, more when from. Other may give some slightly 

squeaky notes too. Once MD15 flutters with back arched, 

wings scarcely beating shallowly; about 5 yards downward--

as in presence of a female. There is one flutter-up to 

3 feet, quickly down to flop on ground for l-2 seconds, 

1 male on its back. Flights in encounter are froa;1 5 

to 20 yards, usually about 10. (Today saw male PW sing 

normal song as it flew to a perch.) Singing of 2 males 

quit about 6 minutes after I ~ot here; all insipids but 

for 1 skid by second male. I leave after 20 minutes with 

all 3 still together, all calling "check," fight continu-

ing. One is MD16, surely. 

TD14 - Usual skids heard twice. 

1630 - Leave Dunn and go to I.U. See and hear nothing 

on V or on T69. 



1745 - I leave. 
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Summary: A big influx on Dunn, little or none on 

I. U. Dunn: A female is here but surely isn't paired 

yet. MD3 returned and surely ~m10. There are probably 

3 males on territory in W field, 2 in N, 2 . "" J.n .I!.. There 

is some evidence that E field is slower in developing. 

I. U.: Only males are M69 and l\'170; I•'l69 seems to be not 

very territorial yet. 
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.A clear cold dawn with a li-r;tle frost; 38°; a uist 

at 0515. Present at I.U. from 0445 to 0545 and from 

0920 to 1000, at Dunn from 0600 to 0840 and from 1445 to 

1600, at Griffey from 1010 to 1030. 

T69 - It is still hard to see. Hear 3 weak insipids, 

then several minutes' silence. There is a flutter up to 

6 feet out in the berries; can't see species but a minute 

or so later M69 is near. In 5 more minutes, 3 weak insi-

pids sung in 1 minute. A flutter-up with bill snapping, 

later a few 11 checks"; probably 1 or both are PW 1s. In 2 

minutes I see M69 in field. He skids weakly 2-3 times. 

There are 3-4 skids at E edge of T69, in woods. In 2 

minutes I•169 goes to big maple and sings weak spiritless 

skids; other male quits. After 8 songs M69 drops down 

low (from 25') and quits. At 0510 I've heard 16-18 mild 

songs. He seems unaggressive. As I leave T69 a male, 

probably M69, is going S along fence row to T67. Other 

male may be :M72 or l.\173. 

I hear a Kentucky Warbler. 

At 0515, thick mist comes in. 

V from 0520 to 0538 - No PW's. 

T65 - No PW' s. 

Dunn at 0600. 
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'l'Dl7 or 18 - In E field a male sings loud skids and 

1 type-8 in 3 center, goes E to tops of big locusts, then 

probably goes NW to TD7 corner; at least a male skids 

there. 

TD20 - MD20 skids in the N part, around fence row. 

A low intensity encounter between MD20 and a skid singer 

{Probably MD19). Latter begins type-8 's and ~ID20 comes 

W to low brush of N field; both call a few "checks." 

They sit 2 feet apart and 12 feet up, normally posed and 

cowpletely still for a minute; then break apart. MD20 

sings nearly inaudible type-8's during this. Stay within 

20 yards of each other, go high to 20 feet in tree row, 

back down to field where they move backward and forward 

a little. S male sings several songs made up of 4-5 sharp 

high calls followed by a Golden-wing series of 4-5 buzzes. 

The two move to within 2 feet of each other at 1~2 

feet high. ~ID20 suddenly puts bill into feathers of 

back as though asleep. For 30 seconds he keeps this up 

(once taking bill partly out so that eye is visible), 

rocking almost imperceptibly and remaining very still. 

Other r«ale sits motionlessly, back turned, in normal 

pose. He moves away after 30 seconds and ~ID20 instantly 

does san;e, so he was watching other male. This occurs 

at 0630. 

TD19 - Other male above probably MD19. 
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There is much type-8 singing in area of N-S fence 

row. A male from TD13 comes up and MD20 calls. New 

1nale is very w·ell marked (other two are not), and during 

over a half-hour he keeps his left eye closed nearly all 

the time, opening it for a second occasionally. All 3 

males sing loud type-8 's constantly, f.ID20 sometimes 

varyin~ it with insipids and 1 or 2 chatters. :cm20 holds 

fence row. 

TD22 - One-eye is J)robably MD22. 

I hear Yellow-throated Vireo, Short-billed Marsh 

Wren, Renslow's Sparrow. 

TD23 - In N field type-8 singer is singing loudly 

in usual place. He dives on a bird, chases it, sings 

in flight. Then he flutters with small beats. I hear 

faint nsip" calls and see a female feeding silently at 

2 feet. Male sings his usual loud song, occasionally 

switches to a skid. 

TD24 - To N beyond fence a moderately 1;1arked male 

perches at 24 feet in a 25-foot cherry in mid-field, 

highest tree in field. He sings a long series of &~ids 

at 12-15 seconds, moves very little, is on territory. 

0735 - I go to W field, where I could hear PW's 

earlier but can't now. 

TD14 - MD14 begins skids when a chntter starts to N. 
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He forages at 10 feet in and by the cherry, acts unmated. 

I'Dl5 - I•'!Dl5 sings loud chatters by l~ sycamore and 

forages low all the time. 

W of the W ravine- A well-marked male skids loudly, 

forages in tree tops. 

TD16 - In big elms W of TD1-TD5 cherry is a well-

marked chatter sing:er, MD16. '1-'h;s l.·s · r babl 1 MD15 ~ ... p o y ma. e 

fought yesterday. He gives loud chatters continually, 

and just N of him ~ID15 sings regularly. 

TD15 - ND15 is on both 'IV and E side of path, singing 

loud regular chatters every 10 seconds, foraging all time, 

pausing to sing. 

TD14 - HD14 is silent at 0815, has been for 8 minutes. 

TD18 A well-marked male, J.ID18, sings loud skids in 

the W fence row, S end of TD4. He flies to D8F' s 1st 

nest site, sings 2 chatters, then skids. Now goes 150 

yards N to ,'J tree row in mid TD4, to high parts of trees. 

(If MOO and :f.:IDS both had unusually large territories, 

this may tell something about E field. How about :MD4 and 

TD17 - In SE corner, a well-marked male chatters often 

in brushy growth of elms, etc., forages there. Attacks 

a PaLii Warbler and they flutter as Palm evades but doesn't 

yield. In 1-2 seconds the little flutter ends and they 

feed low near each other (6 feet). Palm sings once. HD17 



has much red, sin~ss every 12-17 seconds. 

0840 - I leave. 
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0920- To I. U., N end. It's sunny with a chilly 

N and E wind. 

IV N - Silent. 

T70 - M70 skids regularly every 20 seconds, stays 

high in big trees and woods edge, acts unmated. 

1000 - I leave. 

Griffey - Silence. 

1445 - I return to Dunn W field. It's still sunny, 

about 70° but quite cool when wind blows. 

TD14 - I put up mounted male PW but MD14 never seems 

to see it. He is silent for 20 minutes, then sings in-

sipids irregularly but sometimes frequently rest of the 

time I'm here. He sings loudly and evidently the burst 

of song has no significance (unless conceivably he does 

see my mount). He forages all time he sings, dividin.g; 

ti.ll1e about equally bet\~"een high branches of cherry and 

haws, etc., on ridge. 

TD15 - I•:!Dl5 must be singer to the N. 

1600 - I le;:.;.ve. 

SUlillilary: Dunn E field now has 4 males, N and far N 

fields 3, W field 3. No arrivals at I.U. One female seen, 

on TD23. 



April 26, 1958 
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Very gray with a strong N wind, rainin6 steadily 

from 1330 on; 42° at 0430. Present at I.U. from 0500 to 

0715 and from 1330 to 1400, at Griffey from 0715 to 0730, 

at Dunn from 0815 to 0945. 

V at 0500 - Silence here, on XI, and across on T69 

till 0520. Then 1469 sings 3 weak skids on V near 1, 

quickly goes SE as thou~h to T69. 

Nashville sings, many White-throats. 

XII - Silence. 

T70 - Silent from 0615 to 0628. Then M70 starts 

4 loud skids per minute. He feeds little, perches most 

of time, stays high but not in tops (e.g., 20 feet in 

a 40 foot cluster around a cherry). Flies quickly; no 

sign. of female. Nay have been off terri tory when I came. 

IV - Silence. 

To Griffey. 

TG4 - Well-marked male sings loud type-S's, NE 

corner. 

0730 - I leave. 

0815 - To Dunn. 

TD17 Loud chatter-skids. 

TD19 - A well-marked male sings a few type-S's at 
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the N end of the TDlO tree row, probably goes out into 

field to >i, where a male feeds in small trees a few 

r.1inutes later. No sign of impaired eye; probably MD19. 

TD22 - In middle of N field and then over on W edge 

•veil-marked male (eyes OK) feeds in small trees, 15 feet 

and under. Loud frequent type-S's. 

TD23, 'rD24 - No sign of the 2 males. 

TD22 at 0900 - Have heard nothing for some time. 

In the TD7 thicket a male sings 3 skids, quickly goes 

E to fence row where I lose him (Iv!Dl9?) 

Towhee near D7 corner was incubating yesterday, but 

today nest has failed. One towhee egg is gone, 1 broken; 

there are 2 whole cowbird eggs from different females. 

Ground nest. 

TD14 - Silence. 

TD15 - Silence. 

TD16 - A male feeds and occasionally calls at the 

S sycamore, low, and there are 3 or 4 widely spaced chatters 

to the SW near or in the big elms. Otherwise I find no 

sign of a PW in 45 minutes in this field. Very bad weather 

is responsible; dark and windy. 

0945 - I leave. 

1330 - Return with a fine rain falling, and Dave Frey 
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and I loot~ at sm~•e Lark Sparrows for a few minutes. No 

It begins to rain harder when we leave. 

Summary: Bad weather, so no developments. 



April 27, 1958 
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Gray and windless, with rain beginning at 0700 and 

falling all day; 45° at 0700. Present from 0700 (daylight 

tin1e, beginning today) to 0830 at Dunn, from 1430 to 1615 

at I.U., from 1615 to 1630 at Griffey. 

TD17 - MD17 is in SE corner. Hear a few "checks," 

soon see a female feeding on and near ground. MD17 gives 

no sign he sees her except that he is silent, hopping 

around in little trees in brushy part of field. Male 

(MDXI or MD18?) is to N, comes S and sings skids and 

chatters, a few step buzzes at about S line of TD6. ~ID17 

sings half-volume chatters, but nothing else happens. 

MD17 is silent during 10 minutes. 

TD18 - See above. The male goes to W side of field, 
to 

skids and chatters. He goes/SW corner, sings as usual 

plus 1 Golden-wing song. Then to big trees at N end of 

TD4. 

TD19 - MD19 sings a few skids in top of big ravine 

trees at D7 corner. MD14 sings across ravine. 

Crested Flycatcher, Short-billed Marsh Wren. 

TD20 - Silence. 

N field - In N field I see a male in 1aid-field toward 

E side (MD30? or 25?); hear (typeS's, constant) and see 

~W23 at N end as he forages and perches in tops of small 



elms 

and 

and scrub trees; 

:hear and seo ND22 

0830 - Rain .~ets 

hear and see 

( type-8 • s). 

heavy and I 
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ND24 (constant songs), 

No male has a bad eye. 

leave. 

1430 T I U It 's 49°, · · 'th t - o • • ra1n1ng w1 ou pause 

though not always heavily. 

I cover everything but T69, see and hear only Ivl70. 

i':-170 sings loud skids in the NW corner of T70, in 4 minutes 

at 1440 goes into woods there and falls silent for 20 or 

25 minutes. I go on without hearing or seeing him again. 

Griffey is silent. Rain is responsible for failure 

of PW' s to show themselves. Two or 3 Black-throated 

Greens. 

1630 - I leave. 

I'll not summarize till I get a good chance to survey 

the situation. There was certainly no influx last night. 

MD17 has acquired a mate. 
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A cloudy dawn, 50°, clearing at 0930 and then getting 

threatening intermittently all morning but sunny most of 

time; very heavy rain at 1345, thereafter threatening. 

Present at Dunn from 0545 to 0840, from 0930 to 1015, from 

1115 to 1230, at I.U. from 1345 to 1600, with a few 

minutes at Dunn. 

TD14 - I:1Dl4 sings frequent skids from top of cherry 

and fro1n haws. 
5~ 

TD15 - Very few chatters, only 4 or 5 by 0650. MD15 

flutters and I see yellow unhanded female. She calls 

sharp trtseep" notes, forages low, for 5 seconds pulls at 

web. At 0615 hear "check" calls on W side of hill and 

find MD16 and MD15 and female. :r.ID16 calls, as does fe-

male, which remains usual 10-20 yards behind her male 

(!V!Dl5). Males are at 1 to 3 feet. Encounter not very 

pronounced; a little wing drooping, bouncy flight; MD16 

once flirts his wings while perched, once flutters in 

flight. Note that I can't surely distinguish HD16's 

11checkll from female's; his may be a little lower. 

Nay hear skid singer to W. 

(If MD5 should return he'd find MD16 on his terri-

tory. But it's unlikely that old male would be unable 

to get any of former territory.) 
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Note ~'ID14, 15, 16 are all well settled and behaving 

fully territorially. This state came about almost iu-

perceptibly; perhaps it's 2 or 3 days old. I doubt if 

other males are here. 

TD16 - See above. ~ID16 once sings long (about 15 

minutes) series of loud chatters every 12 seconds, many 

from high in 40-foot walnut. 

Enroute to E field hear skid singer in big ravine 

trees. 

TD17 - I>iD17 chatters, gets faint, flies normally 

to 10 foot perch, 11checks. 11 Dl7F is near, moving quickly, 

calling ncheck" often. He stays near. A second female 

is just inside wooded field, calling sharp loud 11checks, ;• 

going through haw at 8-10 feet. MD17 not near; only some 

5 sonss so far. Second female may call after hearing 

songs to N. 

TD18 or Xl - MD18 skids loudly for 10 minutes, feeds 

in mid-field on all types growth, goes to E edge and begins 

type-S's; after 12, skids again. Songs all loud, regular. 

~1ale without much red. See TD19. 

TD19 - MD19 begins (0734) skids in sassafras trees 

VI of big P.iDll sycamore. MD18 or Xl sings mixture of loud 

songs (some Golden-wing), some few faint ones, and calls. 

A long duet of skic1s (19) vs. type-S's (18) follows. P,lDl9 



goes W to fence corner, sintss often. 
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TD20 - l·1D20 sings frequent prolonged skids while 

foraging in berries in NW corner. 

(As additional evidence that old males go to old 

territories, territories vmere there were banded males 

which haven't come back seem to be filling up last; 

e.g., T61, T65, TD12.) 

TD22 - MD22 sings frequent loud type-S's, feeds at 

medium height. Well-marked. 

TD23 - MD23 sings loud and often, 15 feet up in top 

of a 15-foot cherry, mid-field, later in top of 25-foot 

cherry. 

TD24 MD24 skids loud and often, 10 feet in a 12-

foot tree. He chases titmouse silently. 

TD21 - This is TD12 and now, at 0820, old J!.ID12 has 

returned and there is a melee going on. T\venty minutes 

ago there was no sign of this, so he must just have come. 

At my arrival MD22 is at S edge of his territory or beyond 

it, singing loud step-buzzes in blackberries but otherwise 

not doing anything (he never does). HD21 {Dl2) and MD19 

are in a long pursuit flight, not fast but never stopping 

for more than a second. It centers on the W edge of the 

field and about half the time goes into the woods and edge 

growth; height ranges between 2 and 7 feet. Occasionally 
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it reaches E some 20-25 yards into field. MD19 is always 

pursuer, .2 feet to 10 feet back (and sometimes beside 

rather than behind). Flight is normal. After 2 or 3 

minutes stops begin to last longer, and it develops into 

a series of short chases, with same type of flight. 

t4Dl9 sings skids. MD21 always returns to same place to 

land, as though it were base he is trying to acquire. It 

is a patch of haw about 10 feet into woods (i.e., edge of 

the territory and not an exposed spot). He sings only 

here, at 15 feet, never from other perches. Songs are 

skids at first, in about 8 minutes some step-buzzes are 

added. MD19 goes back S to thicket there, 30-40 yards 

away, but always returns in 10-50 seconds to chase MD2l 

from haws. Much loud skidding. These recesses to S 

begin about time MD21 starts his step-buzzes {no connec-

tion intended). After about 12 minutes :r.m21 sings for 

first time away from his haw base; he's NE of it in woods 

edge. l~'orgot to note that MD19 does some wing flirting, 

sings step-buzzes as well as skids. 

MD2l is in bright well marked plumage with much red 

in back, in strong contrast to plumage last summer. He 

undoubtedly just got in; no territorial drive would 

suddenly reach this level in a bird that had long been 

present. 

0840 - I leave temporarily. 



~ - I return. 
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TD17 - MD17 and MDlS are having an encounter in 

mid-field. Both sing some half-volume skids and MD18 

some Golden-wings; squeaking. Dl7F "checks" behind 

TD21 at 0940 - Fight goes on but has changed. 

!4D21 now sings loud skids and step-buzzes everywhere, 

especially in mid-field (2 feet to 6 feet); e.g., 31 

songs in 6 minutes. MD19 skids to S, MD20 to E in 

tree row; Ji.'lD22 sings constant type-S's about 40 yards 

N. Sun is now out. 

After 6 minutes MD19 comes N and for l minute 

chases MD21, but they are farther apart. MD21 is al-

ways pursued, but he invites it by sallying out at 

:MD19. MD19 soon goes back S. The males are all sing-

ing very much. At 1000 r4Dl9 comes N to mid-field within 

10 yards of MD21, which doesn't resist, sings on. MD19 

then goes SE. Note that ~1D21 doesn't seem to regard 

territory as his to extent of becoming defender; he is 

still one to be chased. He seems to get territory simply 

by sticking to his guns and facing out resistance. I've 

seen few circlin;s chases before; are they reserved for 

territory acquisition by an old malei There is no doubt 

that today roles of pursued and pursuer have not changed 
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except for MD2l's little attention-getting sorties. 

!Q.2Z. - J,aD19 comes NW to edge, where DW21 is; there 

is a bobbing short chase of I-m21. In 20 seconds MD19 

starts back S, but lliD2l flies after him, gets into his 

view, veers off, elicits a chase. But in 15 seconds 

14Dl9 ~oes S; he seems to be losing some interest. 

1010 - There is a chase in edge with tJ1Dl9 closer 

to 1\1D2l than usual, about 2 feet to 4 feet back. They 

stop from 1 foot to 3 feet apart for a second or so 

occasionally. Often chases (still rather slow, not 

the darting male-female type) are parallel, especially 

when they head out E into field. In 1 minute MD19 ~oes 

S to fence row. Both sang at times when he was here. 

1015 - MD19 attacks to within 1 foot or so, stays 

15 seconds. They were perched facing each other in 

blackberries. 'MD21 sings skids, some step-buzzes. He 

still doesn't drive other cales out. 

I leave. 

1115 - I return and try to catch MD19. He hits 

but gets out. In 75 minutes there are no longer any 

chases, but MD19 often comes N into mid-field where MD2l 

stays most of time. Both sing. MD21 doesn't drive or 

defend, even when MD19 is only a few feet away. A few 
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times MD19 makes very short sallies at MD21. MD22 comes 

S about 40 ya~ds when I hiss near my net. He stays only 

a few seconds, is not attacked; he too doesn't seem to 

recognize this as MD2l's, though he doesn't seem much 

interested in the situation. 

I put up my mount for a male (MDXI - later he 

leaves), as well as for MD21 and 19. All react same 

way, seeing it instantly and coming up with bobbing 

flight to look at it from some 2 or 3 feet or more. 

They lose interest in about 1 minute, pay no more 

attention. No posturing or attacking. 

1230 - I leave. 

1345 - I return to I.U. and Griffey. It's raining 

lightly as I arrive, then pours down for a few minutes. 

TD70 - MD70 sings 4 loud skids a minute, stays high. 

IV N - Silence. 

Griffey - Silence. 

XII - Silence. 

V - A new unhanded, well marked male (M71) is here. 

He sings a slow chatter, moves around in l and pine field. 

XI is silent. 

T69 - As I come up there's a male feeding in the 

field, giving "sips" and 1 or 2 "checks." M69 sings. 
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The male moves slowly toward M69, forages, sings 2 times, 

?>i69 appears and there's a long high chase with M69 going 

to the tulip, the other crossing the E ravine to T68. 

M69 moves around a lot, skids irregularly. 

1600 - I leave. 

Summary: It's hard to know whether PW's came in 

last night or just became. more territorial because of 

weather. Some like MD2l and M71 came in. There are 

males at I.U. on all territories but IV, X, XI (i.e., 

4 males). At Dunn there are 4 or 5 in theE field, 5 in 

the N field, 3 in the W. MD15, 17, and 24 are probably 

mated. 



April 29, 1958 
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A gray ntorning with rain at night and just before 

dawn, then quitting and getting cold, gusty from the N 

(especially after 0730), clearing at 0800; 42° at dawn. 

Present from 0614 to 0715, from 0930 to 1110 at Dunn, 

and at I.U. from 1115 to 1200 and from 1345 to 1500. 

TD16 - MD16 sings frequently. 

TD15 - I follow Dl5F as she feeds low and calls 

11check. 11 MD15 approaches after 10 minutes. Both call 

11check, 11 female increasing her rate to 13 times in 15 

seconds. MD14 comes N to his line and all call; males 

then sing a few times. 

TD14 - See above. 

0715 - I leave. 

0930 - I return. It's clear, cool, very windy. A 

Sharp-shin is in wooded field. Saw a Cooper's W of here 

yesterday. 

TD17 - Pair is in wooded field, female "checking" 

irregularly with long pauses, male singing a few chatters, 

some half-volume. One mild flutter with small frequent 

beats. 

TD18 or TDXl - Male, well-marked, forages in E edge, 

skids a lot considering wind. 
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TD20 - A few skids at N ed6e, in or near woods. 

TD22 - ~ID22 sings a few type-8 1 s in woods to ~~, 

then forages and hovers at 1* feet in grassy area at 

edge. No female. Do males with territories in open 

go to edge or woods on bad days? (Yes, in wind, I 

think.) 

TD21 MD21 in woods too, 20 yards in, 5-10 feet 

up, singing weak irregular skids fairly often. 

(Field Sparrow builds at 0645.) 

TD23 - A female forages over a 15-foot cherry for 

some 10 minutes. After first 5 minutes male chattered 

once 30-40 yards away, crune closer; female gave loud 

"check." Male came closer, moved away; female flew 20 

yards, stopped 20 yards from him. He now flutters 20 

yards away; she goes to him. They face each other low, 

give 11sipn calls, may extend and flutter wings. In 5 

seconds he flutters 20 yards, arid I lose both. Only l 

short song in 10-15 minutes. 

TD24 - MD24 sings very few loud skids, flutters. 

A plain female near. They feed at from l-6 feet, are 

silent all time. 

Racer 5 feet long. Saw first one 4/25 at Yellowwood. 

I walk very slowly to car without seeing or hearing 

0 
PW from any field. It's fully sunny, about 55 , very windy 



from N. At 1115 I go to I.U. 

IV - Silence. Two box turtles in encounter. 
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T70 - M70 is systematically tru(ing larvae from 

half-open maple leaf buds at my arrival; he then forages 

over haws. His skids are loud and regular every 15 to 

17 seconds. 

1200 - I leave. 

~-Return to I.U. It's 60°, clear, still windy. 

T69 - Silence here and across to E. 

T71 - M71 sings a few chatters. (I think that at 

least for a little while after a female's arrival a male's 

song has some contact or location function.) 

Female towhee. on a ground nest with 1 Cowbird, 2 

towhee eggs. About 10 yards away is a fresh, broken 

towhee egg. 

XII - Silence. 

1500 - I leave. 

Summary: No developments noted, except female on 

TD23; weather slowed things down. 
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Clear and cold with a hard frost, little wind; 

~5° at 0530·. l) t t ~ resen a I.U. from 0545 to 0730 and from 

1430 to 1630, at Dunn from 0815 to 1000. 

XII - Silence. 

T71 - M71 (note he's well marked; old?) is very 

active, feeding at all heights and chattering. 

XI - Silence. 

T69 - No male seen during 30 minutes, but 3-4 skids 

heard high in maple. 

T72 T73 - A male here sings 2 long series of loud 

skids on W edge. No bands; no female. 

0730 - I leave. 

0830 - To Dunn. 

'fD17 - Silence. 

TDXl - r.mx1 step-buzzes and chatters in duet against 

~ID20's skids, at the sink hole. The white in a PW's tail 

is visible in ordinary flight. No female. 

TD20 - See above. 

TD19 - MD19 skids, feeds at 20 feet in E-W fence row. 

At 0830 there is a SE breeze rising, some temporary 

clouding. 



TD2~ - ~rst of type-8 1 s. No female. 
i.. "ie\r: ... 
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TD25/- A very well-marked male skids a few times, 

forages rather rapidly in low growth. I watch for 2 

minutes and ~ID25 comes silently and perches at 15 feet 

some 10 yards away; he flirts wings a little. No sounds 

or other posturing. In 30 seconds he dives at other, 

which immediately flies up high out of sight, I'd guess 

across lake. MD25 follows 25-40 feet behind for 30 

yards or more, a minute later sings 3 insipids on TD25. 

Significant thing was way the other left without MD25's 

singing, calling or displaying. Migrant, surely. 

TD24 at 0900 - High skids. 

TD21 - MD21, silent earlier, now sings several skids, 

moves N along W edge to N of sassafras clump. MD22 sings 

regular type-8 1 s to E. 

TD15 at 0930 - Very faint insipids. Pair togetherg 

TD16 - ~ID16 sings loud chatters on W hillside just 

N of cherry, feeds at from 2-10 feet. No female. 

TD14 - Regular loud skids while feeding at from 

2-15 feet. 

TD18 - Loud skids. 

TD17 - Dl7F calls ncheckn at S edge of field, forages 

very rapidly at 2 feet. She flies 40 yards, calls "sip" 

once. ~ID17 is 25 yards from where she was, now flies NE 

low. She immediately follows, lands on his perch; he left 
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just as she got there. ("Sipn seems an excitement note; 

often given when mate is seen.) 

1000 - I leave. 

1430 - I return. To I.U. 0 It's clear, about 65 • 

T70 - M70 sings a few times. 

IV - Silent. 

T71 M71 sings. 

T69 M69 seen briefly; during 45 minutes he sings 

only once or twice. 

XII - Silence. 

1630 - I leave. 

Summary: No PW develepments. Saw Blue-headed Vireo, 

14 jays at 1000. John Timms reports hummingbird today. 

Chats here 4/28. Field Sparrow building today. 



May 1, 1958 
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Nearly clear at dawn, with high temporary clouds; 

50° at 0600. Present at Dunn from 0600 to 0815, and 

from 0845 to 1100, and from 1430 to 1630; at Griffey 

from 1100 to 1115; at I.U. from 1115 to 1200, from 1300 

to 1415, and from 1830 to 1900. 

TD17 - One chatter in 10 minutes. 'ti-e Vi:re'' in 

SE corner. 

'£Dl8 A male, probably MD18 sings frequent skids 

6 feet up in 9-foot tulip in mid-field. 

TDXl - MDXl sings frequent regular chatter-skids at 

from 4-6 feet in tops of small trees. 

TD19 - ~1Dl9 sings skids at from 15 to 20 feet in 

fence row and MD20 skids in opposition, same height. ~vo 

chats fight. 

TD2l - MD2l skids every 12-15 seconds from 3 to 12 

feet in tree tops in mid-field. Once he sings without 

challenge from D7 thicket. Brief encounter with male 

Goldfinch; ignores singing W-e V. Aggressive and fully 

territorial. 

TD22 - loiD22 sings frequent regular t;ype-8' s at 5 

to 8 feet in center of field. 

TD30 - To the N there's a change, with a moderately 

marked male (little red) singin:; slow chatters N of TD22. 



TD23 1•1D23 sings no type-8 's as I go N. 
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TD25 - A male sings loud frequent chatters in tops 

of taller (20-foot) cherries. He acts unmated. Going 

S I hear 1 type-8 in 20 minutes. Then :P.1D23 or i•iD25 goes 

to the S line and sings at lV.D30, a 7-note abbreviated 

insipid that rises, gets louder, sounds rasping. He 

perches low, tends to stay to the E, is well-marked. 

TD20 - MD20 has female. He skids, flutters, pur-

sues her into N woods. He emerges, sings often, flut-

ters every 10-20 seconds, sometimes 20-30 yards. The 

female follows him, I think attracted by song. He goes 

to NE corner of field, heads S. There l<iDXl and he meet; 

both sing. There's a 20-foot flutter-up. Fighting in-

creases when females come, due to extended movements and 

attention given by unmated neighbor males. 

MD20 and IviDXl have typical but completely silent 

2-minute parallel encounter. Toward end, some bouncing 

flight with tails spread and lowered. Another flutter-up, 

to 20 feet; 2 short interruptions as they rise, with one 

pulling out but returning again; both silent. Female not 

in sight. Now MDXI goes 25 yards S and MD20 to 25 feet 

up in sirJ( hole growth; MDXI sings 3-4 insipids, then 

chatters, :!<iD20 very frequent skids. ?-ID20 flew to cherry 

with frequent small beats. Some flycatching. 



Female seents gone; no sign for 20 minutes. 
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TD17 - ?-1Dl7 sin;ss insipids in S center, covers 

whole narrow S end of field, singing in tops of 10 foot 

trees. Female not seen. 

TD18 ?<1Dl8 sings in if center of field. 

0815 - I leave. 

0845 - Return,) to W field. 

TD14 - MD14 sings loud skids near Dl 1 s last nest, 

goes up hill. Songs loud, frequent, from 15-foot perches. 

TD16 - MD16 has a young female (ashy traces in face). 

He flutters, chatters often and irregularly; she nchecks" 

loudly, often. :MD16 and 15 have noisy squeaky fight with 

female of each "checking" to rear. MD15 then sings.insi-

pids and Dl6's go s. 

TD28 - MD5 (now ND28) is back, singing loud frequent 

&iids, perching and foraging at 25 feet in a 40-foot syca-

more. This was at Wedge of last year's territory I'd 

guess, probably was used in late summer. Place is where 

the unhanded male sang skids frequently several days ago. 

TD16 - MD16 sings loud frequent chatters, as though 

without female. In 5 minutes he flies quickly 30 yards 

N, lands in haw top on TD15. His female is there 1 foot 

away. Titere is some movement I can't see; she calls 
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ttcheckJ' flies back to TD16 as though he somehow caused 

it. He flutters back 30 yards with small slow beats, 

sometimes stopping his wings and gliding a little; 

height of flight is 3-4 feet. 

1'-.iale Indigo Bunting. 

TD15 - Long series of episodes: Near chinquapin 

MD15 flutters along silently from tree to tree, Dl5F 

near; one gives 1 11sip. 11 I follow and glimpse last 

year's D3F, yellow and silver right. She flies quicldy 

to W out of sight. I follow Dl5F for 10 minutes as she 

moves very rapidly (this seems characteristic of females 

at this time of season). She goes W, then N, calls 

occasionally. ~ml5 silent and I think not with her. 

Finally he chatters 3-4 times to s, draws nearer; her 

calls probably help him locate her. She flies to him 

2 feet up in a haw. He turns, seems to bow his head 

up and down once or twice, opens his bill wide. She 

goes in 1 second. I follow her for 2 minutes; several 

sharp high 11 tseepn calls; evidently they function same 

as "check." 

An unhanded male comes up and MD15 instantly flies 

at him; they go N close together buzzing nasally like. 

titmice. The Dl5's go W to near the sycamore. :MD16 

comes and sings loud chatters; Dl6F forages and calls 



3 feet up in haw nearby. 
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TD14 - Song has become irregular. 1•1Dl4 flutters 

!lear last year's D6F ( Qj.:l-BL) • Sh · t · ''"'" e ~s very ac ~ ve, 1noves 

widely over territory. He follows, sings loudly and at 

a regular fast rate, flutters with small infrequent~beats. 

Once she goes toward him and there's a twisting pursuit 

with a full normal song in flight. She doesn't go to 

ground, is silent throughout. (I think the foregoing 

is very good typical example of behavior just after a 

female arrives - note loud frequent song. Do females 

call r•1ore after pair is formed? I 1 d guess not, that 

call may sometimes help in sex identification. See 

past notes.) 

The female goes E into ravine. He sings loud 

and often at 20 feet in ravine trees, then comes back 

W and seems to fly normally and far over his territory 

singing constant loud skids. He may have lost her. 

She's very bright. I followed them for 25 minutes. 

There's an unhanded male skidding often S of fence. 

!!QQ - I leave, go to Griffey. At Griffey there 

are 2 well-r.1arked males, a chatterer (MG4) to SE and a 

type-S singer (HG5) to W. No sign of female. 

To r.u. 

T70 - M70 sings loud regular skids every 14 seconds, 



perches high. Unmated. 

1200 - I leave. Worm snake under a rock. 

1300 - To I.U. 
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T69, 72, 73 - Silence on T69. I can hear regular 

loud frequent skids and 1 type-8 on T72-73. 

T71 - Last year's 61F is back; very yellow. She 

feeds, begins to call "chick" very loudly. M71 chatters 

irregularly, flutters. Sometimes in his flutter he 

takes big slo·w soft beats, wings above horizontal. He 

will then switch to smaller stiff beats in flight, at 

times slowing his wings till they scarcely move. Once 

he pursues female closely for 2 seconds. She goes to 

ground, faces him and drives him away. He flutters 20 

yards calling 3-4 "quit-quit" notes in flight, somewhat 

like a Wood Thrush's. He then perches stiffly 3 feet 

high and keeps his bill open for 15 seconds, twitters 

faintly for 20 seconds. Female goes on calling loudly. 

1,171 sang faintly twice while watching her. 

Ground towhee nest now has only 1 egg, a cowbird's. 

Female Cardinal on 4}1!-foot nest, Scotch pine; 1 Cardinal, 

2 Cowbird eggs. 

XI - Silence. 

1415 - I leave and go to Dunn. 



TD29 or 31 - A male skids often in 

in the SW corner oi' the W field. 

TD14 - MD14 skids. D6F (Dl'.i:F) is 

A \"Jell-marked male is evidently trying 

the big 

with him, 
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trees 

callins. 

to get territory, 

basing himself at and just "Vl of MDl~'s cherry. He sal-

lies out from here and always is driven back. It's like 

the MD19-21 fight except that there are no long pursuit 

flights. MD14 skids; both males call loudly. After some 

5 minutes new male sings insipids. Dl4F calls. New 

male (MDX2) persists in going out. Several squeaking 

encounters. In flight and after landing new male (maybe 

MD14 too) calls almost inaudible 11sips. 11 Both hta.les 

flutter with stiff (i.e., not above horizontal) shallow 

beats, bodies hanging at 45°. I leave them fighting. 

TD15 - MD15 calls N of fight, sings 1 or 2 type-S's. 

Dl5Jt"' is there. She feeds. He sings loud irregular 

chatters, probably insipids. Often there are "sip" calls 

when he sings. They are very far N. 

TDX2 - MDX2 is established and singing from cherry 

by 1530; he arrived after 1100. MD16 once fights him; 

there is calling, a flutter-up. }1Dl4 has been d:riven S; 

amazing he'd lose cherry tree base of 2 years' standing. 

Is it because he's occupied with a female? 

MD15 comes to within 10 yards of cherry on N, chatters. 
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MDX2 sings high insipids like Field Sparrow's. One 

brief pass. He has a narrow strip running E from "d rJ. ge, 

a small territory. Frequent songs as I leave. 

1630 - I leave. 

1830 - Chandik and I go to T70 to try to see him 

go to roost. In 25 minutes no sign of I•l70, so we leave. 

Summary: Many developments, with 1 ba..1ded male 

and 3 banded females arriving and a new male establish-

ing territory between 2 males that last year were adja-

cent. MD15's slight shift NW may give some latitude for 

this, but l\ID14 has lost territory he's held and used at 

least since 1957. Is new male young? He seems to have 

not a lot of red, but he's sharply mar~ed and probably 

is old. There seems to be some shifting of lines from 

year to year, (e.g., MD5 didn't take old territory or 

sing as near its center as possible, and he probably 

could have done so). I'd guess new male was on tract 
---·-·· 

last year (not marked enough for MD9), but the case of 

:r-148 makes it possible that he is a relative stranger. 

Note D6F didn't go to male nearest her last year's 

territory for a mate. ~fDXl and probably ND18 are un-

mated. D3F's appearance is important. 71F's return to 

her old home· .. is probably affected by its isolation and 

absence of strongly territorial males very nearby. 

Ten Bobolinks this morning. 



May 2, 1958 
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Nearly clear at dawn, with high clouds; 55°; it 

slowly clouds and at 1200 begins to rain, continuing 

most of rest of day with only temporary breaks. Pre-

sent at I.U. from 0545 to 0645 and with Chandik from 

1420 to 1600; at Griffey from 0645 to 0700; at Dunn 

from 0730 to 1100. 

T70 at 0551 - M70 is unmated, sings and behaves 

no differently from males which aren't isolated as he 

is. Loud skids at a 4-per-minute rate without any 

breaks during 35 minutes I'm here. The first 10 

minutes are spent at 22 foot and 18 foot perches (2). 

Then 45 seconds of foraging in broomsedge. Up to 15 

feet, moving around. This is typical; e.g., one series 

of 21 from 1 perch. At end of watch he's 30-35 feet 

up in cherry over last year's nest, has been there 6 

minutes. 

Carolina Wren built in tree removal hole on 4/20, 

finished by 4/22. Two eggs today; I missed looking 

yesterday but have checked every day. Cardinal build-

ing in cedar. 

IV N - One chatter, many "checks." A poorly marked 

male (M74) moves along fast. No sig;.1 of a big migration 

last night. 



TG 4,5 - Unmated. 
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Dunn at 0730- It's 56° 
' silent at least at first. 

'I'Dl8 - In SW corner MD18 sings loud frequent skids, 

flutters and follows a female. 

TD19 - ~ID19 sings loud skids 30 feet up in 35-foot 

elm just S of E-W fence. 

TDXl - Constant loud slow skids 45 feet up in the 

big sycamore. 

TD20 - Loud skids in irregular bursts. MD20 flutters 

with slightly stiff wings, probably not with more frequent 

beats. A female with him "checks." He goes back toward 

her and flutters away again; this time she follows. His 

flight starts with full-sized moth-like beats, even, 

without any bursts; when he switches to smaller beats 

there are sometimes bursts. In these bursts beats are 

very probably more frequent than usual and are stiff. 

The female 11checksrr lightly, forages to 15 feet. 

TD21 - MD21 has a female with gray on head. Loud 

irregular skids. Encounter with MDXI well E of fence, 

then sings there as though it were his. The female 

calls. One song is a Golden-wing immediately followed 

by a skid. No resistance to loud skids E of fence; 

MD19 is S in thicket, MD20 not in evidence. 
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TD19 at 0830- ~ID19 quits singing. Last year's 

DlOF appears, "checks," moves very rapidly and with 

darting flights. Goes to E fence corner, has encounter 

there on ground with llmXl, which opens wings. She then 

quickly goes S to TD18, feeds rapidly, goes W across 

ravine or into high trees. This all lasts 3 1ninutes. 

Jcml9 begins song afterwards. 

TD21 - The female is in a little elm calling "sip" 

very faintly, perhaps exploring. ~ID21 flies to her, 

hovers below her, flutters away. Loud songs. 

TD22 at 0840 - A bright female here. Only 1 or 2 

type-S's heard in last 30 minutes. 

TD30, 23, 25, 26 - Situation N of TD22 is obscure, 

with evidence of change in last 24 hours. :f.ID30 is still 

just to i'~; regular songs 35 feet up in E woods edge; 

no female. In addition there are 3 well-marked males 

in NE corner, where I thought there was 1. r·latly insi-

pids and step-buzzes, one long squeaking encounter 

with harsh 11checks." L_These probably are M23, 25, 26;/ 

Pitch rises as notes get more frequent. One flutter-up 

to 12-15 feet ending with males gliding out of it and 

calling a lot. I see 2 well-marked females, I'd guess. 

TD24 - HD24 sits at very top of 12-foot elm, sings 

half-volume step-buzzes. One skid when I came on. 



Female not seen. 

TD22 - Loud frequent type-S's. 
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'fD21 - ~·lD2l skids loud d 1 an ong in E row at 0945, 

as if he'd lost female. 

TD19 - MD19 pays little attention to a yellow 

fer.1ale. 

TD18 - ItiD18 sings loud skids in mid-field, perches 

at 5 feet and under, flutters 4 or 5 times with small 

beats. A female is 40 yards S; I think he didn't know 

her location but was fluttering anyway. 

TD17 - MD17 sings insipids in first D8 (A) nest 

tree. 

'fhere are loud chatters in ravine as I go W. It's 

clear that there is a movement of PW' s and that thin;~s 

here are in flux. 

TD14 at 1000 - DlOF is here now and seems to be 

staying with I•1DX2 between TD14 and 15; she calls often. 

l<.i:DX2 skids, once fights I)·'lnl5 near cherry. 

14Dl4 still has Dl41<', still is just S of cherry. 

Dl4F stays with him, calls a lot. Loud irregular skids. 

TD15 - See TD14. Later, at 1100, he flutters near 

W sycamore, and a few seconds later Dl5F flies to him 

in a tree fork where he perches; squeaking sounds. She 

stays in a fork but doesn't move around. 
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TD27 - This is a new territory for a male estab-

lished since yesterday on a long narrow E-;~· tract just 

S of path. Poorly marked, little red. 

'£Dl6 - I·ID16 still has young female, which calls a 

lot. His territory seems unaffected by arrival of male 

on TD14 or o:_f MD27. 

TD28 - Regular skids in s~ae place as yesterday. 

Unmated. There may be skids to the s. 

1100 - I leave. 

1420 - Chandik and I return in rain. 

XI and XII - Silence. 

T71 - I·i71 is silent, 71F calling 11 check." He 

flutters and she follows. 

T69 at 1545 - M69 moves a lot, stays high (which 

probably means no female, as a general rule), skids 

loudly and often. 

T72, 73 - Hear 2 males. 

1600 - ~l!e leave. 

Summary: Old birds (females at least and probably 

males) are still coming in and taking territories. Mi-

grants passing make it hard to be sure what's going on. 

Acadian and L~ast Flycatchers, many Blue-win:ss ca;;1e 

in last night. At 0920, 6 jays at 200-feet, 100-yard 



front. About 15 yesterday at 1000. 
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li'ound intact Field Sparrow egg on T71, eviderttly 

dumped. 



D-Iay 3, 1958 
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A cloudy dawn after rain last night; occasionally 

it clears a little, but there are showers throughout 

the day; temperature 65° at 0700. Present with Ryckman 

at Dunn from 0700 to 1245 and at I.U. alone from 1415 

to 1600. 

TD17 - A few songs as we pass. 

TD18 - Iv1Dl8 flutters in mid-field toward W side. 

Dl8F is definitely crouched down in a leafy nest site, 

possibly in blackberry. See below under TDXl. 

TD19 - I·;iD19 is fighting MD21 and their 2 fe1::1ales 

a1~e the usual 10-15 yards back, "checking"; place is 

E fence corner. Fight is typical, lasts 20 minutes; 

sornetimes females follow mates on sallies or back toward 

territories. Once a male attacks D21F; we both think it 

is I•iD19. They flutter up to 5 feet, and he returns in 

10 seconds to attack her briefly again. T·.:rice during 

fight we see what are surely PW's take off and fly high 

out of sight to N; since fighters are still here, these 

must be migrants or strays. 

There is much loud squeaky calling; Hyck.man agrees 

on word. The males also "check." After fight MD21 sings 

step-buzzes, some faint, erecting his crown a little. 

Later in morning, at about 1000 we see HD19 fluttering 
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before Dl9F to S in W fence row. He meets IcJD18 in big 

trees at 1~ line of old TD4; both sing step-buzzes, some 

faint. Dl9F goes to a leafy s1~t in a berry. rre flies 

to her, and they are in contact; he sings and flutters 

out. 

TD21 - See above. I~21 fluttered with set wings 

to D21F, singing in flight, as we c~~e up. 

:t-ID2l has enlarged his terri tory. He fights HD19 

several times at E-W fence, goes E to road to meet HDXl, 

and gets in trouble with l-ID20. We never see him to fi. 

He's very aggressive. 

TD22 - Constant singing type-S's after he loses 

female. 

TD23, 26, 30 - The situation N of TD22; To the NW 

is I,iD23 with MD26 just N of that; D26F is bright. MD26 

sings chatters. To the E of TD22 is I•1D30, a chatter 

singer. 

TD25 - f.W25 now sings chatters. He has a bright 

yellow female. 

TD24 - MD24 heard only; skids. 

TD20 - HD20 is without female he's had recently. He 

sings skids constantly from same 15-foot sassafras in 

mid-territory, stopping only to fight I\ID21. He flies 

rapidly and far to resist i·'ID2l, calling "check11 2-3 times 
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in flight • Once D21F comes up and he flies at her; ?@21 

immediately drives him off with loud scj_ueaking. 

TDXl - ~1DX1 skids loudly but irregularly, sometimes 

hish in the sycamore. We see a female, but she ;goes s. 

He follows and flutters, sings, seems to lose her. He 

then sings a lot in the middle of what used to be TD18 

to ti1e S, draws no attack (so probably the I-1Dl8 to the 

W on TD4 is different). 

TD14 - Things happen rapidly in W field. Dl4F 

is still with JY:Dl4; he flutters several times. He sings 

without challenge fror,, cherry tree, but later MDX2 does 

so too; otherwise 1•ID14 holds SE corner and hillside, to 

and a little beyond ridge. 

TD27 - r.ID27 holds E-W path and beyond it to N on 

W side, thus meeting MD16. 

TDH, - Once at 1230 we see important behavior: 

:HD14 sings a few skids in a 6-foot haw. Dl4F lands 

4 feet fror:1 him, 3 feet high. He hops down quickly 

and when in contact with her or nearly so meets resis-

tance to his advances. She opens her bill at him. ile 

retreats a few ~nches and opens his bill, then hops 

forward toward her again. She darts about 2 inches at 

him, a sort of lunge or quick angry hop; he hops back 

and leaves tree. A minute later she "checl:::s." This 

all lasted about 3 seconds. 
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A male. I hell.. eve uD14 
, r•1 , nest-shaped today by squat-

ting in an elm fork. 

[,JD14 fights MD27, and Dl4li' nchech:s 11 as we go. 

TD16 - Not much attention given here. Chatters and 

abortive notes heard; fight with iiiDl4 seen. Dl6F is 

young. 

TDX2 - £.IDX2 sings frequent loud skids at our arrival, 

aud we watch him perch in a haw top N of cherry. Fe con-

elude he's lost female (D10F), and leave. Fifteen r.1inutes 

later at 1030 DlOF is with him and he's fluttering. At 

1130 we find MD28 fluttering before DlOF on ~ territory. 

I 30 to TDX2 and wait, Hyckman following D10F on TD28. 

He loses her at 1140 or so and at 1145 she appears on TDX2; 

until her appearance I·WX2 sang as though unmated. I go 

to shout to Ryckman that I have her; at 1155 he shouts to 

me that he sees her on 'I'D28. He follows her for 5 minutes 

and a.~ain I find l\1DX2 acting unmated. Ryckman loses her 

in another 5 minutes, but I don't see her return to TDX2, 

because MDX2 displays before Dl5F and gets into a fight 

with MD15. 

This moving back and forth some 250 yards and across 

parts of 2 intervening territories is very interesting. 

It's showering intermittently at the time. Ryckman says 

MD28 sings as though unmated when female is gone, displays 



when she 1 s present • 
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.l·iDX2 holds to old TD3 E sycamore e He quits sing-

in,g, begins calling, and starts to bathe and :preen the 

minute it rains. His bathing is in wet leaves. 

TD28 See TDX? just above. 

TD15 MD15 sings rarely, is seen at \V sycamore 

with female (bright) and later just N of 1•1DX2. Once at 

far N end of field we find a strange male 11checkin.g. 11 

In l minute MD15 comes up and i~~ediately dives on him 

in silence. Stranger flies almost straight up to 100 

feet, then flies S 150 yards to TD14 cherry. After only 

a short chase, I•ml5 returns N. 

TD27 - MD27 has a long narrow E-W territory at S 

end, with a bulge into old TDl on W. Unmated. 

TD29 - This is a new territory, for a well-marked 

skid singer S of TD28. He holds to or S of big elms 

and N to habitat W of little streru:•, which last year 

was TD5. He acts unmated. 

TD31 - There is a male S of TD29, beyond the fence. 

1245 - We leave. 

1415 - To I.U. The weather is unchanged. Ko rain 

while I'm out. 

T70 - 1•170 sings at 35 feet, so regularly 2-nd perched 
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so quietly that he must be unmated.. Some 4 son1~s a 

minute. 

T74 - A moderately- to poorly-1;:;arked male chatters 

regularly on N hill, then moves across to S side. He 

sings during 15 minutes I'm within earshot. 

T71 - In 15 minutes I•l7l sings not at all. He is 

follovdng 71F silently as she hoj_:;s throu;~h pines, :pre-

su.mably searching for a site. She calls rttsu, 11 probably 

at me. 

XI and XII - Silent. 

T69 - :t-169 is high in tulip, sin6ing a few skids at 

a time. I'd guess he's unmated. 

1600 - I leave. 

Summary - Signs of the arrival of some females; 

no new males that I can tell. LD17F and :D23F have begun 

to build.:J 



I>iay 4, 1958 
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A wari,, ni.::;.ht >vi th rain till 0630, then slow·ly clear-

ing till morning is hot and sunny but with clouds; a 

wind rises at 1300 and a cold front arrives at 1500; 

it then rains a little, cools rapidly to 45° or so; 
0 

65 at 0700. Present at Dunn from 0700 to 0930 and 

from 1000 to 1200; at I.U. from 1300 to 1515, with a 

few minutes at Griffey at 1400. 

'fDl8 or 'l'DXl - ~iell-marked male with red in back 

sin6S faint Golden-win;~ songs while preenin.g at 8 feet 

in mid-field to the N. Goes E, so identity not clear. 

de's wet. 

TD22 at 0715 - DlOF is at 4 feet to N. :MD22 sang 

l type-S, now flutters 40 yards to h:;;r. She goe.s \1 to 

woods edge, for..::tges between 20 feet and 30 feet in trees 

there. Suddenly she sings a loud, hoarse, 5-note type-8-

like song while I have my glasses on her. She does this 

while foraging, and she continues to forage. In 3 minutes 

she may sing a 4-note song. I watch her; she stays high, 

preens, feeds. Once she l'auses 30 seconds with body 

rigid, and horizontal, crouching down; in a few seconds 

a cowbird flies lJast her. At about 0730 she goes E into 

field and I lose her. 

l<;D22 has sung irregular l:l all the while, clearly 
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watching her. He !";'lOves well SW without drawing a chal-

lenge. Once he sang very faint type-B's at 15 feet. 

At v745 DIOF is at l;:~i corner of TD22
7 

goes from 

3 feet to 25 feet in W trees. I"'D22 sings a fevJ, then 

many loud type-8 's. At 0835 DlOF is still with I·iD22. 

Few songs, loud. 

TD20 at 0730 I go to wa tell here, since J:.iD20' s 

last year's mate is only 50 yards away. For 15 minutes 

l;1D20 stays at .20 feet at E edge of 50-foot sink hole 

clump. Iie perches quietly, sings constant skids, is 

without a mate. Earlier and as I leave he's over W of 

road. At 0830 he's skidding constantly. 

TD23 - There's a day-old PW nest 10 feet Ui) in a 

13-foot cherry; no building seen. A well-marked chatter 

singer, I'<D23, is not far avray. I can 1 t be sure bird I've 

called l·1D23 has been same throughout. Note tl1at type-8' s 

aren't sung here anymore. L:iiereafter identity questions 

in N field were no problem.!./ 

TD24 - MD24 has a typical squeaky fight with M.D25 

just N of fence. l·ID25 gives harsh 11 checks 11 when most 

excited but eats most of tir.1e. Both males have females, 

which stay 10-15 yards back and call. 

'fD25 - .See above. 

A male Yellow-throat flutters v;·i ti1 shallo-;y t::ats, 

like a FW. 
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TD30 - HD30 i"' not ver d · 1 ~ Y re , s1n;s s ow chatters 

and step-buzzes, holds a segment that crosses whole 

field E and W, sings from both woods. 

TD21 - MD21 now sings on both sides of fence, skids 

often and without challenge from highest sassafras along 

road. Clearly he has lost female. Note shift of lines 

here (he never goes to 'li woods) from last year's terri-

tory; it has come about without intrusion of any new 

male. 

TDXl - Song is a slow-starting skid or chatter. 

~~DXl courts well-marked female S of t~<e big sycamore. 

TD19 - Very few songs, then step-buzzes at E 

fence corner. A bright fenale crouches in a leafy 

3-foot maple fork. She calls 2-3 ''checks." 

TD18 - This number for several days has applied 

to a well-marked male (sings sldds) in mid-field, 

toward the W. Today he flies a lot and far, sings 

regularly at times, moves without display. No mate 

seen. 

TD17 - I find a nest, about a day old but well-

shaped. :t-'iD17 sings high in big locusts beside it, 

some 30 yards away. Dl7F builds at 0930. 

TD28 at 0930 - 1<1D28 skids high in his sycamore. 

A well-marked female comes up and seems to look at him; 
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it may be her first appearance. .She flies 20 yards and 

he sin$S from near her; I missed his actions. ae no\v 

flutters away from her, startin'5 with big beats, win~s 

well above back level, moving evenly and slowly enough 

to see. In flight he changes to little dmvnward beats 

rising no higher than back; this makes him go slowly, 

his wings just keei)ing him aloft. He raises his head 

as he flies, skids normally, lands with set wings out-

stretch·3'd at sides. Next he chases her. She 1 s silent. 

I then see 2-3 flights with big, even, slightly slowed 

down beats; air progress is slow. In another flight he 

switches as he goes to little beats in bursts, win,;s 

outspread when not moving; as he lands this time he 

raises o:Jen wings over head in a V. Between fli;~hts 

he sings loud regular frequent skids; as I go he's 

doing this from high in sycamore, so maybe she left. 

He's well-murked. 

Birs t:.igration last night; both orioles, 1.1any 

Nashvilles and Tennessees. 

TD15 - Dl5F is building in elm near ';7 sycamore, 

while ?,1Dl5 skids weakly high in tree. Nest begun just 

today, about 25 yards_from sycamore. 

TD27 - MD27 skids frequently. A bright female is 

with him in thicket. 
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TD16 - DlGF has just be6un to build in lit tie ha'·'·. 

Can't see it yet. HDl6· l"''''I~c:·1es .20' yar'1~ - tt ~-- - - ,.,._ awa~', cr<a · crs 

irre6ulc:.rly, weakly, c...nd therefore at less than full 

volume. Note that £16F is a yearlin,;, buildin_; early 

wi t.i1 old females. 

TD14 - Dl41<' builds, carrying webs to a creeper-

covered haw; can't see nest, so just begun. J.'1Dl4 skids 

faintly, often, doesn't always watch her or nest. Once 

he flies m~- fast some 30 yards; can't see object. 

'.i'DX2 - i\iDX2 has no mate; loud, constant skids from 

18 foot top of his favorite elm, 10 yards frou cherry. 

TD29 or 31 - K.le S of fence is courting a bright 

1200 - I le~we. 

1300 - I return. It 1 a partly cloud;;:• and a strong 

N ~ind has risen. 

T7U - M70 is highly stimulated and must have had a 

r-·w here recentl~f· He flies all around, rHoving every fe\'c' 

seconds and perching high, singing loud regular skids. 

Then he flies down low and continues to move a lot, 

sometimes fluttering. I watch for 20-:2.5 minutes. 

T74 - Silent. 
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TG4,5 - Bkid far to N. 

sin:~s irregularl;y. MG<.l: is unmate&, sings often. 

T69 - Last year's 66F is back (silver over green, 

right). She moves quickly. Hear 3-4 cLatters, 1 at a 

time, don't see l\:169 in few minutes I stay. 

T7l - A poorly marked male sings 3-4 skids in 

woods by 1. 7lli' calls very loud 11chicks11 soon after-

ward, and I glimpse her. In 25 minutes ~i71 sint~s weakly 

and very irregularly, stays high. Everythin;s fJOints to 

71F's building, but I don't see her. 

XI an<A XII - Silent. 

1515 - I leave. 

Summary: Many fems.les are still movin.;; around or 

arriving (66.F'), but others are building. I think that 

Dl7F and D23F are clearly sallle females that originally 

paired with those males, and Dl6F's appearance indicates 

same for her; Dl5F probably same. Note Dl6F' s beginning 

to build when older females do. The unmated males are 

1'17(), l\.iG4, :!11:1)20, HD2l, MDi~2, !}erhaps M.Dl8; other r1ales 

may not retain females w·i th them today. 

Note fact that XI :'.nd :ai are unoccupied. If they 

fill up late or never do, won't this suggest either that 

PW' s tend to seek Dunn as better hnbi tat or t.wre densely 

populated area'? If young birds fill up I .U., it will 
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suggest something ·about dynamics of ranr;c extension. 

Dig r::.igration last night. 



I'lay 5, 1958 
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day; 

Cold and nearly continuously rainy all night and 
0 

41 at dawn; wind fairly strong, froL E nost of 

time. Present at I.U. from 0900 to 0930, at Dunn from 

0930 to 1200. 

r•!ost activity has stopped, and I omitted some 

territories because it was clearly no use visiting them. 

T70 - M70 sings fairly regularly about 2. 5 tir.aes 

a minute, moving steadily along low. 

T74 - Silent. 

TD17 - Nest is about half finished, wit.h :;aps in 

walls. MD17 sings occasionally in W edgeof wooded 

field. No building. 

TDXl - Occasional songs heard but I can't see 

~iDXl. {J.one'Jl. 

TD20 - After a long pause ~m20 skids regularly but 

infrequently. He's evidently alone, staying in NE 

corner of field. He has a larger utilized territory 

than most at Dunn at this stase• 

TD2l - Silence till I 1 lli leavin;, wile!! I;!D21 skids 

at fence roY,r and flutters near a bright female. She 1 s 

low in a berr:'/ ;:;atch and he flies to within 18 inches of 

her. She turns toward him (can't see bill) and he hops 

back quickly, tries to a;_::.proacit her fro;; . .:.:.nother angle. 



Again she turns, and he leaves in about 5 seco.nds. 
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A fevi uinutes later I'r:i on 'i'D20 and l'\~J21 sings 

2-3 skids in far (.::;{ corner of Z field. He then flies 

higl'~ s;v and sings on TD21. I•!D20 is in Tiii corner, I 

think; he doesn't challenge. I don't consider this 

like th<~ wandering by I. U. males, since this is only 

adjacent terri tory, and I-1.i)21 may be following feHlale. 

TD22 - One song. 

'rD23 - Nest has been worked on and from below looks 

finished. No buildiiA.g while I wait ( 15 li1L.utes). 

TD24 - Jl.1D24 sings an occasional skid toward E 

side, and I seeD24F once. 

TD14 - Nest is well built ~p, probably is still 

active; very well-concealed. Dl4's not seen. 

TDX2 - MDX2 not seen /and never seen a,saiii7. - -
'l'Dl5 - T•iD15 r)robably heard. l'·Zest has not progressed 

much and is abandoned. 

TDl6 - I'd guess that Dl6F built till bad weather 

hit yesterday and quit then, 

TD27 - ND27 skids several ti1aes, but I see no 

female. 

1200 - I leave. 

Summary - i~o developments exce1Jt drar.~atic evidence 

of effect of weather on building. 
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A day of steady, often hard rain, with temperatures 

in low 4<J's. At dusk it begins to clear and 6ets 

colder; hard frost at night. Present fro;:, 0700 to 

0930. 

I walk throu:~h Dunn and I .U. and see and ;clear 

practically nothing. No developments of a..1y ki:r.d, 

scarcely any song, and no chance to see what few birds 

of all species are here. 
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May 7, 1958 

Clear and calm, with a hard frost; :54° c::.t 0500 

but warfi1illts during the day. Present fro a 0545 to 0800 

and fro•u 1400 to 1545 at Dunn; from 0930 to 1115 at I. U. 

Dunn at 0545 -Although it's clear, there are 

scarcely any songs, and for an hour or so I look witlJ 

luck for a female. MD20 sings most, and that is little 

enou:sh and not much before 0630. He has (temporarily) 

a very bright yellow female before which he flutters; 

when he loses her at 0700 he begins to sing loud skids 

often. By this time it's warmin,~ up. He keeps toN 

part of field a lot. 

TDXl - !"1DX1 is gone. See TD21. 

TD21 - At 0730 I,;D21 has bri:;ht fe.r.1ale ne,~.r last 

year's Dll nest. ~he starts away E; he makes twisting 

l)Ursuit, pulls out, L:.nds at 1 foot in an elu. Here 

he seeus to respond to a tactile sti.mulus, as a female 

does when shaping; he once leaves wings outstretched a 

little, resting on twigs for 10-15 seconds. 'fhen he 

flutters out and sings in flitsht. He sings loud regu-

lar skids, by Dll sycamore; no challenge. Note the 

terri tory shift of MD21. It follows disappearance of 

HDXl and also seems to show that males don't try to hold 



to former territories with .;reat ten.aci ty. F.:;:;,~uer 

territories sec;n ju:,t spots to return to in later 

years, not necessarily places to holci. 

A poorly r!k"lrked male sings a fev; step-buzzes 

on W ed:se of TD2l. Later I·m21 is bach: W again. 

TD22 - DlOF is (D22F) here callin6• The bad 

w·ea th er hasn't caused pair to break. 
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TD20 - See davm notes. Later i:ID20 calls harshly 

in center of the row, sings there. 

TD19 IiDl9 ski cis in E fence corner. At about 

this th•e 2 males have a fight in bi;; trees on old TD4; 

can't tell if one is MD19. S male poorly nw.rked; very 

frequent 5-note Golden-wing song, scarcely audible; 

if I1i male makes sally, he flutters away \vith stiff beuts. 

Both at 15-25 feet, high for a fight. Both "check." 

One is surely MD18. 

TD18 See just above. 

TD17 - No building deen. 

0800 I leave. 

0930- ·ro I.U. It's warmin;:; up but isn't balmy. 

T70 - :M70 skids, accompanies an old but Dot 'dell-

r<lark.ed f·ama.le, first I've seen here. 

T74 - M'74 near the pines sings frequent but irregular 



chatters. No female. 
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T71 - In 20 minutes here at 1015 and 15 at 1100, 

I see and 11ear nothil~s. A soiuetimes stron~ .[\,; wind 

rose at 1000 .Sind all species seen quieter. 

T69 - £.169 feeds at 15-20 feet, chatters once, 

sta;rs at N edge. 691" feeds silently nearby. 

XII - Silence. 

!.!.!2, - I leave. 

The T70 Carolina ·:·:ren nest failed yesterday, with 

l egg intact, l broken. 

1400- I return. It's clear, 65°, windy. 

TD28 - :fi.ID28 sings loud regular skids, about 2 a 

minute. Bright female calls 11 tseepfl once at each so:J._s, 

later '1checks" 3-4 times at a song. 

(I note that scarcely any singing indicates that 

~:·air forwation is accomplished tut buildin:~ hasn't be,;un.) 

TD15 - Nest frag~:~ent is nearl;y gone. IelDl5 at 4 feet 

and near .II: sycamore sings loud frequent chatters. Dl5F 

not seen, but wind hampers. 

TD14 - Dl<lF calls "check" when I go to nest; it 

doesn't seew. advru:wed. }-lD14 sings repeated i1.arsh buz-

zing son~~ in cherry. I'-1DX2 is gone (note }!Dl5's location). 

Once a poorly-marked male, surely I•tD27, flies to 15 feet 
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in a tree near Dl4 nest, looks around, moves ~ a little, 

::roes s:i!:. I•WV.l: flies by that way in a few seconds. 

TD27 3ee just above and 2t end, below. 

'I'Dl6 - Nest no more advanced than on 5/4, 

TD17 - Dl7F on nest at 1505. 

TD21 MD2l skids at Dll sycamore, goes well s, 

sings, returns N and in Dll field 1/:3 of way to sir~k 

hole skids at length. Clearly without female. ].JD20 

comes S and they have encounter, mostly just sitting 

stiffly. 

TD20 - Be.; just above. Earlier l'·iD20 sat at 25 

feet in N edge tree, sang every 13-15 seconds. 

TD27 - l•1D27 sings faint hoarse step-buzzes, is 

S'N near little stream. He goes to TD29 area. I•1ii29 

co1r~es and f>1D27 squeaks, flutters away, sinss fai1•t 

insipids. 

1545 - I leave. 

Summary: Females are still n~oving about, and 

c:.bandonment (effect of weather'?) of territories by 

kOXl and X2 is exce)tionally interesting. So far I've 

seen no great influx of yearling's~ if plumage can be 

identified. Soi'le sort of picture dUst be made of 

following: 

1) Return to forriler terri tory of most of u.;y 

banded males. 
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2) Appearance here and temporary vigorous terri-

tor~alis1:1 of males that seer.< old. (Cf. !,166.) 

3) Possibility that yearlings can be distinguished 

and return later, and possibility of opposites. 

(Note that evidence of banded males suggests old 

birds return first.) 

Now that IviDX2 has gone, W field clearly holds no 

more males than last year. In E field this point is 

still obscure; it should be checked later. 



May 8, 1958 

Clear at dawn, clouding over thinly at 
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sunrise, then 

clearing in mid-morning; 42° at 0530. Present from 0530 

to 0615 at Griffey; from 0615 to 0820 at I.U.; from 0900 

to 1145 and from 1315 to 1645 at Dunn. 

'!G4 - £.iG4 now has female. Well-marked male seen 

to N, 

TG5 - Faint type-S's heard. Don't visit. 

T72 and T73 - To NE is a type-8 sin~er, to S a 

skidder. They have encounter with females calling be-

hind them. Too early in morning to tell if building. 

T69 - A few chatters as I pass. 

'1'71 - 1\171 (with injured or crippled left ta. rsus 

th::.t he never fully rests on) once chases a male at NE 

corner and there are abortive chatters and type-S's, 

perhaps both by hira. Can't see signs of building. Once 

I'm with 71F in 2-3-4 clearing and M71 is singing occa-

sionally near 1. After foraging for 5 minutes in silence 

she flies toward 1 and "checks" as if announcing herself. 

XII - Silence. 

0820 - I leave, return to Dunn at 0900. 

TD17 - Nest lacks first lining. 

TD18, 19 - Silent. 



'l'D20 - :?requent skids. No feraale. 
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TD21 - MD21 once goes S to not far fro1;1 TD17, then 

iii to 'l'D20 line, then -~·; to old territory. All son.;s skid. 

D22F is with i'iD22. One type-8. 

'l'D23 Nest (lined with black feathers) is on its 

side. MD23 sings type-8's from on high near it, once 

glides (slightly) down, probably watches D23F. 

TD24 - Discover nest at about 3 feet in 4~foot 

elm. It lacks final lining; D24F adds to middle layer. 
I 

1"ID24 skids faintly at distance. 

TD25, 30 - 1>1D25 and 1>1D30 have long encounter at 

15-25 feet. There ma;y be a male-female at tack (on 

·D30F, which is extremely brightly marked). Both Hales 

and D30F,call; some 11churring." 

TD19 - Dl9F builds day-old nest in berry bush where 

I thin!·: Hycknan and I saw her encounter HD19. f4Dl9 

sings typically, weakly, high, and. while movin; around 

nearby. Then faint insipids in E fence corner, probably 

at i>~D2l. 

TD18 - MD18 sings repeatedly, high insi:pids of 6-7 

notes; in big tree. Dl8F builds day-old nest at 6 feet 

in 9-foot elm, mid-field. 

1145 - I leave. 



1315 - To Dunn with net, but it's too windy. 

'fD14 - 1ViD14 sings constant raspin:; buzz-step, 
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moves a lot, goes ?~ to big cherry. Dl4F is buildine;. 

Nest is in creeper-covered 8-foot haw, at 5'!/:2 feet. 

7Dl6 - Dl61<., builds in center of a 7'/.<--foot haw, 

at 5 feet; day-old. The place looks like site her 

earlier nest was washed from. Irregular songs at all 

volume. 

TD15 - Few chatters by ')f sycamore and :Z of it. 

Dl5F seen; probably not buildinis• 

'l'D28 - r-m28 seei<lS to be courting as though no 

nest yet. 

TD27 - Step-buzzes at S end. Probably no female. 

TD29 or 31 - A male S of fence sings a lot. 

1645 - I leave. 



r·1ay 9, 1958 
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Generally clear, a few clouds. Fresent at L•;_m.n 

from 0540 to 09,15 and fror::. 1530 to 1630, at I.U. from 

J 

1030 to 1315, and at Griffey froHl 1430 to 1530. 

'fD20 - Occasional song. He chases a bright female 

and she goes on. He sings in flight. In his 1 flutter, 

small fast beats and very slO\'l progress; body a:igle 45°. 

TD21 - Poor light; see weakly ~;::ark.ed fen.:ale with 

l·iD21. Some loud skids. 

TD22 - D22F moves widely, sits in fork in shaping 

position 30 seconds. MD22 still flutters. Type-S's. 

TD23 - D23F not building. lk1D23 fights :·1D30 or 25. 

1<1D23 attacks a male N of him, which is si ttin:5 ., . back to 

I-::D23 when he flies up. ';.!Jhen l·1D23 is within 2-3 inches, 

male turns suddenly and wings shoot open, and ~1D23 turns 

away. i"emales call behind. 'l'his male may be 1~iD25. 

;,. poorly marked female flies silently high to W 

from TD23. 

TD27 - A female is here, business-like as though 

had begun to build. l-iD27 skids loudly, regularly, stays 

in little area. One normal son; in flight. Baci~ much 

arched, wing beats small and downward from. the horizontal; 

progress slow. See female twice in Sa'i•e haw. 

TD30 - D30F very bright. Jnce sits in fork without 
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any webs or material and shuttles bill back and forth a.s 

though fastening. 

TD26 - l·iD26 very red; skicis. Encounters ; .. D24, and. 

IJ26F gives loud '1checks" at his insipids, not at ZlD24's. 

Do building females call? 

TD24 - See above. Nest finished. 

TD14 - Insipids. Nest not examined. 

TD15 IIW15 chatters loudly at 2 per :minute, moves 

slowly; female near, silent, not building. Song seems 

to keep contact. MD15 encounters PW of unknown sex. 

TD28, 29, 31 - Hear all males. 

TD18 - Dl8F on nest at 0930. 

TD19 Dl9F is building. 

'rD17 - Ii'l?F on nest at 0945. 

0945 - I leave, at 1030 go to I.U. 

T7l - 1-171 flutters; 71F follows, calling constantly. 

No building. Skids and chatters • 

.l.''ield S:Parrow on 2 eggs, 1-foot in white pine. 

T69 - ll·i69 is on his old terri tory and also SW of it 

on E XII. 69F goes there when he skids. 

T72 - Find nest at 636 feet in buckeye; only lining 

missing. M72 moves across N :tJart of clearing. 

T73 - Pair in S :pc:trt of clearin6. 

T70 - No fewale, though ~170 once fluttered to a 
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new perch. ~~ostly sits high and skiC:.s every 12-15 seconds. 

Field Sparrow nest, 4 eggs, broom sed;e. 

T74 - Plain-looking female newly arrived here. 'rwo-

3 chatters. 

1315 - I leave. 

1430 - To Griffey, where I learn nothing. Then to 

Dunn. 

TD19 - I put up my net near the nest this ;-;,ornin;;; 

and I now have caught in it DHlF; a 90orl~y Eiarked and 

ver;y weak. female near Dl9li'; and a young, .5ra;r female 

•t•hich is dead, having been clawed up by soL:e predator. 

Dl9F is very vigorous; I don't t~~e data on the other. 

None show incubation patches. 

Dl9F: 8(27-69400) L, B above it. Tail painted 

red. :Ig. 52 mm. Tarsus 17.5. Bill 9.8. '.'ieight 7.1 g. 

Brightly r:;:arked, some red in back. 

Second live female (never seen again, l9;~i8): S 

(27-69004) R, B above it. 

1530 - I leave. 

TD16 - 3uilding; nest takin~ stctpe. 



May 10, 1958 
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Clear with no Cl.avm ;Jind and hi;h early r:cist; cloud-

ing early; 52° Present at I. U. from 0600 to 0945 and 

several times later on T72, at Dunn from 1000 to 1215. 

T70 - M70 sings 21 loud skids in 5 minutes, sitting 

high. Almost imperceptible wing flirting. 

T74 - M74 sings a few chatters, later flutters 

before a female. No building. 

T72 - Nest nearly complete. Net put up (and re-

visited several times throughout day, without success). 

T73 - See 73F high in SVi corner, M73 some 5 feet 

away, his wings spread wide and slightly quivered. Be 

quicldy hops away from her and downward, his win.;s in. 

I see no following; lose them. 

T69 - Can't find them. 

T71 - M71 holds left foot up. Irregular chatters, 

all volumes. Nest has been begun in pine, so .. :e 8~ feet 

high. 

1000 - To Dunn. 

' TD17 - No change. A Hale and female together on 

old TD6 are presumably Dl7's. 

TD18 - DlBF on at 1020. 

TD19 - Dl9F still building despite capture. ~·Wl9 

sings many· step-buzzes, once meets ND2l at road, once goes 



to .SW corner TD22. 
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TD21 - D2lli' is searching by the big sycamore, Z·1D21 

with her. 

'l' D20 - Heard. 

'fD22 D.22F is building but is very shy. I·iD22 

chatters. 

TD23 - Nest found, 11':2 days old; elm. 

'l'D30 Nest found, in elm in dem;e berry - sapling 

growth. 'T'1.7o days old. 

TD25 - Day old nest, elm. 

TD24 - No change at nest. 

1215 - I leave. 

~ - To Griffey to search for nests, without luck. 

No developments on Dunn W or on T72. 

1700 - Leave. 



May 11, 1958 
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Sunny, hot. Out all day to 1800 trying to net 

P't/ 1 s. Fe\1.' notes taJ.~er .. 

T'D23 - D23? hissed into net placed by nearly 

complete nest. She is bright, shows little or no 

sign of an incubation patch. S (27-69405) R, it below 

it. Wg. 32.5; tarsus 18.2. Weight 8.3 znm. 

'l'D22 - 'l'ry to catch D22F, but she probably has 

quit building at the nest found yesterday. Catch 2 

chats, 21-1358L.l:0 and -41 (SOB-R and SOY-R), a male 

Indigo (51-68210), and a WeV. 

'l'D28 - At 1115 l-'1D2G goes well off terri tory. ',;:e - :r,,. 

TD16 - Dl6F has begun to build. MD16 flies to Dl6F 

at 1 foot; no copulation. 

TD15 - I'ID15 is in a crotch and sings when Dl5F 

approaches him. .She carries material at 1145. 

A male sang step-buzzes today when his mate was 

building. 

Garter snake seen for first time. 

wor!.:'s on f 



It-Iay 12, 1958 
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Clear and calm at dawn, about 55°, with a breeze at 

0730. Present at Dunn from 0630 to 1000 and from 1515 to 

1715, at Griffey from 1015 to 1100, at I.U. from llOO to 

1215 and from 1315 to 1500. 

TD28 - Nest abandoned incomplete. Loud skids. 

TD16 - Nest flimsy, abandoned. Irregular chatters. 

TD15 - Thnispered and werut insipids and chatters. 

TD14 - No egg yet. Step-buzzes. 

TD27 - ~1any skids. No nest found. 

TD17 - Egg 1. 

TD21 - MD21 stays around sycamore, once flies high 

at MD20. Skids • 

TD20 - Find nest begun yesterday. D20F stays :3 of 

sink hole. 

TD30 - Building, adding to middle lining. 

TD25 - Nest has been worked on. 

'l'D24 - Egg 1. Why do N and S terminal areas of 

habitat have less than full capacity of PW's? 

TD23 - Nest abandoned. Don't see D23's. 

TD22 - See D22F. Nest left unfinished. 

TD18, 19 - Nests complete, empty. 

TG:4 - Find day old nest. 

TG5 - J.IG5 is excited, once sin~s vdti1 crown erected. 
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'1'70 - H70 flutters, sin.;s a few loud chatters. A 

bright feLlale is here. >:!h fl. t 1 
u e l.es o map e; he goes to 

it and lands near h8r, winzs SI""read 1'- 1·nch. ~ • T.t. She ~lOps 

2 inches at hiEJ. and pecks in his directior... He flutters 

away. 

T74 - 74F(A) nest-shapes. A few chatters. 

1215 - I leave. 

~- To I.U. 

T72 Egg l. i·172's right foot seer!1S injured. 

T73 - 73F builds in blackberries. Faint chatters 

and type-8 1s. 

T69 - I·169 on E XII. 

T71 - Nest complete, empty. 

1500 - To Dunn. 

TD15 - Dl5F builds a nest begun today. Type-8 1 s. 

TD18 - At 1615, Dl8F has grass in her bill at the 

cross-over. Jii1Dl8 follows closely, flirting his wings, 

sputtering, watching, singing faint insipids. Faint 

insipids cou;e from the Z, and MD18 s:putters when he 

l1ears. Dl8F bathes in stream at cross-over, preens, 

evidently drops her grass to do so. At 1700 she is 

here with grass again, I4Dl8 with her; they fly away 

together. 
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TD21 - Day-old nest found, at least 150 yards SE 

of territor;y J.tiD21 started out holding when HDXl was 

here. 

1715 - I leave. 
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May 13, 1958 

Sunny and dewy_... Present at Dunn :fror.l 0715 to 1215 

and fro:;1 1610 to 1710, at I. U. from 1340 to 1510. 

'fDl4 - Egg 1; Dl4F on at 1030. 

TD15 - Building in mid-lllornin6• Faint insipids. 

Later some loud weak chatters near nest. 

TD16 - Song heard. 

TD17 - Egg 2; Dl7F on at 1145, off 1215. 

TD18, 19 - No eggs yet. 

TD20 - D20F builds. 

TD21 - I-1ist net D21F. She has no incubation patch, 

is bright. 8(27-69406)-L, G-R. Wg. 52.3, weight 7.1 g. 

TD22 - l"aint insipids. Probably building. 

TD23 - New nest found. It is lined with black 

feathers like first overturned nest. Females must re-

member sources of material. 

TD24 - Egg 2. 

TD25 - Nest being completed today. 

TD26 - Find finished nest. 

TD27 - Nest has been begun. J27F called before I 

found nest, so I thought she was still searching and 

maintaining contact with ViD27. 

TD28 - D28F has begun a new nest. 



TD29, 30 - No information. 

T70 - I•~ny type-8' s. No building. 

T74 - 74F(A) has nest begun yesterday. 

1U4 - Nest may be progressing. 

TG5 - Chatters, ty})e-8' s. fiiuch moving. 
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1710 - I leave. Found towhee nest, 3 eggs, ground; 

cardinal nest, 3 eg;s, juniper. 



Hay 14, 1958 
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Clear, 46° at 0500. Present at Dunn from 0500 to 

0915 and from 1130 to 1300, at Griffey from 1030 to 1130, 

at I. U. fro>n 1000 to 1030 and from 1315 to 1430. 

Out before daylight with light meter. Insipid 

heard at l foot-candle or less. 

TD17, lB- MD17's early song is insipid step vvith 

usual excitenent ca:i.ls. 1"iDl8 sings step-buzzes with 

calls. 

TD27 - Net up at 0600 to catch building female. 

D27F makes first building trip about 0645. Later 

caught but gets out. Chat (21-135844) gives display 

flight when released. Chat building. 

TD14 - Dl4F on at 0610. Egg ~, 

'l'Dl6 - Find nest, day or more old. 

TDl8 - Egg 1. 

TD19 - No egg yet. 

TD21 - ITobably building. 

TD22 - Find complete nest. 

TD24 - Egg :l~ 

i'D25, 26 - Nests complete. No eggs. 

TD17 - Egg 3;egg 1 gone. 

TD15, 20, 23, 29 - No information. Some not 

visited. 
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T70 - t:est found; begun not before r.aid-day yester-

(~ay to judge from ap5_)earance. 

T74 - Nest seems not advanced. 7L1F Eear shed, 

later IV S. ~I74 keeps her in view. L\Vhich 74FJ} 

'l'G4 - Building .a naw nest. 

' ' 
'l"'\15 1JiG 5 covers terri tory, sings. G SF must be 

incubating. 

'.i'D28 - As I get to nest, which is still being 

built, a jay is within a few feet of it. D28F, and 

probably r-ID28 too, call "tsu, 11 "check." D28li' flutters 

frog nest in werur distraction display when I first 

look at her (display is not at llle). Jay goes 15 feet 

away and sits low. In 1 minute I go toward the nest; 

jay flies away and D28F follows him some yards. She 

then quits calling. An hour later, may l::ie.. building. 

TD27 - D27F builds all day. 

T70 from 1315 to 1430 - Very irregular building; 

hot. ;.1.170 sings lonJ series of loud skids, then falls 

silent for 15 to 20 minute stretches. Try without 

luck to net 70F. 

1430 - I leave. 



lt·lay 15, 1958 
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0 
Clear, 48 at dawn. l•resent at Dunn from 0445 to 

0600 and from 1700 to 1800, at Griffey from 0630 to 

0830, at I.U. from 0830 to 1700. 

TD17 - Arrive in dark to see cowbird lay. PL'' s 

singing; no reading on light ii1eter. Insipids every 

10-12 seconds to 0520, when there's skid or two; no 

calls. 

Eggs 2 and 3 in nest, cold; Dl7F not on. At 0520, 

fer.1ale cowbird comes quietly to nest, enters immediately, 

leaves after 22 seconds. ~ias egg laid? At 0541, Dl7F 

comes to lay, and I go without inspecting nest. 

TG4 - l~t up net by empty nest and catch G4F. 

r·Iounted male seems to attract I'•1G4, which comes back 

several tiiaes and finally is chased into net • 

. G4F: Bright, with some red. Some signs of 

br<:~d patch, though not sure (skin not red). Crown 

erected in excitement. S (27-69407)-L, Y·above it. 

·~.;g. 51, tarsus 18.5, weight 7.8. 

:MG4: Bright; tail painted red. S (27-69408)-L, 

y below it. ~:·g. 52.9; tarsus 17.5; weight 7.3. 

T70 - Try without luck to catch 70F¥ "r;, .. \~01:':~. 

T74 - Find that there is a second female mated 

with I•·.i7c.i, building today on IV S, i'>174 attending her. 
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At ti,;;es he flies to IV N and presumably joins 74I'' (A) 

there, but r:oost o:? the time he pays noriiial attention to 

74F (B)'s building. .She has just be:::;un today anci is 

going very frequently. I put up a net and catch her 

after many n!isses. A jay mount near the nest gets 

little res1;onse. 

74Ii'(B): first-year bird, with some ashy color in 

face, little if any patch. S (27-69409)-~, R above it. 

wg. 50.2; weight 7.1. 

I have a mounted male PW up by the net, and M74 

comes and lands on its back. I chase him into the net 

but he escapes, only to return to the mount 2 more times 

while I 1 m standing right beside it. It seer;1s irresistable 

to hir.1; note that he comes to it despite my having made 

a noisy frightening chase to drive him to the net. His 

behavior is nervous, his postures tefore the flight to 

the mount the usual a(!;~;ressive crouch ,,d t!J the head 

thrust forward. Finally I drive him to tl:J.e net. Several 

times l-174 perched on the rope holding up the net; he 

gave several nervous or excited "sip11 calls once as he 

perched there, watching me and the mount. 

1·'174: Little red, gray in malar stripe, clearly 

young; tail painted blue. S (27-69410)-R, R beloi': it. 

Wg. 51.5; weight 7 .1. One left rectrix is 11.5 mm s?:lort, 



the s::xth. 

7~F (A)'s nest is advanced, not complete. 
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T72 - The nest contains 1 wet egg, the moisture 

presumably from a recently broken egg; other e~::;s gone. 

Nest has clearly just been pre;red on. 

T73 - Nest complete, empty. 

To Dunn at 1700. 

'l'Dl7 - Eggs 2 and 3 present, warr,:. Preswnably 

egg 4 has been t~~en; everything points to its having 

been laid. Was a cowbird eg,g laid and later removed? 

TD21 - D21F has quit building nest at which caught. 

TD20 - Nest finished, probably yesterday. I<D~O 

gives 2-3 faint skids, once makes long sally 30-50 feet 

high to S. 'When he reaches his line he turns and parallels 

it, lands near MD2l there; short face-off 10 feet apart. 

TD22 - Cowbird egg present. 

TD30 - Egg 1. 

TD25 - No egg yet. 

'rD24 - illgg 4; all feel warm at 1730; D24F not seen; 

iincubation has begu£7. 

TD26 - No egg yet. 

TD23 - Nest finished, empty. 

TD19 - Egg l. 

TD18 - Egg 2. 



TD14 - Egg 3. 

TD15, 16, 27 - All empty, probably complete. 

Feathers in linin~ of Dl5, ~27. 

l8GO - Leave with stor<u. coming. 
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Two :<'ield Sparrow nests in urooL sed:;e, :.:) c::;:;s 

each. Cardinal nest, 2 eggs. 



:lf~ay 16' 1958 
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l·1isty till 0930 after heavy rain at 1900 and off 

and on all night to 0800; partly cloudy with very 

heavy stor;u at 1630; 62° at 0700. Present at Dunn 

from 0715 to 1000 and from 1430 to 1600, at I.U. from 

1000 to 1300. 

rrD28 - No sign nest worked on after jay ca1::e to 

it; deserted probably because of jay. MD28 is 150 

yards N of nest and D28I•' seems to explore there. Once 

l4D28 glides toward her while I'm watching her carefully: 

she turns to face hiw and watch him come, lowers heaa 

tensely, flies away when he's close. There's a darting 

pursuit with son~ at end. 

At 1430 find 2-day old nest far N of old one. HD28 

sings loud skids in big tree just above it while she 

builds. Put up jay mount and try to net. They are 

interested in jay, but I see r..o si;ns of s~::;ecial alarm. 

TD27- No eggs yet. ND27 seems to have,territory 

somewhat to N. 

TD29 - D29F' forages quietly, calling irregular 

"checksll while male sings. 

TD14 - Dl4F on egg 4 at 0740. 

TD15, 16, 20 - No eggs yet. 

TD17 - New egg must be 5, so eg:;s ?.., 3, 5 here. 



T:i.il8 - i!:gg S , 

TD19 - ~gg 2. 
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TD2l - Nest has been begun. I•iD21 encounters ~iDl9 

and 20 at fence row. All sing insipids. 

TD22 - Cowbird egg only. 

TD23 - No egg; D23F near nest. 

TD24 - D24F' on 4 eggs. 

TD25, 26 - No eggs yet. 

1'D30 - Egg 2. 

'f74 - hlt up net to catch 74F (A); she's building 

a little, nearly done. Catci.t. :;n7~1 here. 

'f69 - I'l69 is on XII E L,all signs point to nest here; 

note lack of tenaci:cy to old territory. A nale chatters 

on XII W. 

T71 - E;g 2. Silence. 

T72 - 72F works on blackberry nest, probably be;,;un 

late ~resterday. Loud irregular type-8' s. 

·r73 - No eggs yet. Silence. 

1600 - Leave. On TD30 found towhee nest on ground, 

2 towhee and l cowbird eggs. 

TD20 - ~e-st still en;pty. 



Nay 17, 1958 
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Cloudy, threatenin~ dawn, 60°; clears at .::-745. 

!)resent at I.U. from 0600 to 0700 and from 1500 to 1530, 

at :Gunn fro111 1000 to 1245, at Griffey fror.~ 1330 to 1500. 

T72 - Try without luck to catch 72F; she builds. 

T73 r~o eggs yet. 

T76 H.:ar type-8's from old T67; pair later becomes 

the 76's. 

T69 - Loud skids, much moving and looking around on 

XII Z. A ll;ale again chatters on XII w. 

T71 - 7H' on at 0730. :M71 (tarsus okay) sings 

loudly. 

A :iiale sin6s loud frequent songs on the golf course 

remnant, old TIO. Clearly there is still son1e taking up 

of territory; ic;76, the XII 1;1ale, and this one all seerr;. 

recently settled. 

1'Dl7 - MD17 fights HD18; they give high 11checks 11 

which run to,;ether to form a twitter; sor.1e 11 sips." Dl71i' 

:tchecksll behind t.her.<, moves rapidly and sometimes far 

without rega.cd to males' location, soon ir:cubates. 

'l'D~l - 1,;:;21 sinss loud skiC.s near nest, now 2 days 

vld. Later see l1ID21 singing antl having r.dld high encounter 

",d th 1-lt:3;~, perhaps a sign he has so;:-,e attachment to his 
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earlier territory. 

'l'D22 - Co\¥bird egc::; now r;one. D22F ~')robably :mild-

in,; somewhere. Type-b' s. 

TD30 E~g 3. 

TD25 - ~ggs l and 2 present, both laid since 0900 

yesterday; clearly eggs from same fecale. 

'l'l/24 - i\est failed without evidence. 

Tv26, 23 - Egg 1 in each. 

1'Dl9- 2gg.3; Dl9F on; egg 2 gone. 

TD18 Nest has failad.; 2 cold eggs in it. At 

1230 I see :r:m1s ~o to blackberry and at l~ feet go 

through nest-shaping for l ninute; all feuales' usual 

acts. After some 30 seconds DloF flies to him, but 

he doesn 1 t get out of spot. dhe sits with hio in fork 

for 10 seconds, then goes 5 feet away. He then flies 

away. See no nedt beg1.:.m1.n;::;. 

'l'Dl4 - Dl4F' on; male seen. 

1'Dl5 - No eggs yet. Dl5F is 11checkin~ 11 in lii:.tle 

bursts of 2-3 calls every minute or so. HD15 is near, 

chatterin6 loudly, then giving faint insipids. ! second 

oale cor,;es up; squeaky fight on N end of TD15. 

TD16 - Egg 1. 

TD27 - Hore lining added to nest. 

TD28 - D28F, at nest, calls with great excitement 

at me. 

·TD20 - Bgg 1~~' 
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'I'D29 - D29F builds day-old nest; loud sldds 

:near it. 

TG4 - G4F has not deserted after capture. Cowbird 

egg present. I4G4 once fights f.iG5; once is half-way 

across TG5. 

TG5 - G5F moves slowly over E half of' territory 

with r:.<ale keeping track of her. Once she calls for 

about 5 minutes. 

T74 - 74F (B) is still building where caught but 

r1est hz..s progressed so little she must just have 

resumed. 

1530 - Leave. 



N.ay 18, l95lj 
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Clear, S wind brisL; rain fror.1 1600 on. i"resent 

at £~nn from 0630 to 0700 and from 0845. to 1130, at 

.;}riff ey from 0800 to 0845, at I. U. from 0700 to OSOO. 

'l'Dl7 - Dl7F on. 

TD18 - Not buildin:; till 1130, when Dl:!F begins 

at 15 feet in creeper-covered sycamore. .Earlier saw 

her nest-shape in berry, r-1Dl8 keeping track as she moved 

about vvidely. Eggs ( 2) in first nest disappeared be-

tween 0900-1130. 

'1'72 - Building but little proGress. 

T73 - Egg 1. Sldds. 

T69 - Skids on NE XII. Frequent chatters from 

male to ;·,·. 

i•iale on old TlO skids loudly, regularly. 

TG4 - Cowbird e5g only one in nest. 

'l'G5 - G5F moves leisurely, :I checks, 11 and l•iG5 

follows closely. 

TD19 - Dl9F on at 0900. 

'fD2l - Skids v.cr;y near nestn which is unfinished. 

TD20 - E~.;.5 2. 

TD22 - FW egg (1?) now in nest. 

TD30 - D30F on. 

TD25 - Egg 3. 



TD24 - D24F builds, once drops 

'l'Dl4 - Dl'll" on. 
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material. Skids. 

TDl5 - No eggs yet. HD15 chatters. very irregularly 

at ~ end; Dl5F calls occasionally. 

TD16 - ~:;g s 2 and 3 both. laid s.i.nce yesterday about 

.noon; though I can only reach into nest, so I cidn't see 

into cavity yesterday. 

'l'D27 - No e,gg yeL 

TD29 - Song. Nest not visited. 

1130 - Leave. Field Sparrow nest on ground, 4 eg,5s. 



Cloudy, wet, 55° 

at Dunn from 0600 to 

J'·~y 19, 1958 

at 0600; cleariug 

1100 and from 1200 

at 0800. 

to 1515, 
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Present 

at 

·:."Yriffcy from 1130 to 1200. 

'1':030 - Catch D30F off nest in new hoop net. She is 

bri:;ht, has big patch. S (27-69411) - L, nothin; else. 

Tail blue. Not weighed, etc. 

TD25 - J::sg Ll; il25F has begun incubation. 

'rD22 - Nest has failed, is empt;f. ilroken egg 

caught on branch. 

'i'D20 - Egg 3. ND20 skids in woods at Ni'i corner. 

TD19 - Song, incubation. 

'i.'Dl8 - Yesterday's nest not continued, can't even 

be seen. 

'rD17 - I:ncubation. 

'l'D24 - Nest well shaped shell. Catch ~lD24 in 

mist. net. ile is moderately Elarked with red on back 

so<.1ewhat masked by olive tips, no ,;;ray on head; tail 

blue. S(27-69412) - R, G-L. Wg 54.6; weight 7.0. 

T;:%4 - Still only a Co1ivbird egg. 

'l'G:5 - In 25 minutes, no p:;;·•s. 

TD29 - Kest incomplete. 

TD15 - Ec;g l. 

TD16 - B~g 4; incubation be6un. 



TD!-<1 - Incubation. 
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'fDl8 - I>!Dl8 breaks 5-minute silez<ce by flying to 

tops of many trees, singhi.g loud skids often. 

Sometim.es r:1ales make slow high cirel e just over a 

neighbor's border, then land on own territory some 

distance down the line. 

TJX!3, 26 - £gg ·3 in each. 

'I'D25 - Try to catch D25F with hoop net, but she 

doesn't desert. 

TJ27 - Eg::~ l. 

TD28 - Nest complete. 

1515 - Leave. 



filay 20, 1958 
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0 
Clear, 60 at 0700, brisk r-;;.tJ breeze. Present at 

Lunn from 0700 to 1200 and from 1600 to 1645, at I.U. 

and Griffey from 1330 to 1600, 

TD20 - Egg 4; iucubation presumably begun. i:iD20 

near nest. Female Goldfinch to D20 nest tree and ND20 

approaches her but doesn't chase her. Goldfinch watches 

nest from l foot away, in l minute starts closer. i:Y20F 

immediately chases her away and lrlD20 instantly starts 

in close pursuit after D20l". She lands and he hangs in 

air, pulling her tail; skids during or just after this. 

Her flight clearly evoked this response. 

1'D21 - Nest abandoned. Day-old new nest found. 

TD22 - Last nest empty. 

'I'D23 - E~g 4; warm, so incubation. 

'rD24 - MD24 seen, heard. Nest seems done. 

TD25, ;::·,/?-Incubation. 

TD26 - IncuLation begun. 

TDl8 - Day old. nest well NE of last. Try to catch 

her in hoop; no desertion. 

'I'Dl7 - Nest fails without evidence. 

TD15 - Egg 2. 

TD16 - Catc£1 Dl6F in n.ist net wher; she anll rdH6 

g;o to ne£;t aft::Jr neriod off. Tr;y- many ways to catch 
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l"Dl6, using Dl6F as bait. Never quite succeed. );ote 

extre;;;•e -:::rovocatio:l to her to desert. 

Dl6F: Clearly yearl1n~; well develope0 patch. 

~ (87-69413)-.L·, 0 -P,· ta~l red. 5 ~ u. 4
" ... ~'ig 1; too windy to 

'l'D27 - Cowbird egg _ here bat no i>W egs 

'rD29 - No ~55S yet. 

T74 at 1330 - Cowbird egg in 74li' (A)'s nest. 

T70 - No eggs yet. 

'1':3:4 - Cowbird egg only. Nest clearly abandoned. 

nest ever found later; little searc~. 

'l'G:5 - In 25 1:1inutes, nothing. 

T72 - No eggs yet. 

T73 - "' -i!Jgg v. 

T69 - Silence. 

'1'71 - l:r:cubation of l cowbird, 4 Pi':' eggs. 

Cn XII \~ hear 2 ci-;.at ter.3. i'ione on golf course. 

l~hy do these males take small marginal territories 

when V-~t and X aren't used? 

1645 - Leave. Field Sparrow nest in brooto. sedge, 

1 cowbird and 3 Field Sparrow eggs. 

On XII, Song Sparrow on grour,d nest, 

5 e:s;gs. 



May 21, 1958 

Clear, cool, very dewy at dawn, :;ettin~; hot later. 

Fresent at Dunn from 0500 to 0930 and from 1"100 to 1730, 

at Griffey and I.U. fro;.1 1030 to 1300 and at I.U. from 

1730 to 1900. 

left. 

":i 1',0 singing on old TlO at dawn, so male must have 

TD26 - Incubation. Catch D26F in hoop. 6he is 

tri1~ht, has large patch. S (27-69414) - L, Y below it-

L. <.'i.g 51; weight 8.8 at 0600. 4 eggs. 

T'D24 - Egg 1. 

TD25, 23, 30 - Incubation. 

TD20 - D.80F incubates; catch in hoo?· .She is 

;)robabl~r not a yearlin::;; tail blue. S (27-69H5)-L, 

G below it-L. ;vg 52.5; weig.ht 5.0 g at 0700. 

TD19 - 3 eggs warm. 

TD18 - Nearly through buildints• 

TD27 - Nest with Cowbird eg:,s clearly deserted. 

l•iay see a male fight D2'7F. 

TD29 - D29F on at 1600. 

TD16 - Dl6F incubates; didn't desert. 

TD14- Nest holds 2 eggs, (is deserted). 

TD15 - On at 1615; presumably 3 eggs. 

'l'Dl7 - l'Wl7 sings skids, chatters, mostly insi J.::.ids 
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at 2 edge _or ;Jooded field, where Dl7F builds a nest pro-

bably be:,~un yesterday about 1300; walls not full hei:;nt. 

Catch }'iD17 in mist net at 143U. He comes to cries 

of a f'euale titmouse and to my hisses. i'lDl7: Bright. 

S (;.~7-69416)-rt, B-L. ',{g 53.6; weight 7.3. 

TG5 at 1030 - No PW"'s in 30 minutes. 

T70 - E,~g l. 

T74 Nest A has l cowbird egg. Nest B is abandoned, 

out o:f shape because of growth of creeper in tvhicfi it 

is placed (odd). Silence. 

T7:2 Egg 1. 

T73 - Zgg 4. Catch 73F as she incutates; hoop net. 

73~:·: ;)robably yearling; bad::: shows red, but there is 

soE1e ashy color on face. 3Lall brood patch. .:J (27-69 1ll7)-L, 

R above it-L. Wg 50.7; weight 7.6 g. 

1900 -Leave. On TD27, chats' nest with l cowbird, 

4 c.:aat's eggs. 

- not visited. 



Hay 22, 1958 

1~5 

5/22/58 

i'<ostl;y sunny, hot, hu.."11id, with very strong wind all 

dav a:i:'ter rain an•~ w.;nd :~t n·::oc ... 
" "' ... - vv - ?resent at Dunn frm1< 

0630 to 1200 and from 1415 to 17-CO, ~ 1· :;: .T_-. £ rc::; .:. 7GO ::: ~ 7'.:-2. 

TD17 - ~uJ."1dJ.·n~ ~t 0630. I ft - ·~ - n s: ernoon try to catch 

D171i' rd th mist net, but fail. 

TDlB - Nest finished ty 1130. 

'fDlD - Incubation. Cfte1: find fei;<ale not on nest; 

eggs alwa;ys warm. 

TD20 - D20F incubates, didn't desert. 

'l'JJ21 - l\est finished by 1115. 

TD25 - Incubation. 

TD23 - Replace 4 f';;' eggs with 4 Field SrJarrow eg;;::c: 

about 5-6 days old, from a ground nest on TD26. 

'l'D24 - Egg 2. 

'l'D26 - D26F deserted. 

TD27 - Fresent 0645-0730, 0845-1015. -~ few skids, 

nany insipids, so1;le faint. D27F takes dew bath earl;r • 

.Several tin:.es she is near male, "checKing. 11 He moves 

a lot, stays in restricted area, is excited, several 

tin:es fights a male (I•iD31) frou the 3\i. 

TD29 - One e~g (1?). 

TD28 - Not checked. 

Tiil4 - Nest has failed, with :2 e::;-ss still present. 
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TD15 Incubation has begun; ·1 eggs. Ir. the late 

afternoon I catch Dl5;.7 in hoop as a stor<n begins. She 

is bright. S (27-69419)-L, B below it-L. 

too ;;rindy to weigh. ;Jhe is injured in ca{lture L,Iater 

recovers COI!1pletely, rebuild§/. 

'rD16 - I:;-.cubatioi1. 

TD25 - At 1400 catch D25F in hoop. She is brig~1t. 

S C-~7-69418)-R, G above it - R. Wing 51.4; too ;;indy 

to weigh. 

T70 - Nest fails without evidence. 

'.1'74 - 74.ii' (A)'s nest holds l PW and l Co"wbird egg. 

Afternoon spent on TD25, 15, 1'7. 

1730 - Leave with storm breaking. 



Hay 23, 1958 
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vr,; 

Cl d 5 ~.0 t 
ou Y' o -., dawn, after much rain. f'resen t at 

G:riffey fror.1 0600 to 0700; at I.U. fro;;~ :J70G to 0745, 

frat•: 1330 to 1430, and fro;~: 1900 to 1945; at Dunn from 

0800 to 1300. 

TG4 - ~•est ·,.J··ulled out o.t·" s;te. · t t' t 
£ ~o e na lining 

is down, anemone seeds, and bits of green :ao.ss. :•i::%4 

sin:;s far to N on ridge, see;u.s to hold it; uove.s .::>, 

TG5 - Silence. 

1'70 - Ioi70 seen.. Silence for 15 !;iinutes. 

'f74 I\est A empty, probably h<:A.s failed. 1'174 is 

with 74Ii' (A); she nest-shapes. 

1'75 - Thi;3 is a new number. A very red t:<ale is 

with 'i'4F c··) 1) on IV s, as she builds a 2-day old nest. 

Type-S's. Is this male the parent of her fertilized 

eJ~s, or has he replaced M74 after 74F (B) be~~n this 

nest? h74 is very solicitous of 7?? (A), presur;;ably 

becau,3e she is ready to build, mi];ht be more will ins 

to :~;ive up 74li' (B). 

TD2d - D28li' is on, l•1D2o back on his earlier terri-

tory. 

'I'D29 - Two eggs in nest; water standing in it. 

'f'D27 - D27F builds, probably ver,y slowly. HD27 

is excited, sings all the tine. 
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'I'Dl4 - i·d..il4 sings faint ty)Je-8 's near cherry, ~ 

edge. 

TD16 - Incubation. 

·rD15 - Silence. Fou:r.· cold eggs. 

TD25 - Incubation; no desertion. 

TD24 - Egg 3. 

'.rD26 - D26l<' nas deserted. No search. 

'i'D23 - Iucubation. of the l"ield Sparrow· el~·~s. 

TD18, 21 - i\~o eggs yet. 

'1'70 - 701" Luilds rapidly; nest walls not full 

height; it r:as begun late ;yesterday, I'd guess. 

T74 - 74F (A) has deserted and has just be.;m~ ( l·:Ov) 

a high !lest in a big maple in a ravine. 

Tli27 at 1430 - I;ffi27 sin;~s weai..: skids, insipids. 

D27F' builds slowly. See poorly marked male, young fe1aale 

;;· of TD27 - can 1 t be sure of identity. 

T72 at 1900 - Catch 72F when she comes to incubate 

3 eggs at dusk. She is probably not yearling. 3 (27-6:A2C) 

- L, G above it-L. Wg 50.7; weight 11.7 (note she has 

egg in her). Take her home for the night. 1,;72 for 10!5 

minutes after 1900 sang weak insipias with exci te:Lent calls 

between songs; like raorning but less vigor. 

T73 - 73F has not deserted, incubates. 

'f76 - Hear a male chattering, perha;:,s on T76. 

1945 - Leave. Towhee ground nest, 4 eggs. 



I' lay 24 , l H58 

Clear, cool at dawn 
' very dewy and l::is ty. 
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vx 

at I. U. fror;;. 0500 to 0645 and from .t" O'"u· to 10 • ~ 
• v •;..-0 , at Dunn 

from 0700 to 1000 and fro11~. 1100 to 1430. 

'1'72 - 72f1' laid a normal egg or~ tha botto~ of her 

cage at 0600. I release her by her nest. 

T76 - 'I'no-3 weal< scdds. ;;ilence Oll XII. 

T73 - Incubation. 

7Dl8 - Jtg;~ 1. 

T!Jl7 - i.ID17 sings. 

1'fX50, :35, 19 - Incubation. 

i'D24- .,~gg 4; incubation has begun. D24:;? won't ;;o 

to :.:~est with hoop up, stays off 40 ;.~inutes. 

· ... 'D23 - Incubation; Ii'ield Sparrow eggs. 

TD20 - Nest has failed, with 2 eggs intact, 1 

dented slightly. Cold, so not incubated last night. 

'1'D2l - No eggs yet. 

'r74 - 74F (A) cau.;sht in i;list net. She is youn·; 

(gray), h.as an incubation patch though she hasn't incu-

bated; it must develop after fertilization of first set 

· 1 t . b t. ;,::: (27-69l1.:).1 1) -R, :~-L. of esgS ~no W1tlOU 1nCU a lOn. ~ -- ~ 

,,; 51.4; weight 8.0 g. 

'1'70- 70F hLJ.S quit yesterday's ne~;;t and be~un another. 

:Jong. 
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TD27 - l'Jest found, externall;J complete. :>m27 sir..:;s 

just besi<:.~e it and has duria.:; its buildin;. 

Find a nest with 4 e.;gs i~ pines and ,;ive 

;air this number. Catch!l3ll<': Probably not yearlin:.,s; 

:.:tr•"'e'l t.:-:~1. ,:.:_ (2". 7-"'9422) - ", Y-L. ·;-p e'' 4· '' 1· • t ~ v. __ ... .... v n. •:::. ..:::.:. '.\e .gn 

7.6 ~· 

TD14 - No search. 

TD16 - Incubation. 

TD15 - Don't see Dl5i~'; has deserted. i·lDl5 sings 

irregularly, probably sometimes faintly, Iiloves a lot. 

'l'D2D - D29F incubates 3-egg set; began today. Catch 

her in hoop. She's clearly yearlins. S (27-69'-123) - R, 

X-L. 8.4. 

1'D28 - 'l'wo eggs. 

1430 - I leave. 



May 25, 1958 
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VI\ 

Cloudy wi t.h li~ht rain at 06"'0 after 
v shm';ers durin.~ 

ni:;l1t; rain over at 0800·, clourly to ·l_'Jl."', + '"v ~ ~ ... hen clearin~ 

after cool front '"rrl.·ves '"t .1' lOv· .. •• ··:: ... t ~ - ~rese~~ a I.U. from 

0800 to 0830 a· nd f·rot·,·,· 1:-:;··::v" to 1400 ~v , at Dunn from 0830 to 

1240 and from 1400 to 1600. 

'f?O - 70F is building fast despite dampness (not 

raining) at 0800. Building at 1330. Nest hcts much 

cleaning tissue in outer linin:;, shows ::nuch white. 

T.Dl7 - Dl7F nchecks" near nest while ND2l sits in 

tree she's in, 7 yards from her, 10 yards from nest. 

;:.e watches her, calls faint "sips," doesn't posture. 

At fir;:;t her callin({; seems not to be related to his 

l)resence. After 1}2 minutes in which neither moves ;m; 

(she most) and neiti.1er seems tense, she begins to hop 

toward hi:::, 1-2 feet at a tL,e. They're at 15-20 feet. 

!,o ;wsturing. She gets to within 3 feet; he turns and 

flh,3 normally out of si:.;ht, probably about 10 yards. 

She follo"~'s; there are 11sipt' calls. This isn't a chase, 

may be just social, maybe sex solicitation. ND17 not 

present. In 3 minutes see Dl7F at ;~ edge wooded field, 

calling 11check. 11 D:m' t see MD21. 

1'D2.1 - See above, which occurred 250 yards fro1:1 

D21F' 8 nest. In about 15 r:-;inutes after tiDJl disap'Jears 
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'.?-: 

i'ro;:; TD17, he 1 s at .8 edge of old TD12, 400 yards from 

'l'Dld - Egg 2. 

HD22 anc~ !"ID2l sins step-b~zzes at each 

ot!1cr just IV of tree row, half way S aloEs it (far S 

for :t,:iD22). There is a very well-marked unba;.,ded :rer:ale 

in berries, ;,~ feet hir:;h, near I1m21. il;:; sinss about 5-10 

feet from her, and after 3 songs ( ~) times) she s;,~reads 

her tail so that each feather is distinctly visible as 

she faces me. She crouches a little and raises her tail 

durin::; these spreads - clear sex posturin~. No reaction 

seen in I-1D21. She goes N to TD22 into brush, and I lose. 

t~ote she is stranger, probably unmated. 

TD25, 30, 23,19-Incubation. 

TD24 - Catch D24F in hoop net. She is bright; 

tail yellow. S (24-694:?.4) - L, B-R. ~i"ing 51.6; v,reight 

8.'1 g. at 1200. 

L~40 - Leave. 

1330 - To T70, then Dunn. 

TD28 - Nest hc.s failed, cavity empty, disarranged. 

!-:.D28 skids to S. 

TD31 - E~gs Viarw, so not deserted. 

:TD29 - D29F has deserted. 
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TDlG - Incubation. 

'_fJJ15 Can 1 t find Dl5F. ~:iDl5 sin;;s loud i.urats 

•si th lon_s silences in between. 

1600 - Leave. 

,.,. " .. 

Note lon~ delay till D21F layed egg l toda.i; ~>mst 

be Guch longer for first e_:;g than in an;y late1~ set. 

r:eadowlar.k' s egg found dumped on golf course. 



Hay 26, 1958 
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VN 

Clear, cool, ver:,r de\vy at daxm. Present at I. U • 

.t'roEJ v60G to 0300, at Dunn frou 090G to 1230 and from 

1500 to 1630. 

'l'72 - 721" deserted the nest where caught. 

'r73 - Incubation. There may be a type-8 male some-

lvhere E of 'r73. 

'f76 - Find nest, not quite complete, on old '.r67. 

~oth adults seen; irregular song. 

'1'69 - A male sings 3-4 skids on center of XII; not 

seen. 

T71 - Incubation. Silence • 

. TD28 at 0900 - J.iD28 sings series of skids, insipids, 

type-~'s. He's at 35 feet sinJing insipids, then drops 

to 15 feet. D28i<' gives loud "check. ;1 He opens bill, 

spreads wings 1 inch at wrists, crov1ches a little, raises 

tail to about 115°. D2t:lli' flies to within :2 feet of him 

(I had not seen her till now). He leaves just before 

she lands; he flutters 15 yards. In l minute she calls 

loud "c:hecks. 11 Later, at L~30 she has begun to build. 

TD29 - F'ind 2-day-old nest. f·iD29 sings much, moves 

around. 

TD3l - Incubation. Two eggs are chalky, 2 not; 

latter won't hatch. 
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't'Dl5 - ~-.~Jl3 sin:~.s irresularly, stays ncar w syca-

!•'O r·e. Can 1 t see lH3Ji'. 

'PD16, -3, 24, 25, 3C - All incubatin~, D~3F Field 

.::>p<..trrol> c~:;s. J~~·!J? didn't desert. 

£Dl7 - Dl7l" on at l700; J,)robab1y l or 2 eggs. 

Incubating eggs 1, 2, 4; 3 gone. MD19, 

20, .21 sing step-buzzes in a sort of v;oc .. al battle. 

~'D20 - MD2u skids erratically, follows D20I•'. She 

carries nest material, once goes to last nest and seems 

to pick off "-aterial. Nest not found. 

TD21 -

lG30 - Leave. Nests four:d today: l<'ield Sparrow, 

;rounG, 3 eg.~s; ?ield Sparro·.·:, 4 feet up (first nest off 

~round in 1958), 1 Field Sparrow, l cowbird egg; l''ield 

::>::arrow, . .:. very young Field Sparrow nestlin;5s, l cowbird; 

ci1.: t, 1 cowbird, 3 chat e;;;s. 



May 27, 1958 
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VN 

Clear, dewy, calE1, L18° at dawn. Present at Dunn 

frou U".:Clv to C:JOO, :frot.;. 0600 to 1100, frolit lt130 to 1700, 

at .200(;; at ::riffey Irom 1100 to 1200 and from 1'100 to 

1350; to I.U. frou 1200 to 1215. 

Dawn sin;;in;s: .:hip-poor-\"iiills only at 0410. 0419 -

chat and l~'ieh, l.:>parrow begin. 0421 - possibly Cardinal. 

042~~;~ - Indigo Buntin~?;. 0424 - Field Sparrows become 

common. 0427 - towhee calls. 0430 - Crow. 0435 -

to·.·.hce 1 s song, Cardinal. 0436 - Indigo for second time, 

possibl~; a fli.~ht song. 0439~ - ye1loY;-throat. 0443 -

;,ood Thrush, perha2:;s not the first. 0444 - r•LD17 and 

I•lDlb ;i ve du;y 's first !-\1 song;s. boon move on and hear 

~: •..;L} ;md ::n. All give exci teu::ent calls except ;:;erhaps 

;•.~il7. All songs are iusiiJiti ste1_JS or step-buzzes. 

045·.~ - J:·ine-·;;oot~s Sparrow. 0500 - I leave. 

'I'D28 - Nets Ui~ at 0()00. 

'fDld - .2~g 4. Although E:HUii' looked to me to be on 

in poor lisht at 0500, eggs are cola at 0700. She's off 

at ()700, 011 at 0830. 

'l'D21 - E;:; 3. D21F' on at 0715, leaves when she sees 

:ice. 

TD20 - Both behave asye;:;terday. Building? 
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T.J::!;~ - Yind nest. D::!2F flutters off as I watch 

iro::l 10 yar\i..::;. Sho gives distraction display for 15 

yarc,s, as I follow. She'd go farther i:f I continued. 

TD19, ,~;:) - Incubation. 

'i'G5 - l~'ind G5F on 4 chalky eggs in nest lined with 

whiLe C!licl;:eL l'eatllcrs; in Virginia pine in planting. 

;:~he i.:; shy, 11·on' t return •.:i th hoop at nest. 

'i-'74 74F (A) quit buildin~ when caught. Bong. 

•r75 - ~gg l in 74lt"' (B)'s nest. 

1215 - In till 1430. 

TD28 at 1430 - Since 1030 the mist net has caught 

U23~·a* and a strange male L'iater HD3_g7, which is 3 inches 

.froid hc1·. D28.:' is dead. She is a yearlin,:;, has a small 

n.::ttd:. ;,_; 51.0; wei_;ht 7 .1. 'fhe male is poorly m<1rked 

Lut ~itnout ;ray on head. S (27-69425) - L, R below it 

Tail red 1{, yelloH Y. ·,.'g 53; weight 7.5 g. L,Note 

that ;:;;;) ~; r:wved about ·}(! mile across at least the corner 

o .r another male's terri tory and. 1.1~:-esuntabl;y was watci:-.inr; 

I release this ~ule, see MU29 come 

while wei;_;hin,~ hi;,, see i;t1J2S go to nest tree and perch 

l foot above th·2 inconn>lete nest, looi,;:.inJ in. Clearly 

nei ;hborin:; J:lale.s are intere.sted in building of other male • s 
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w.~ 54. 6; ;ve ight 7. 9; tail :;reen. 

s:·:an'OI~" ;•hicl, flie.:;; b;y. In.cubn.tion at 1530. 

- ca~l 1 t find. 

l'1JlS - ,.;i::,,;s catc~:in~; DlcHi' in hoop, whe.r: s1J.e ;oe;s to 

nest at l05t.i. 

:2000 - Leave. 



in; ~:.t U700. 
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Fresei::t U· t Du.•'.'tl, r·"l'(''"' U'"64" t 1':>1 c· f 1 ~ 45 to ~ w~ . .v 0 ~ o, rom ~ 

1 ,'00, t:.mi fro1.: 1830 to 1930; at I.U. fror.i 1415 to 1445. 

T~l3, 19, 23, 24, 25, 30, 31. - Incubation. 

·~1.>:~.2 - C<:<.tch :J22F in hoop. She is ,:."S-66050 ;;~,nd -51, 

·_:~~~3;:~ - Loud, frequent, irregular song. 

T::..":.lU - i;:..!SF carries ~.Jlunt dawn. Later a fe:nale, 

~::resuraa!Ji.Y she, adcs ,srass to the nearly complete nest. 

_ :_;16 \;atci:es buildin:~ on TD29; see l~m29 ch21.se a male. 

'I'DlG - Incul.Jation, little song. Once I·iD16 .sings 

<..'.C CO • .;s 'J.\:'.:~:0 border; he r:.robal;l:v svends r.mch time there 

;,::.w .. , thus is siient. See 1'D2::. 

TD15 - ·~;ce what is ne;.;rly sarely Dl5F; probably 

she has nest • Iri lY~ hours ~i1Dl5 sin,gs little, once w.ay 

.:;o far ·,:; :.l-3 loud series of regular chatters frm•< higi1. 

·~';);27 - ;~eac~:.. into r·est; 3 e~;.,;s, so;::e lar;e, ,,robably 

,;,~ • .Scl1neider anc: 1 3X],;lore to N a111..: \I. Bell's 

Vireoo 



/in:.2 t:::is fe~.:ale on <1 fresi1 e;sgs. 

1~15 - Leave till 1415. 

·~~.070 - ~gg l. 

'J.\;:~.7 - Dl ?Ji' on r~est; number of e:~gs? 

=~aJ.e is one cau;sht yesterday on 'l'D28. 
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'~'lil7 - .·.17~'' is on nest, ;;ets tHroush hole in 

i.10op net. 

'?. birds missing by 1900, 

accordin.~ to Schneider. 



0 
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Clear, clew;y, ai::.out 50 at 0500. Present at Dunn 

i'ro1· tX)Cd to 1130, fro1:; 1630 to 1915; at I.U. from 1530 

to 1630. 

'._':.)17 - Ca·t.cH Dl7.F' in hoop. She is old. Band her 

.:;:-L, no silver. •'6 510.; weight 10.1 g. at 0600; this 

fi;urc rechecke~ at time because so high. 

1'.:Jl9 ~:;;;s unhatched at 0700. 

':!.'.:.?23 - All but l i~'ield .S}arrow egg have hatched. 

~D22 - Incubation. 

TD2~ - No mate yet. 

'l':Jl5 - ID15 acts as if lH~ has incubating c<:.te. 

T:Jl6 - .r;e.:::;t !.1~~-s f~tiled without evidence. 

1.':.:!/ - ;·:est ( .. hici1 conbcins l cowbird and 2 P1V 

e ';ss) :;ee,.ls to hav8 failed. D27' s are together to N. 

:..~ './-~i' ._;;eel·::; to foLi.ov: a :fe:::a.i.e Inui;o buildinj below 

- I\o e:._;s yet. 

l'D1;;; at 1130 - li:;~;s 1 and :2 have hatched. 

In fro<., 1130 to 1530. 

'r'/6 - Two eg6S• 

T71 Co~bird eg; has hatc~ed, PW's not. 

TC-i9 - :~·eal.: son.:;s .:oH XII probably 1''~69. 
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'.i.'Dl8 - Cntch ;:19F. She is bright. B-L, no silver. 

TD~l and 25 - I trade eggs of these 2 females. D25F 1 s 

are readj· to hatch. Eggs 1 and 2 (laid on same day) of 

D.25li' are 16.7 x 12.6 and 16.d x 12.6. A sil:lilarly 

16.4 X 1:~.4. lVhat is probably 

e:~::; ·l, l~ss shar:-ly .. ,>arked and larger, more diffused, 

dul!cr Si<ots, is 16.L1 x 1:?..5. E!;g 3 cracl;:ed in transfer. 

in order laid, ~ensure 17.6 x 12.4, 17.3 x 

l.:.G, 17 .. ~ x 1.~.'7, 16.7 x L:.4. ;:I;gg 4 i;.:; di:Cferently 

shaped, has sli;.;htly different j_)atteru from other 3. 

It i;:; less dari:ly ,,;arked and spots are larger n.nu more 

scatten::d insta:.1d of forlllin;,:; ·,yreath as in others. 

b.Lue. 

'.;';J:S•,· - .::nly egs 4- is anhatchecl at 1645, 1910. 

'['!)~12 - Catch D32Ii' in hoop. She is :;oung; tail 

Y' ' -u, no silver. 

TD33- IncJ~ation. 

T.01!} - E;~~ 4 unhatched at 1900. 

.. :-· lf 
I,.}.·-_.; e 

1915 - Leave. ~~o Field Sparrow nests on ground, 

Cd.C~i with 3 J.~'ield Sparrow e,;_ss, 1 wi t1:. 1 cowbird eg:;. 



Clea.1.', dew-y , breeze, about 48° at 0600. 
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Present 

at Duu11 fro;.~ UG30 to 1200 and fror;: 1L130 to 1530·, t I u a- • • 

frow 15~0 to 1600. 

TD18, 30 - Eg,gs <t have hatched, shells gone by 0630. 

TD17, 1~~, 21, ::!2- Incubation. l'""~or TDl8, see !::;elow 

under 'fDl4-. 

'l'D~3 - Nest fails without evidence. 

TD33 - Catch D33F with hoop. She is a yearling; 

tail red. G-L, no silver. Wg 50.0; weight 7.8 g. Tail 

is oJu: only 8 rectrices, with no gaps from which any 

could have <.lisal.Ypeured; :2 rir~ht outers show white, 3 

left, but third only a trace. MD33 is sin~ing near her 

~-;hen I release her and he _iursues l1er to ground and 

stays t:;.ere wi L1 i1er for :2 or silore seconc:is. 

'r.U3·1 - .i.i'intl new ~!air, D34F on 4 eggs, some 4 days 

old. vnce see ;,,1)34 sin:;i1l6; then 6oes to berry and 

watches her Lelow. He s~reads win:;s as he '':atches, then 

flutter.:; tlo"<m to her awl out or si:::;ht. After 5 secorcdS 

they be.;in return to nest togeth~:.r, 80 yards away. He 

follo\VS at 10 feet; flights are 10- .~0 yards. Incubation. 

At 1430 I catch her i~ hoop. She is old; tail 

yellow. R-;.(, no silver. ;r::; 4S.7; wei~ht 3.4, g. I injure 

her a.nd on release she darts into base of grass and hides, 
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tJ.1en ,~eep~ runnin,::; around '''Y foot as thou;h to ;;et under. 

I return her to ne~t, and she sits there with bill open. 

l'JK:l.<.! - Chatters. Big territory, to E of road. Find 

uli;htly destroyed nest N of present nest. 

't'D35 - F'ind this ;,;air between TD28 and 32, a terri-

torj wllicH iH new or is an extension of recent days. 

D3~'F builds neurly complete nest 10 yards from D28li'' s 

first nest (which had e,:;gs). 

'l'D3B - Loud re;sular song; no mate. 

1'02.9 - l!:.c;;J l. D;::;i:)F on at 0830; egg cold • 

.i.'.l)31 - t)ne egg has hatched. 

TD27 - D:~7F has just be{,;un to build. She must 

desert when cowbirds lay. Insipids. 

1'Dl·1 - MDl·l sin_;s by TD15 2 sycamore. At same 

ti;ne unb,mded male gives 3-4 loud sl~ids in the d1err;y·. 

l''ind Dltil" wi tl~ hi::t. They fly E across ravine together 

,,ithout challenge. Clearly Dl8li' left territory during 

incubation, .. lfiU uale !:lUSt have been I·i:;)l8. 

l'D15 - .i'@l5 i:s with fel.1ale ·,;i th silver left, pro-

uably Dl5F'. Later he behaves normally. 

'rDl6 - i.>l6F has left. HD16 sin,ss loudly frma 

hi.;, cherry. 

1200 to 1430 - In. 

T76 - 76F on at 1530. 
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'1'71 - All c.,;_;s but 1 PW have hatched by 1600, 

\1ihc•~ i leave. 



r-l.ay 31, 1958 
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Heavy rain and tlmnuerstorms fro!li 0400 to 1200 
' 

then clcari<1;;, hw.d0., \,indy froltl 

N. Pre;;.;ertt at .Dunn frow 0600 to 

SW; tornado warning to 
and from 1945 to 2030. 

0630, from 1400 to 170~ 

at l.lJ. fro,_, L~30 to 1400 and from 1830 to 194,5. 

'l'JXH - ;\est ;:..bandoned. 

~r~~e ,~t_}400 - Acts unmated; high; sings. 

TD29 - i·;robably egg :2; D:291.'"' on at 1400. 

1'D~1'i - £-lD27 sings insipids and type-8 1 s sporadically, 

i'ollo·.v~:-> !Y.~'?? at ti11:es; she builds fast. 

}'DlB - Constant loud song. 

TDld - lncubation. 

'£Dl9 - Broodin6. 

TD:.n - All but egg 4 have hatched at 1500; 4 un-

!1 . tched at 2000. 

T70 - Incubation begins. 

T7G Miss 76F several times, catch her at 1830 in 

hoop. l•'our e.t:~6S· She i:;; old. G-R, no silver. \ig 51.3; 

wei :;ht ~~~.1 g. !·176 not seen or heard here in over an hour 

ihe's deserte3l. 

E field at 1956 - .!:-'ere· to weasure li:;ht and time 

Iinal son~s. 19:~;G: towhee, Field Sparrow, P\'!, Indi:;o, 

Bob-.:hite, chat, yellow-throat, l,-·eadowlark, Cardinal all 
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sin;_.;in.;. 70+ foot-c.·.nules. Sl;;:y li.~htly overcast with 

~ib~ ~bovc and on N horizons, some low 

cumuJ.tw clouds in W. Nearly full moon not giving ligi1t. 

~!00\.J: G7PC if llleter pointed W, 50 overhead. 

n~ ua ta: 20(U: ·1:6 FC overhead, 52 to W - MD! 7, 

lS s-~.n; tspe-S's. 2005: 34 and 39 l<'C- 1'-W17 or 18, 

type-3's. .~ 06: 0v and 37 FC - MD19, type-8 's. 

?.(Jl'..': .;o and .~5 l''C - ~u.il7 chatters twice; htU8, 1 

t.Y.ilc-8. :JJll: 17 anc 19 Ji'C- MD17, 21 sing. Cumulus 

l.. '" .. N sli;~htly dark. 201~3: 14 and 17 FC- MD17, 

.step-tmzz. ~.!015: MDl.? or 18 sin~s steY~-buzz. Whip-

·~oor-wi 1 begins. 2vl6: 8 and 11 FC, moon now con-

S,!icuous, all birds now :;mch quieter - MD17 or lJ sings. 

Same !·'i~ sin:;s step-buzzes .s1ow.ly • 

.; .. 10: 5 and 6 li'C - :..'lar e wale, ~·erhaps aga.in for last 

tL,e at :;;!,,20. All sin.;ins now S,)asmodic. li'C at 2020, 

Li.,;ht readin;~s after ;.W:~O: 3 and Ll at 20·2.:~, 2 

aml .::?..5 at 20~4, 1 and l.!J at .J.U27, .5 an.d 1 at :2029, 

• ~~ at 2030. 

L:1st son~s of other species: towhee, 2021 and calls 

to .:. . ..1:20; c~~rdin~.:_l, ;2(.;22; Field Sparro·,;~, 2,.·:24 and calls 

to 2<)~21; Indigo, 2023}~; chat, ~~030; yellow-throat, :::020; 

entucl;::;y :.arbler, ;W03; ::1eadowlark, 2013; pewee, ~~022; 
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:2030 - Le..:-tve. '.l'oc.la;{ saw male Cerulean 'ilarbler 

i.Lutter .like ~1 1"\'J, perch stiffl;y, look do\vn and arouno 

·.e"i t.h o:Hn Lill. Couldn't see reason. 

;.i;:\le.;; doubtless reco,~nize excitement of neighbor 

;·.'lw,.,e fc;::ale is buildin.; and .:;o to loot.:. 
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